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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY
SPECIAL SERVICES ANALYSIS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

OVERVIEW

This study consists of a comprehensive operational, management,

policy, and planning review of the Special Services program of the Chicago

Transit Authority. Special Services provides advance-reservation, demand-

responsive transportation to residents of the City of Chicago who cannot

use CTA's regular transit services due to physical handicap. The com-

plete Final Report documents the analyses conducted, findings, results,

and recommendations; this Summary highlights the major findings and

recommendations within each section of the Report.

Section 1: Goals, Objectives, and Performance Measures

Since initiating service in 1981, the Special Services program has opera-

ted without any regular program of performance monitoring, even though

its computer scheduling and dispatch system is capable of generating

valuable data. A performance monitoring program is recommended to pro-

vide CTA management with a monthly and annual review of system opera-

tions, service quality, and overall performance.

Section 2: Operations and Performance

Evaluation of Special Services operations and procedures found a high

level of enthusiasm and commitment to the program yet significant room

for improvement in both efficiency and effectiveness. In comparison with

other special transportation systems. Special Services' productivity is

below average at only 1.7 to 1.8 passengers per vehicle service hour, and

service reliability is less than acceptable. While some problems origi-

nate in established policies, the program's scheduling and dispatch pro-

cedures were found to be very inefficient and maybe the single most

limiting factor in improving productivity. Recommendations are made to

DAVE CONSULTING, INC.
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improve the scheduling and dispatch process and standardize internal

procedures for improved efficiency.

Analysis of policies governing Special Services found recent review

and strengthening of policies relating to vehicle wait times, no-shows,

late passengers, and cancellations. It is recommended that CTA formalize

a policy on maximum ride times and that subscription trip policies be

reconsidered and, at a minimum, temporary cancellations be limited to no

more than 30 to 60 days.

The study's personnel analysis examined the current staffing of

Special Services, analyzed job functions, selection, and formal job des-

criptions. These analyses found that job descriptions are generally

inadequate and do not reflect the position responsibilities and that

there were no clear benchmarks for assessing job performance. Recom-

mendations are made to revise job descriptions, expand monitoring of

individual performance, and adopt formal selection and hiring procedures.

Special Services' computer scheduling and dispatch system was found

to be capable of supporting a much larger service than CTA's and of

operating at a much higher level of performance. Recommendations are

made to improve the software and the use of the system which could result

in more efficient scheduling, higher productivity, and better reporting.

Section 3: Estimating Demand for Special Transportation

This section projects the demand for Special Services trips under the

status quo and expanded eligibility in the years 1984, 1988, and 1992.

According to the developed projections, current services are meeting only

about one-quarter of present potential demand and expansion of eligibility

to those Chicago residents who can use regular transit but with great

difficulty would add another 2,014 one-way trips per weekday, for a total

weekday demand of 3,567 one-way trips.

Section 4: Contracting Options

This section reviews the issues and opportunities for contracting all or

part of CTA's Special Services program. It summarizes the experience

DAVE CONSULTING. INC.
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using private contractors for paratransit services of other major transit

systems across the country as well as in the Chicago area. Contracting

options are identified, ranging from the contractor providing all ser-

vices to only subfunctions of the program. This task includes a brief

discussion of the steps to implement a contracting option.

Section 5: Organizational Structure

Analysis of the Special Services program within the overall CTA organiza-

tion found that every division within the CTA is involved in the provision

of Special Services to some extent, but, in each case. Special Services

plays a secondary role to their primary mission. The program's role was

not well defined nor has authority been granted for active overseeing of

the program. Modification of the organization is recommended in order to

give the Special Services program adequate undivided management atten-

tion and three options for accomplishing this are presented.

Section 6: Vehicles and Facilities

The present Special Services Superior and Carpenter vehicles were selected

on the basis of criteria which included diesel power, wheelchair and

seated capacity, expected roadworthiness on Chicago's streets, and flex-

ibility to handle unknown demands. These criteria appear to be realistic

in terms of the services being provided and CTA's capital program.

In order to meet the demand levels projected under the status quo

and expanded eligibility, this section estimated that the Special Services

fleet would need a total of 71 vehicles to meet present demand (62 in

service plus 12 spares) and a fleet of 121 vehicles to meet the demand if

eligibility to the program were expanded (101 in service plus 20 spares).

The study found that an inordinate amount of non-productive time

occurs before the first pickup and after the last drop-off for each

vehicle each day. This excessive time, however, is due to both deadhead

travel to the first pickup and from the last drop-off back to the Washing-

ton Garage and to the inability to adjust operator schedules to actual

demand patterns. While remote vehicle placement could reduce deadhead

DAVE CONSULTING, INC.
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somev/hat, this strategy is not recommended due to probable negative im-

pacts on management control and the likelihood of major program modifi-

cation.

Section 7: Integration with Accessible Rail

As Chicago's rail transit system becomes more accessible, the Special

Services program should function as a feeder to the rail system for those

handicapped residents who are able to rail system and make necessary

transfers between trains and stations. However, the decision to transfer

a trip to the rail system will have to be made on a case by case basis,

considering the length of trip, accessibility of adjacent stations, time

or direction of travel with regard to peak commuter travel, and other

nontransferrable trips being carried by Special Services. As the rail

system is made accessible, CTA should expect all handicapped who can

possibly use that system to do so.

DAVE CONSULTING. INC.
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SECTION 1

GOALS, OBJECTIVES AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The Special Services Program was initiated in 1981 in response to

Section 504 requirements that CTA provide fully-accessible transit ser-

vices for those citizens who are unable to utilize its regular transit

services. This legal impetus for providing these specialized services is

matched by a real need for such demand-responsive, reliable transporta-

tion services to meet the travel requirements of Chicago's handicapped

residents, as demonstrated by the present ridership of the Special Ser-

vices Program and demands for additional service.

Evaluation of the present Program and planning for its future direc-

tion and development must be guided by the goals and objectives which the

Program is designed to achieve. Very simply, goals are the policy state-

ment of the program's focus and purposes, and objectives are measurable

aspects and interpetations of these goals. Although no formal written

goals and objectives exist for the Special Services Program, they may be

percevied through its origin and present policies and operations and

clarified through interviews with management and operating staff. From

these sources, the following are perceived to be the overall goal and

objectives for the Special Services Program.

OVERALL GOAL OF CTA SPECIAL SERVICES PROGRAM

To provide convenient, door-to-door transportation

to Chicago citizens who cannot use CTA's regular

transit services by reason of physical handicap .

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

• To make transportation available regardless of trip purpose.

• To provide safe, reliable service.

• To carry a maximum number of trips at a minimun cost.

DAVE CONSULTING. INC. 1-1
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PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT

Overview

Regular monitoring of specialized transit performance has become

essential due to the highly visible nature of these services and the

frequent disparity between demand and system capacity. These basically

political reasons for performance monitoring are reinforced by the need of

management to closely monitor system operations, budgetary performance,

service quality, and safety so as to make adjustments where necessary and

to anticipate changes in service demand or system operations. A final

and very important purpose of performance measurement is to determine

system progress toward achieving the specified goals and objectives for

that system and its services to allow adjustment of the system or recon-

sideration of the goals and objectives.

Since initiating service in 1981, the Special Services program has

operated without any regular program of performance monitoring with the

one exception of monthly reports on applications and certifications for

eligibility. Such applications, however, provide no indication of service

quality or system performance. The computerized scheduling system com-

putes a number of important performance statistics, yet these are only

informally reviewed and are not available outside the direct Special

Services unit. The only data regularly available to CTA planning and

management staffs have been monthly trip counts obtained by phone from

the Special Services staff.

The remainder of this section sets forth a performance monitoring

program to provide CTA management with a monthly and annual review of

system operations, service quality, and overall performance. The section

identifies appropriate performance indicators, defines their data con-

tent and sources or collection procedures, sets target values for the

indicators, and suggests a monitoring process within CTA.

Performance Indicators

For a specialized transit program, appropriate performance indica-

tors are selected based on established program goals and objectives and

DAVE CONSULTING. INC. 1_;



the identification of other critical aspects of operations and service.

Among these issues frequently are performance of subareas of the opera-

tion, detail on ridership, the use of labor in the program, maintenance

effectiveness, costs, and safety.

Thirteen performance indicators are suggested in Table 1-1 for

CTA's Special Services program for monthly and/or annual monitoring.

Certain indicators are only really useful for month-to-month monitoring

of change — service quality and ridership detail are within this cate-

gory — while other indicators may not be particularly significant or may

require data not normally available on a monthly basis — in this category

are cost measures and accident data.

For the recommended performance indicators in Table 1-1, Table 1-2

briefly summarizes the significance of each measure and identifies the

data required for each. Table 1-3 provides detailed definitions of each

required data item, the period for which they would be needed, and the

expected source of each item within the CTA and Special Services organiza-

tions. To the extent possible, these data items are defined in accordance

with UMTA Section 15 requirements.

Identifying Target Values

For management and operating staff, performance indicators become

particularly important when meaningful values are attached to the measures

for both the current transit service and for that system's expected per-

formance. Since these expected values provide the calibration to judge

the system's actual performance as either good or poor, care must be

taken to ensure that the target values are realistic and achievable for

the system, its operating environment, and clientele.

Target indicator values are usually developed either based on the

experience and performance of similar transit systems or through analysis

of trend data showing the system's past performance. This study initially

pursued the strategy of setting target values for the Special Services

program through the performance of twelve "peer" systems originally iden-

DAVE CONSULTING. INC.
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TABLE 1-1

RECOMMENDED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
AND EVALUATION FREQUENCY

Passengers Per Vehicle Service Hour
Scheduled Trips as Percent of

Total Requests
No-Show Passengers as Percent of

Total Booked Trips
Late Cancellations as Percent of

Total Booked Trips
Total Lift Users as Percent of

Total Passengers
Total Wheelchair Users as Percent of

Total Passengers
Gross Operating Costs Per Vehicle

Service Hour
Gross Operating Cost Per Passenger
Platform Hours as Percent of

Vehicle Service Hours
Percent of Pickups On-Time
Average Trip Travel Time
Total Vehicle Miles Per Roadcall
Accidents Per Million Vehicle Miles

Frequency of Evaluation
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tified by CTA staff.* Although data was available from some of these peer

systems, most of these systems also transport elderly citizens as well as

handicapped, while Chicago transports only handicapped residents. Since

the elderly as a group are more mobile and more efficient tours can

generally be developed with a higher level of trip requests, systems

transporting both elderly and handicapped have a distinct operating

advantage over a strictly-handicapped system such as Special Services.

There being no reliable method of adjusting for the effect of combining

elderly and handicapped services on performance, the peer comparison

approach was abandoned for the purpose of defining target indicator

values.

The second common approach to establishing performance indicator

targets is through the historical performance of the system itself. Com-

parison against prior performance incorporates any environmental, client

and system characteristics which may make the system different from

similar services, yet fails to indicate how well the system is performing

except against its prior performance. In order to utilize this trend

approach, reliable values for the desired performance indicators must be

available for past periods. Our analysis of the Special Services system

has found that much of the needed data either is not presently tabulated

or is of doubtful reliability.

From analysis of system operating records and reports, present values

have been estimated for most of the recommended performance indicators as

shown in Table 1-4. On the basis of this estimated performance and known

industry performance, target values are suggested which should be achiev-

able by the Special Services Program over time.

Implementation of reliable data collection procedures and a regular

monthly monitoring program must precede the setting of annual target

values for the system. On the basis of several months' data, target in-

dicator values should be established to seek incremental improvement

*The twelve peer systems are the special transportation programs sponsored
by Atlanta, Baltimore, Bi-State, Boston, Cleveland, Denver, Los Angeles

(City), Metropolitan Dade County (Miami), Milwaukee, Minneapolis, SEPTA,

(Philadelphia), and Tri-Met (Portland).

DAVE CONSULTING, INC.
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TABLE L-4

ESTIMATED PERFORMANCE INDICATOR
VALUES AND TARGET VALUES

Present CTA

Passengers Per Vehicle Service Hour
Scheduled Trips as Percent of

Total Requests
No-Show Passengers as Percent of

Total Booked Trips
Late Cancellations as Percent of

Total Booked Trips
Total Lift Users as Percent of

Total Passengers
Total Wheelchair Users as Percent of

Total Passengers
Gross Operating Costs Per Vehicle

Service Hour
Gross Operating Cost Per Passenger
Platform Hours as Percent of

Vehicle Service Hours
Percent of Pickups On-Time
Average Trip Travel Time
Total Vehicle Miles Per Roadcall
Accidents Per Million Vehicle Miles



rather than define an "ideal" performance level. As an example, the

estimated present system productivity of 1. 8 passengers per ye.lxicle

service hour would lead to a realistically attainable target of 2.0

passengers per vehicle hour and not to the theoretically-attainable 2.5

passengers per vehicle service hour. The setting of attainable targets

allows the periodic satisfaction of achieving those targets and permits

fine-tuning the targets according to the system's actual performance.

Performance Monitoring Process

In order to be timely and effective, the performance monitoring pro-

cess and attendant responsibilities must be clearly defined and adhered

to. The necessary data must be tabulated and reported on time and ac-

cording to specified procedures. As the data becomes available, the

selected performance measures will be computed and their values analyzed

against prior performance and trends as well as against comparable sys-

tems, if any are identified. Findings from this analysis must be re-

ported throught specific channels within the CTA organization along with

data on any recommended and/or enacted system changes to improve perfor-

mance.

CTA's Route & Systems Planning section is seen as filling a key role

in the process, computing and working with Special Services management to

analyze the resulting indicator values. This key role is appropriate

because of the relatively independent position of Route & Service Planning

with regard to management of the Special Services program and the exper-

ience of that section with quantitative and comparative service evalua-

tions.

Once computed, analyzed, and appropriate actions taken, the monthly

performance monitoring report should be forwarded up the CTA organization

to keep them aware of Special Services' performance and management ac-

tions. Properly used, the performance monitoring report will prevent any

operating surprises at higher levels in the CTA organization and will

highlight operating, cost, and passenger trends as they develop.

DAVE CONSULTING, INC.
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Note on Evaluating Performance Indicators

An attractive use of performance indicators is to assign a target or

"acceptable" value to each of the indicators and then monthly judge

whether the system has done well or poorly against these standards. While

this is one of the basic intents of performance indicators, a strong

caution needs to be raised concerning overreliance on the indicators and

incorrect comparison of values between systems.

In evaluating transit performance, the greatest problem is not the

selection of the "best" measures, but that of obtaining the most accurate

operating and performance data from which to compute the measures. For a

wide variety of reasons — ranging from simple arithmetic errors to per-

sonnel changes — data can be in error either a little or a whole lot.

The potential for error in performance data means that the computed

measures need to be used only as indicators or "symptoms" of problems,

not as the sole proof of the problem.

Similarly, performance indicators are influenced by many organiza-

tional, operational, and environmental factors which usually differ from

system to system. For this reason, the same performance indicator value

may be considered "good" at one system and "poor" at another. Comparison

of performance indicator values is best done on the basis of trend or

"longitudinal" analysis for the system itself and only through comparison

against other systems with great reservation.

DAVE CONSULTING, INC. 1-13



SECTION 2

OPERATIONS AND PERFORMANCE

OVERVIEW

CTA's Special Services program will begin its fourth year of service

in September 1984. Since initiation of service in 1981, the program has

doubled its service fleet, registered over 5,700 eligible clients, and

provides about A50 one-way passenger trips on an average weekday. At

this point, though, the system is faced with a significant unmet demand

for service from handicapped residents of Chicago as well as complaints

from existing users regarding service quality and responsiveness.

In this context, this section presents a thorough analysis of Special

Services operations and performance in a number of specific areas. Sub-

section 2. 1 carries out a detailed analysis of present performance and

operating procedures with particular emphasis on scheduling and dispatch,

and presents a series of practical recommendations for improved perfor-

mance and productivity. Subsection 2.2 examines a number of system

policies with regard to customers and service quality. System personnel

requirements and capabilities are analyzed within Subsection 2.3, and

Subsection 2.4 addresses the present and future effectiveness of the

computerized scheduling system and suggests possible enhancements.

Finally, Subsection 2.5 estimates the operating and capital cost impacts

of recommendations made within the preceding analyses.

DAVE CONSULTING. INC.
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SUBSECTION 2.1.1

OPERATING ANALYSIS

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

The measure of success, or any inadequacy, of the Special Services

Program, or indeed, any special transit program, can be determined, in

part, by an examination of several performance criteria. These criteria

include:

• productivity

• wait time

• ride time

• cancellations/no-shows

• shared ride vs. single trip scheduling

We have also examined other aspects of the program such as the

ability to handle and schedule calls. We have used in our data analysis

in most instances, a typical day, February 23, 1984, to analyze the

various performance statistics. Of course, since there is the possibility

that one day may not be representative, we have compared some of the data

against several days statistics, but not necessarily to the same level

of detail.

Productivity

The standard by which most paratransit systems are measured is by

productivity — the number of passengers carried per vehicle service

hour. The most common definition of a vehicle service hour is the time

the vehicle leaves the garage until the time the vehicle returns. Unlike

fixed-route operations where exact deadhead can be calculated, a para-

transit vehicle is considered in service from the time it leaves the

garage until the time it returns. This assumption is based upon the

theory that the vehicle could conceivably be directed to a pickup shortly

after entering into the service area, even though no pickup was scheduled

when it left the garage. Therefore, the vehicle is always available for

service while in the service area, less any time deducted for operator

breaks, lunches, and vehicle breakdown.

DAVE CONSULTING. INC.
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The method used to calculate productivity by CTA for Special Ser-

vices is from the first pickup until the last drop-off. It does not in-

clude deadhead time nor does it deduct the time for operator breaks or

lunches.

According to data provided by CTA, productivity for the dates

1/19/84, 1/27/84, and 2/23/84 was 1.8, 1.8, and 1.9 passengers per vehicle

hour, respectively. The productivity for 2/23/84 was recalculated by

deducting non-service hour time (lunches, breaks, breakdowns, etc.), and

then calculating deadhead and adding that time to the service hours.

Deadhead was estimated to be an additional 45.1 hours. Operator breaks

and lunches amounted to 26.8 hours. The net result was that 18.3 hours

(45.1-26.8) was added to the service hour total, thereby reducing produc-

tivity from 1.9 to 1.8. This is a reduction of approximately 9 percent.

We suspect that a recalculation of the other days would reduce produc-

tivity down to 1.7.

A productivity rate of 1.7 to 1.8 passengers per vehicle service

hour must be considered low when taking into consideration that 40-50

percent of the daily ridership is prebooked. And, since the schedulers

are achieving aboveaverage shared ride trips, there are too many non-

productive hours.

Wait Time

In demand-responsive transit, wait time is defined as the elapsed

time between when a customer calls for service until the time they are

actually picked up. At Special Services there are two elements of what

can be termed "wait time": A patron who has a standing order (subscrip-

tion service, commonly referred to as a "99"), and the deferred customer

who requests a specific time to be picked up. It should be noted that

order takers schedule trips using the time the customer wishes to be

delivered more so than by the time the customer wishes to be picked up.

Nevertherless , it is an indicator of performance to measure the accuracy

of when the customer was picked up against when they were promised to be

picked up. The industry standard is that a passenger should be picked

DAVE CONSULTING. INC.



up within a 15 minute "window." No more than 10 minutes early nor more

than 5 minutes late. This goal should be achieved 90 percent of the

time. The criterion utilized by Special Services is somewhat broader,

10 minutes early to 10 minutes late. A passenger picked up within this

window is considered on-time.

Illustrated in Table 2-1 is an analysis of on-time performance for

three days. The average on-time percentage for the three days is 73.7

percent. Taking into consideration that Special Services consists of all

prebooked trips, this percentage must be considered low when compared

with industry standards. Naturally, consideration must be given to the

fact that Special Services accommodates a large number of wheelchair

passengers and that the Chicago weather could be a factor. However,

on the days sampled, there were no weather related influences on perfor-

mance, and similar type Elderly and Handicapped systems perform closer

to the industry standard.

In analyzing the data for on-time performance, it is felt that even

this 73.7 percent is overstated. There were many examples of operator

trip sheets that indicate that they made every pickup and delivery at

precisely the time scheduled (see Exhibit 2-1). We find that difficult

to accept. There are two possible explanations. Some operators may

indicate on the trip sheet that they made the pickup and delivery exactly

when scheduled, regardless of when they were actually there. Or, if an

operator leaves the time blank, the scheduler puts in the scheduled time

when the trip history posting is done. We suspect that it may be a com-

bination of the two. In any event, it highly distorts the data.

An informal poll was taken of several drivers, and the same question

was asked of the scheduling staff — What is the time that the drivers

enter in on their stop sheet? (see Exhibit 2-2. ) Four different responses

were given: (1) the time the driver arrives at the stop; (2) the time

the passenger boards; (3) the time the passenger was scheduled; or (4)

the time the vehicle departs. Several drivers indicate on their trip

sheet two separate times — the time they arrive, and the time the

DAVE CONSULTING, INC. 2-4
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EXHIBIT 2-2
OPERATOR TRIP SHEET
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passenger boards. This raises the question of what the scheduler enters

for trip history posting. These further inconsistencies render the data

somewhat inaccurate, if not actually meaningless.

Ride Time

Ride time is the elapsed time between when a customer is picked up

until the time they are delivered. While this time should not be too

short, for it may indicate that "taxi type" service is being offered, it

should not be excessively long either. Illustrated in Table 2-2 is a

breakdown in 15 minute increments of the ride time for a sample day.

Forty-seven percent of all trips were completed in 30 minutes or less

and a full 67 percent were delivered within 45 minutes of the time they

were picked up. This ratio must be considered good considering the

nature of the service. We would, however, make the same overall comment

with regard to the data as previously mentioned: far too many trips

are delivered exactly to the minute of when they were scheduled.

Cancellations

On February 23, 1984, 530 trips were scheduled. Of this total, there

were 126 ridership adjustments. These adjustments included extra on's,

no shows and cancellations. After deducting the 13 extra on's, there were

113 no shows, cancellations, and various trip adjustments. This amounts

to 22 percent of the total trips booked being changed in one way or an-

other. Because the computer continues to list all adjusted trips in ve-

hicle tours, this volume of adjustment significantly complicates the

schedulers' task due to extraneous data. The number of no shows was

limited to five and does not appear to be a problem. Analysis of other

days data reveals that the number of trip adjustments do pose a major

problem. (See Table 2-3). In fact, adjustments on January 19, 1984

amounted to 30 percent of the total ridership.

Trip adjustments are broken down into categories and designated by

code as shown in Table 2-4. The different types of cancellations are:

DAVE CONSULTING, INC.
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MINUTES

0-15

16-30

31-45

46-60

60-74

75-89

90-120

2 Hrs +

Total Trips
Sampled

TABLE



TABLE 2-3

ADJUSTMENTS /CANCELLATIONS /NO SHOWS



CODE

A

B

C

E

F

6

N

Y

TABLE 2-4

RIDERSHIP ADJUSTMENTS

February 23, 1984

DESCRIPTION

Cancel until further notice

Cancel (benefit of CTA)

Cancel normal day of service

Early cancel

Final cancel of subscription

General adjustment

No show

Extra on

TOTAL

Less Extra On's

TOTAL

17

14

. 27

26

1

23

5

13

126

13

Total No shows,
Cancellations,
and Adjustments

113

DAVE CONSULTING, INC.
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"A" - used to designate cancellations until further notice on

subscription passengers

"B" - benefit of CTA, (e.g. breakdown, overbooking, etc.)

"C" - trip cancelled less than four hours prior to pickup

"E" - trip cancelled more than four hours prior to pickup

"G" - general adjustment — trip cancelled due to incorrect ad-

dress, or a trip booked that a customer could not accept.

On the day sampled, February 23, 1984, there were 23 "G" type can-

cellations. In instances where a trip was cancelled due to an incorrect

address and re booked, it somewhat distorts the ratio of cancellations.

It is not known how many "G" cancellations were included in the other

days illustrated in Table 2-3. Eliminating this type of cancellation

would reduce the percentage slightly. Perhaps, in order to qualify and

give relevant meaning to the issue of cancellations, it is necessary to

eliminate more than just the "G" type cancellations. For example, on our

analysis day of February 23, 1984, the total ratio of ridership adjust-

ments was twenty-two percent. If we take into consideration only those

individuals who cancelled on the scheduled day of service (Code C), this

would reduce the number to 27 cancellations or five percent of the total

ridership. This percentage conforms to normal industry standards and

places the actual number of cancellations in proper perspective.

In our analysis of cancellations and trip adjustments, we noted that

subscription trip holders are allowed to place their "99" trips on in-

definite cancellation until further notice. On the day detailed in Table

2-4, 17 subscription trips were identified as "A" cancellations, can-

celled until further notice. It is common practice for subscription

trips to be temporarily suspended while individuals are on vacation,

sick, or possibly in the hospital, yet it is not common to allow such

cancellations to be indefinite. The effect of the indefinite "A" can-

cellation is to effectively reserve the client's subscription trip until

they are able to or desire to use it again, and consequently preventing

another client from moving off the waiting list into a subscription trip.

DAVE CONSULTING, INC.
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Shared Ride

A measure of success in paratransit operations can be determined by

the number of shared rides that are provided. The goal of every demand-

responsive, or special services program, should be to avoid the "taxi"

type trip that picks up one passenger and takes them directly to their

destination. While this is highly desirable from a user standpoint, it

is grossly inefficient. The goal then is to pickup as many passengers

that are travelling in the same general direction and to deliver them in

and amongst other pickups and deliveries. This, of course, should be

accomplished while meeting the promised pickup and delivery times. An

analysis of shared and single type rides is illustrated in Table 2-5.

Of the total trips sampled, seventy percent had the element of a shared

ride associated with it. This is a high ratio and reflects favorably

upon the scheduling staff and their ability to make this element of the

service as efficient as possible.

LEVELS OF SERVICE

There are three types of service offered by Special Services —
subscription, deferred, and immediate response. Subscription service is

comprised of those individuals who have a standing order to be picked up

at the same time on designated days. This may be from three days per week

to up to seven days per week. In order to qualify for subscription ser-

vice, a passenger must make at least three scheduled trips per week

between the same origin and destination. Advance reservation, or "de-

ferred," is a request that is taken for a particular time for one day

only. These calls are accepted the previous day. The goal of Special

Services is to have a 50-50 balance between subscription and deferred

service. Additional passengers can only be added to the subscription

list as a result of another passenger vacating the list. Illustrated in

Table 2-6 is a breakdown of the number of clients, by area, waiting to be

placed on the subscription list. Also included is an accompanying map

(Exhibit 2-3) to identify the areas geographically. The southern areas,

designated areas 5, 6, and 7, account for approximately 53 percent of the

total. Several of the 236 passengers on the waiting list have been on the

DAVE CONSULTING. INC.
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TABLE 2-5

SHARED RIDE VS. SINGLE TRIP SCHEDULING

RUN

TYPE RIDE

SHARED SINGLE

A56



TABLE 2-6

SUBSCRIPTION WAITING LIST

Area

1



EXHIBIT 2-3

:ription Waitin|Subsci

List Boundaries

Chicagc
zip codj

boundariel
{606 + two digits shown
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list since the inception of the service in September of 1981. An anal-

ysis of the first four individuals on each list reveal that the average

waiting time has been in excess of 2 years (see Table 2-7).

The last type of service, and one that is used very infrequently, is

accepting requests for immediate demand-responsive service. This type of

request is accommodated, not by the schedulers, but by the dispatchers.

A typical example of filling this type of service is whenever the dis-

patcher receives a cancellation, or a no-show, they will frequently review

the requests of patrons who were unable to be scheduled and attempt to

accommodate their trip. This usually occurs rather infrequently, once

or twice a day.

ORDER TAKING PROCEDURES

Passengers not on the subscription list wishing to place a request

for transportation must call in the previous day. The hours of operation

to request a ride are from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. The procedures are to

accept requests starting at 8:00 a.m. Once calls are received, the

scheduling takes place and continues throughout the day. At approximately

4:00 p.m., the following day's schedule is complete and customers call

back to confirm that their trip was scheduled. If the trip was able to

be booked, the scheduler will notify the customer of the time for both

the initial pickup and the return trip. The primary purpose of the

scheduler working until 6:40 p.m. is to accommodate this notification

process. After 6:40, clients calling to verify their trip will be handled

by the division clerk.

The specifics of the order taking process are as follows:

Telephone Answering Procedures

Schedulers begin to accept telephone calls at exactly 8:00 a.m.

Requests for service continue throughout the day until approximately 3:00

p.m, however, the majority of requests are received during the first

hour of the morning. All available schedulers, including the assistant

DAVE CONSULTING. INC.
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TABLE 2-7

LENGTH OF TIME ON WAITING LIST

Area Position on List Waiting Since
1 1 09-01-81

2 09-20-81
3- 10-02-81

4 ' 10-31-81

Area
2 1 11-12-81

2 11-13-81
3 11-18-81
4 11-22-81

Area
3 1 09-01-81

2 09-30-81
2 11-05-81
4 12-01-81

Area
4 1 11-29-81

2 11-29-81

3 12-08-81

4 12-22-81

Area
5 1 01-02-82

2 01-05-82

3 01-09-82

4 01-25-82

Area
6 1 12-27-81

2 01-12-82

3 01-17-82

4 03-01-82

Area
7 1 10-05-82

2 10-15-82
3 10-27-82

4 11-01-82

DAVE CONSULTING, INC. 2-18



superintendent, participate in the accepting of requests. On occasions,

when staff is short-handed, other personnel from the garage may be called

to assist. Since no scheduling of trips is made at this time, it is a

relatively simple process. The entire process can be completed in 20-30

seconds. Since the overwhelming majority of passengers are repeat cus-

tomers, they understand the process and respond quickly to the prompting

of the scheduler.

The scheduler completes the Special Services Passenger Trip Report

(Exhibit 2-4) as follows:

• Writes in appropriate date (the date is often pre-stamped to

economize time).

• When the scheduler answers the phone, the time, including seconds,

is inserted in the time slot (as illustrated in our example as

08:26:55).

• The scheduler than asks the customer for their phone number and

types it into the CRT. The screen will then be displayed with the

customer's name and address. (If no name appears, the customer

is not registered and is referred to the proper registration

authority.

)

• The scheduler then verifies that the customer is Mrs. Hawkins of

4856 South Indiana. If the response is affirmative, the customer

is asked the destination of their trip, the number of passengers,

and the time they wish to be delivered. Although trip purpose

and if the customer is in a wheelchair is programmed in, this

information is usually verified.

• The call is then terminated and the customer is instructed to

call back after 3:00 p.m. The customer can also request that

Special Services call them.

• The scheduler places this request in an in-basket and takes

another call.

This entire process can be completed in less than 20-30 seconds.

DAVE CONSULTING, INC.
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Trip Request Processing

At approximately 8:20, the assistant superintendent collects the

trip requests that have been received thus far. At this point, approxi-

mately 100 calls will have been received. On a typical day, this repre-

sents 50% of the total calls that will be taken for the entire day.

The assistant superintendent arranges the trip requests in chrono-

logical order and numbers them consecutively from one through the total

number of requests. The requests are then separated by geographical

area (north and south) and distributed back to the staff for scheduling.

By 9:00 approximately 89% of the total incoming calls have been received,

and the remaining part of the day will be dedicated to the scheduling of

trips.

1 . Requested versus Actual Pickup

With approximately 50 percent of all trips allocated to subscrip-

tion passengers, the scheduler must schedule the regular advance re-

quests around those already pre-booked. While we recognize that this

is not an easy task and we do not wish to be overly critical, the per-

cent of occurrences that trips are booked reasonably close to the

requested time are minimal. Perhaps the goal, or customer satisfac-

tion should be that service was able to be provided at all. However,

we did attempt to analyze performance from the standpoint of when the

customer requested to be delivered against the time they were actually

delivered. Of 58 trips analyzed, only 21 had sufficient data to en-

able this evaluation. Of the total, 64 percent either had no delivery

time listed by the operator, or the entire trip sheet indicated that

every pickup and delivery was made exactly when scheduled. On one

trip sheet, 11 pickups were made at the same address with 11 different

pickup times. This type of recordkeeping renders any evaluation of

performance meaningless.

Of the 21 trips that we were able to analyze, approximately one-

third were actually delivered within a 20-minute window (1" minutes

early to 10 minutes late) of the requested time (see Table 2-8).

DAVE CONSULTING, INC.
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TABLE 2-8

REQUESTED DELIVERY TIME
vs

SCHEDULED DELIVERY TIME
vs

ACTUAL DELIVERY TIME

Requested
Delivery
10:00
10:45
13:00
09:00
08 .-30

13:00
09 : 00
14:00
07:00
14:30
10:00
11:30
14:45
09:00
09:30
06:30
10:00
08:00
13:00
10:00
10:00

Percent within 10 minutes, early/late = 33.3%

'•The difference between actual delivery vs. requested delivery.

Scheduled



The number and type of trips were examined for February 23, 1984.

There were approximately 530 trips scheduled, 212 subscription (40

percent) and 318 advance reservation (60 percent). Of this total,

there were approximately 126 adjustments, such as cancellations, no-

shows, extra-ons, etc. See Tables 2-4 and 2-9.

Scheduling Procedures

In order to facilitate the booking of trips, the schedulers have

at their disposal computerized data to assist them in their endeavors.

The computer does not actually schedule trips but provides a file of

information to assist in the scheduling process. The scheduling of

trips is based upon the schedulers' knowledge of the service area,

and the structure of the runs and the current list of subscription

riders.

As previously mentioned, schedulers will book trips by area on a

rotating basis. Listed as Exhibits 2-5 and 2-6 are lists of the runs

assigned to the north and south. There are also references as to

which vehicles travel from north to south and south to north.

The first step, if the scheduler does not know the location of

the client's address is to look them up on the map. Once verified,

2 minutes per block is used to estimate travel time. This, of

course, will be modified if the ride will be shared.

The booking of advance reservation trips will be based upon the

number and time of subscription trips (99s). For example, if the

scheduler pulls up run A56 (see Exhibit 2-7), they will see when all

the 99s are scheduled. (Our example is after the fact and shows the

advance reservation schedule that day, identified as under the

heading SB.) Our scheduler would see that the first subscription

trip is for 6:15 but is cancelled as indicated by the letter "A" to

the right. Our next prescheduled trip is for 6:30. Looking at the

heading under ST RN (Start Run), our scheduler will find that the

vehicle is available to leave the garage at 5:25 and a trip prior to

6:30 could be accommodated on this run. This same procedure is used

throughout the day.

DAVE CONSULTING, INC.
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TAULli 2-9

SUBSCRIPTI0N/ADVANC1-: RESERVATION TRIPS BY RUN
February 23, 1984

Run
A56
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It is possible to modify the times of 99's slightly to accom-

modate other trips. Once a trip is scheduled, it is possible that

another scheduler may wish to modify already booked trips. V/hen

this occurs, the scheduler wishing to make the change will ask the

scheduler of the original trip if this can be accomplished. Sched-

ulers also have the ability to reschedule the operator's lunch period

(40 minutes) and break (15 minutes). According to the operators'

labor agreement, a thirty-minute lunch must be scheduled within

five and one-half hours of the start of the shift.

Scheduling of trips is a task that involves, in our opinion,

intelligence, spacial perception, and, in the manner that it is

accomplished at CTA, an excellent memory. This being the case, the

skill level and competence of this task varies among the scheduling

staff. Illustrated in Exhibit 2-10 is the number of trips scheduled

for each scheduler during a selected week.

It is the policy of Special Services to have two other schedulers

try to book a trip if the first attempt was unsuccessful. At the end of

the day, the assistant superintendent along with all schedulers review

the entire day's scheduling for verification and improvement, before the

schedule is printed. Once printed, the next day's schedule is given to

dispatch. Any further changes or modifications hereafter are handled

strictly by dispatch.

Availability of Service

It is estimated that there are 19,160 potential users of the system

with approximately 5,706 actually registered (as of 4-24-84). In addition

to the regular subscription riders, service is accommodated to an average

of 175 daily passengers who must call in for a ride. What is the likeli-

hood that a caller will be successful in obtaining a ride? Illustrated in

Table 2-11 is an analysis of the ratio of the ability to meet all requests.

The average weekly accommodation rate is 73.5 percent.

Logging of service requests begins at 8:00 a.m. and continues

throughout the day. As shown in Figure 2-1, requests for service rapidly

decrease during the 8:30 to 9:00 hour and few are received during the

remainder of the day. We have analyzed an entire day's requests as shown
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TABLE 2-10

NUMBER OF TRIPS BOOKED BY SCHEDULERS



TABLE 2-11

PASSENGER TRIP REQUEST/SERVICE FULFILLED

Day of



FIGURE 2-1

NUMBER OF CALLS RECEIVED BY TIME OF DAY
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in Table 2-12. It is obvious that the sooner a customer can call in the

higher their chances of booking a ride. On the day sampled, the first

75 callers all received rides. It should be noted that these calls were

taken in the first 13 minutes. The ratio begins to fall rapidly. In

fact, if a customer call is taken after 8:25, their chance of obtaining

a ride is less than 50 percent and decreases rapidly thereafter (see

Table 2-13).

STAFFING

The staffing for the Special Services scheduling group consists of

one superintendent and eight schedulers. The work day begins at 8:00 a.m.

and ends at 4:40 p.m., with a 40-minute lunch (see Exhibit 2-8). One of

the schedulers works from 10:00 a.m. to 6:40 p.m. Since service is

scheduled seven days a week, scheduling staff are on-duty seven days a

week. Because scheduling is accomplished one day in advance, planning

trips on Sunday is necessary for the Monday schedule. Therefore, the

majority of schedulers work Sunday through Thursday, with a lighter

schedule on Friday and Saturday.

The majority of the work performed is between the hours of 8:00 a.m.

and 3:00 p.m. During this time, requests for service are taken, and

trips are booked. The major responsibility of the individual working the

10:00 a.m. to 6:40 p.m. shift is to contact and receive calls after 4:00

p.m. of those individuals who requested a trip that day.

All scheduling staff are trained in all functions of the scheduling

control room. Those duties include:

• Answering the telephone and taking passenger trip requests.

• Scheduling of passenger trips.

• Call back of passengers to confirm or deny request for service.

• Trip history posting.

Although all dispatch staff are cross-trained, inevitably the skill

level varies and those individuals who develop more competence do the

majority of the critical functions such as scheduling and trip history

posting.
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TABLE 2-13

SCHEDULED TRIPS BY SEQUENCE AND TIME

Call #'s
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Run Schedule

An examination was made to determine the compatibility of the run

schedule with the needs of Special Services. There are 40 elements of

service provided on a daily basis (Monday-Friday). The first operator

reports at 5:10 a.m. and the last checks out at 10:05 p.m. Of the total

runs, 12 (30 percent) are comprised of split shifts. This allows for

greater flexibility in scheduling vehicles in peak demand periods and not

to have vehicles standing idle in off-peak hours. There is another ad-

vantage from a scheduling standpoint. The split shift eliminates the

need to interrupt a vehicle's schedule for an operator's lunch period.

Even though the operator is not paid and the lunch hour is not scheduled,

the attendant time prior to and after can be unproductive. This attendant

time can be defined as the time necessary to deadhead to and from lunch

breaks, or simply the time needed to "gear-up" after any break in routine.

Illustrated in Figure 2-2 is a list of runs indicating start and

end time, operator lunch (40 minutes), and break (15 minutes) on the

sample day selected. Split shifts have not been included unless a break

was taken. The majority of the operator's breaks have been scheduled

between the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 12:00 p.m. There is very little

service available during this period. The question is whether the lunches

are taken at this time since there is no demand, or is no service avail-

able due to the fact that the majority of the operators are on lunch or

break? In some instances, lunches and breaks are taken concurrently

which means a vehicle is out of service for 55 continuous minutes. On

several occasions, a break was scheduled, a period of inactivity for

15-20 minutes, then the lunch break. This type of scheduling can be

devastating to service availability since that renders a vehicle inactive

for one hour and 15 minutes, or even longer.

While it is recognized that work rules and labor regulations stipu-

late that lunches must be given within certain parameters, it is ineffi-

cient and counter-productive to attempt to preschedule lunches rather

than to schedule them for periods of low demand. A forty minute lunch

and 15 minute break also appears to exceed industry standard -- as well
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as CTA's labor agreements. The industry norm is a thirty minute lunch

and ten minute break. With a 40-minute lunch, CTA is paying each operator

for 10 minutes of lunch break, which is not in their labor agreement.

Additionally, the provision of a 15-minute break is not dictated by any

labor agreement or written CTA policy. To have the operator's downtime

scheduled raises the issue of what does the operator do when a call is

cancelled? The high frequency of no-shows and cancellations examined

earlier would appear to afford more than ample opportunity to schedule

lunch and breaks at those times on the day of service.

COMMUNICATIONS

Radio System

Each vehicle is equipped with a two-way radio, and a base station is

installed in the dispatch office to facilitate communications between

operators and dispatch. The responsibility for maintaining communication

with the vehicle operators rests not with the schedulers, but with the

dispatchers. The dispatchers are also the assistant superintendents.

Special Services does not have a dedicated frequency and must share

air time on the CTA supervisor frequency. This can become a critical

factor during CTA's peak times on fixed-route operations. For this

reason. Special Service operators do not radio in each stop but limit

their communications to the following:

• 10-8 (ready for service);

• radio check;

• no-shows;

• cancellations;

• energy situations; and

• accidents.

It is the unusual occurrences and not the normal operation activi-

ties that necessitate communication between dispatch and the operators.

Telephone System

Special Services is equipped with a telephone system that allows the

storage of 26 calls before a customer receives a busy signal. In peak

periods, up to eight schedulers will accept requests for service. The
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system is so equipped that the phones will not ring in the scheduling

office until exactly 8:00 a.m.

Each work station is equipped with a standard phone with four (4)

lines and a hold button. The public has one basic number to call for

service and another number for dispatch on the day transportation is

scheduled.

Summary

If enthusiasm, dedication, and commitment were the only criteria, the

Special Services Project would be an overwhelming success. But if effi-

ciency and effectiveness must be considered, there is considerable room

for improvement. There is a general feeling from staff that the solutions

to these problems require more — more vehicles, more personnel. It is

felt that more efficiency and more effectiveness could actually be

achieved with current levels of equipment and personnel, or even less.

In comparison with similar systems. Special Services exceeds in some

areas and falls short in others. In terms of productivity. Special Ser-

vices is slightly below average, achieving less than two passengers per

vehicle hour. System reliability, as shown by wait time data, is less

than acceptable while ride times are reasonable given the nature and type

of service. The adjusted cancellation rate of five percent is normal,

however, the volume of trip adjustments is felt to be negatively affec-

ting the schedulers' efficiency. Whether or not the current capabilities

of the computer are actually an aid or hindrance to scheduling is debat-

able and will be addressed more fully in a later task. The greatest

benefit of the computer is the quantity of data that can be generated.

Unfortunately, much of this data is questionable since there appears to

be little consistency in the reporting of operational statistics.

It is felt that the efficiency and effectiveness of the system are

constrained more by policies and procedures than by actual operational

capabilities. If there is one area that can be labeled inefficient, it

is in the order taking and scheduling process. These procedures are

extremely labor intensive, cumbersome, inefficient, and more than likely,
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are the single most limiting factor in increasing productivity. There

are approximately 175-200 trips scheduled per day. This is accomplished

by eight schedulers. In many systems, this volume of trips would be

scheduled by no more than two schedulers — and in some systems by one.

These procedures must also be viewed very negatively from the public

as evidenced by the fact that riders seldom to call in for a ride after

9:00 a.m.

In our section on recommendations, the emphasis will be placed on

how to increase efficiency and effectiveness through improvements in the

order taking and scheduling process. The success that the system enjoys

now is contingent upon the abilities of several key individuals. We

will suggest modifications of procedures so that the scheduling process is

based upon a standard set of procedures that can be performed equally by

all members of the dispatch staff.

DAVE CONSULTING, INC.
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SUBSECTION 2.1.2

OPERATING RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommendations presented in this section are the result of the

findings presented in Technical Memo 1, dated May 1984. That memo con-

cerned the operating analysis of the Special Services Program. And

addressed such issues as productivity, wait and travel times, and, most

importantly, the scheduling process.

In attempting to make recommendations that will improve the service,

consideration must be given to any changes that may be made as a result of

CTA policy decisions. For example, if CTA v/ere to change the reservation

policy, or open the service to a broader segment of the community, this

would have an effect on what recommendations were to be made. Therefore,

we considered recommendations that will be viable enhancements to the

system regardless of what service changes are implemented. It is our

opinion, though, that the current system could not be made available to

meet any more of the unmet demand with the current resources and pro-

cedures. Implementation of the recommended suggestions will, however,

result in a 5-10 percent increase in efficiency and productivity.

The recommendations presented in this section will focus on such

areas as:

* Data Collection and Standardization

* Scheduling

* Dispatching

* Staffing

* Equipment

* Run Schedules

The recommendations made in this section can almost be considered

simplistic. They are nothing more than a return to the procedures and

policies that may have existed at the start of the program. Over the

years, these procedures have been modified and relaxed to conform to

the pressures brought to bear upon management and staff for a varity of

reasons. For example, the extended operator lunch and meal breaks, the

DAVE CONSULTING. INC.
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change from dynamic scheduling to the present system, and the inconsis-

tencies in the collection and reporting of data.

The major shortcoming of the Special Services Program concerns the

scheduling procedures. They have departed from the original concept and

requirements of the computed assisted program. The result is the cur-

rent procedures that require a staff of twice the required size, and a

productivity of less that half of what should be achieved.

In order to measure the success, and properly evaluate the program,

not only against other comprable systems, but against itself as well,

data collection and the standardization of that data must be accom-

plished.

There is absolutely no reason that Special Services cannot reduce

costs and increase productivity (within reasonable expectations), with

the proper decisions by management to eliminate the constraints that the

system has placed upon itself. The ability to become more efficient and

cost effective is well within the capability of the system design and

those who manage it.

DATA COLLECTION

As previously mentioned in the operating analysis, the computer

systems biggest contribution is the storage and instant retrieval of

data. It is questionable whether the computer is an actual asset in the

scheduling of trips. The determination of the "best trip" is strictly

independent of the computer system and made by the scheduler. The sched-

ulers make their decision on which run to schedule a trip based upon

their knowledge of the service area, their familiarity of the run sched-

ule, and the existing list of subscription passengers.

In addition to providing the scheduler with the current status of

the number of trips scheduled on a particular run, the computer system

has the ability to provide management with a wide array of stasticial

data. From this data, productivity can be calculated, wait and ride

times determined, frequency of no shows and cancellations can be calcu-

lated, trip type, number of lift users, and many other important statis-

tics can be generated.
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What we discovered in our analysis is that almost all the data being

generated is somewhat "tainted" in the respect that the data is not kept

consistently, nor does the manner in which data is calculated generally

conform to measures that are standard in the industry. Statistics and

operating data kept in such a manner renders the information derived vir-

tually meaningless.

The following recommendations are made to standardize the data and

allow the performance of Special Services to be evaluated against similiar

systems on an "apple-by-apple" comparison basis.

Productivity

In paratransit operations such as dial-a-ride and Special Services,

productivity is one of the key indicators of performance. It is the number

of passengers that a vehicle carrries in a vehicle "service hour". A

vehicle service hour is usually defined as the time that a vehicle is

in-service and available to pick up passengers, less any time for lunches

or operator breaks. This in-service time is calculated from the time the

vehicle leaves the gararge until the time it returns. Special Services

calculates their in-service hours as the time from the first pickup until

the last dropoff but does not deduct for operator lunches or breaks-

Special Services calculation includes no deadhead travel time to the

first pickup or from the last drop-off back to the garage. Although this

almost results in a tradeoff, it was determined that the actual result

was an overcalculation in productivity by Special Services. According to

the data generated by Special Services the productivity rate is overstated

by approximately ten percent.

It is recommended that the following modifications be made in the

method of determining productivity:

• Calculate in-service time from the time the vehicle leaves

the garage until the time the vehicle returns to the garage.

• Deduct operator lunclies, breaks, and any vehicle breakdown

from the calculation listed above.
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On-Time Performance

From a user standpoint, on time performance is perhaps the most

critical performance measure. Did the vehicle arrive as promised? Was

the travel time reasonable, and was the passenger delivered to their

destination on time? In Special Services, trips are booked not by what

time the passenger requests to be picked up, but by what time the passen-

ger wished to be at their destination. As found in our analysis, the

percentage of time that a passenger is picked up within plus or minus ten

minutes, from their promised pickup time is approximately thirty-three

percent. While it may be possible that the time requested simply is not

available, the instances of on time performance need considerable improve-

ment. This survey was based upon those trips that are placed on a daily

basis. According to the data surveyed it was found that overall Special

Services on time performance for both subscription and daily requests is

approximately 73.7 percent. Wait time is defined as the elapsed time

between when a customer is scheduled to picked up and the time they are

actually picked up. The definition of acceptable on time performance in

the industry is that a customer should be picked up no more than 10

minutes early, nor more than 5 minutes late. This goal should be able to

be achieved ninety percent of the time. As with other performance stand-

ards, Special Services indicators are somewhat broader. Special Services

considers a pickup to be if it is made no more than 10 early, nor more than

10 minutes late. This goal is twenty five percent broader than industry

standards and yet is still eleven percent below standard. It is felt

that even this ratio is overstated due to the manner in which records are

reported and maintained. As noted in an earlier section, far too many

pickups are reported as made exactly when scheduled. When every single

passenger is picked up and delivered at the precise time scheduled, for an

entire day's run, the data must be questioned.

There are several factors contributing to Che questionable accuracy

of the data: operators do not consistently maintain the same procedures;

and schedulers appear to enter the promised time, if no time is indicated,

when trip history posting is accomplished.
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The following corrective action is recommended:

• Redefine on time performance as no more than 10 minutes early, nor

more than 5 minutes late.

• Standardize the time that operators report pickups. It is recom

mend ed that operators report the time they arrive as the pickup

time, as opposed to some reporting the time the passenger boarded,

or the time they left the stop.

• If the pickup time has been omitted by the operator, when trip

history posting is being made the pickup time should be left

blank. This trip would not then be included in the analysis.

• When scheduling multiple pickups at the same address the same

pickup time should be used. Past practice has been to schedule

the first passenger at 9:15, the next at 9:16, then 9:17, 9:18,

etc. The operator would the dutifully report the pickups made at

9:15, 9:16 and so on.

• The same recommendations apply to travel and delivery time.

Operators should report the time they arrive at the delivery. Not

the time the passenger left the vehicle, or the time the vehicle

left. Multiple deliveries at the same address should also be

reported as one time.

Cancellations

The analysis of no shows and cancellation initially revealed what was

determined as a high ratio of cancellations to number of passengers car-

ried. This percentage amounted anywhere from twenty to thirty percent on

a given day. Upon further investigation it was discovered that Special

Services is including far too many adjustements in service as a cancella-

tion of one type or another. A cancellation is normally considered to be

an individual who has booked a ride, but cancels on the day of service. A

no show is an individual who has scheduled a ride, but fails to appear

when the vehicle arrives.

Included in Special Services definition of a cancellation are the

following:
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• A subscription (99) passenger who has an indefinite cancella-

tion.

• A cancellation made by Special Services and not the passenger.

• A cancellation made the previous day.

• A permanent cancellation by a subscription passenger.

• A general adjustment which includes cancellation of a trip due

to an incorrect address. (A trip which is consequently re-

scheduled. )

After the elimination of these other cancellations that should not be

considered cancellations at all, the ratio of cancellations was determined

to be only 5 percent. This level can be considered acceptable and confirms

to industry standard.

While it is beneficial to record these other types of cancellations

they should no be included in the cancellation rate for the days ridership.

Only those passengers cancelling on the day of service should be considered

a cancellation. This type is identified as code C.

Additional Recordkeeping

It is recommended that two other elements of data be maintained. The

first is the ratio of subscription trips and those trips scheduled on a

daily basis. The goal of Special Services is to maintain a 50-50 balance.

This data was calculated by hand for one day and the ratio was forty

percent subscription and sixty percent call in. It is not know if this is

typical. This analysis can be easily obtained by programming the compu-

ter to generate this information. This information will be useful to

determine if the subscription passengers are abusing their status by

frequent canellat ions , which in turn denies those on the waiting list.

It will also permit analysis of the effectiveness of the scheduling staff

to accommodate a greater number of call in passengers.

The second element of data that is recommended is to compile the num-

ber of trips booked by each scheduler. It was noted that this information

is sometimes calculated by hand by the Assistant Superintendent. This

data is available in the computer program according to the Documentation
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Manual and is listed under Office Efficiency Report. It is available on a

weekly basis and reports the number of trips scheduled by each scheduler.

SCHEDULING PROCEDURES

Subscript ion /Standing-Order Trips

Special Services recognizes two classes of trip request: Subscrip-

tion or "99" trips and single-time non-subscription "0" trips. Non-sub-

scription request practices are discussed below.

Once an individual is given the privilege of a subscription trip,

that trip will be provided at least 3 days per week as specified by the

client. The scheduling of "99" trips, since they are standing commit-

ments, constitute the initial "skeleton" tours to be filled in with

single-time trips on the day prior to service. The construction of these

skeleton tours of 99 trips must fit the various commitments into effi-

cient vehicle tours, and they must be periodically reviewed and modified

as existing 99 's are terminated or placed on temporary suspension and new

99's accepted.

Presently, the 99 skeleton tours are reviewed by the scheduling

staff with the assistance of the vehicle operators every 3 months to

attempt to identify more efficient starter tours. Possible problems with

the tour scheduling are also identified through the Trip History Posting

function of the Special Services computer, which shows which pickups and

drop-off s are not being made at the promised times. Because of the low

turnover of 99's, the Special Service subscription clientele and their

travel patterns are very stable, and, at the typical 3 month review, only

from 6 to 12 changes are normally made to the skeleton "99" tours.

In conjunction with recommendations elsewhere in this report to

increase the turnover of subscription (99) privileges, we would recommend

that on-time performance and changes to 99 trips be closely watched.

Should a higher turnover of 99's be achieved, we would recommend that the

subscription starter tours be thoroughly assessed at least monthly to

ensure the most efficient tours. As an observation, the ability to

efficiently serve subscription trips is so important that most para-

transit systems grant subscription trips not on the basis of a waiting
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list, but according to whether the desired trip can be efficiently served

in conjunction with prior trip commitments.

Non-Subscription Trips

As described in the analysis, the scheduling of non-subscription

trips is accomplished by customers calling in and requesting service.

Ninety percent of all calls are received during the first hour beginning

at 8:00 a.m. The remainder of the day is then devoted to the booking of

those requests. And, finally, between 3:00 p.m. and 4:00 p.m., the

customer is notified, or calls in to confirm that their request has been

accepted. There are several deficiencies inherent in this system. It

requires a full staff of eight individuals to accommodate these incoming

calls at the beginning of the day, but the number of trips that are

booked cannot justify that level of manpower throughout the day.

It is also apparent that service is available only to those fortunate

enough to get through during the first hour. This combination of events

results in an inefficient system from the standpoint of the large number of

individuals required to accept and process service to what can only be

considered relatively few passengers.

Current procedures result in duplication of effort necessary to

schedule a ride. By not scheduling the trip at the time the customer calls

results in a process that contributes to the inefficiency of the scheduling

process. The scheduler must take down the information on a passenger trip

request and the same information is again handled later in the day, a

process that could be eliminated if dynamic scheduling were to be accom-

plished. These procedures also require that the customer call in twice,

once to request the ride, and again to verify that the ride was booked.

It is often the case that a passenger will not know until 4:00 p.m. that

they cannot make a medical appointment that may have been scheduled from

the previous day. This unnecessary duplication of work prevents the

system from functioning in a more productive manner. Instead of exerting

time doing the same task twice, this effort could be used performing

additional tasks.
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There is no technical reason that the scheduling cannot be accom-

plished at the time the customers call in. This ability is limited only

by the training, and competence of the scheduling staff. It is the

opinion that the current procedures were developed as a means to accommo-

date the abilities of the staff. It is felt that several of the sched-

ulers possess the capability to schedule dynamically. But the system

does not currently possess sufficient skilled personnel to achieve this

method of scheduling.

There are several possible recommendations to improve the producti-

vity of the control room staff. We do not feel that it is possible to

immediately change from the current procedures to dynamic scheduling. We

do, however, feel that this should be the goal of Special Services. This

goal could be achieved in incremental steps.

The most notable deficiency in the control room is the inordinate

number of staff needed to schedule a relatively few non-subscription

rides on a daily basis. Since the capacity for ridership cannot be in-

creased to justify the level of scheduling, it is recommended that the

number of schedulers be reduced to a more efficient level. The only

justification for the large staff is to accommodate the influx of tele-

phone calls in the first hour of the morning. The number of trips that

are subsequently booked do not justify those numbers.

The present reservation system can be maintained by drawing manpower

to accept incoming calls from other resources of the Washington Street

Garage. These resources can be the garage clerks, extra board drivers,

maintenance/janitorial personnel. Assistant Superintendents, etc., or

perhaps even volunteers from the Elderly and Handicapped community that

the system is serving. As mentioned in the analysis, the taking of phone

requests is simply a mechanical function that anyone can accomplish after

15 minutes of orientation. Since approximately ninety percent of all

requests are received during the first hour, this additional manpower is

needed for only a short period of time.

The advantage of this recommendation is that it will allow a reduc-

tion in the number of staff required to take phone requests. The reduced
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staff can therefore become more efficient in the booking of trips. It

does not hov/ever, eliminate the mad rush by the public to secure a ride.

It is though, the first step in making the scheduling staff more effi-

cient .

The next step in preparing to schedule dynamically is to eliminate

the mass calling in the morning and to more evenly distribute calls

throughout the entire day. Since the public has been accustomed to the

"first come, first served" method of obtaining service it may be difficult

to acclimate them to the fact that they can call later in the day and be

able to obtain a ride. It is impossible to schedule trips while the

customer is on the phone under the present procedures. Therefore, the

calls must come in at a slower pace to allow for dynamic scheduling.

This distribution can be accomplished in either of two methods. Both

by restricting the times that calls will be accepted. This can be coordi-

nated to coincide with either the present zone system or on a geographical

basis. For example, calls can be accepted as follows:

ZONE TIME

1, 2, & 3 8:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

4, 5, & 6 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 a.m.

7 & all 12:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

The second method is to accept calls by geographical boundary. For

example, those wishing to travel within the area currently designated as

North would call between 8:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m. Those passengers tra-

velling in the area defined as South would call between the hours of

10:00 a.m. and 12:00 noon. The time period from noon until approximately

2:30 would be designated for inter-area trips as well as the overflow

from the other two areas. Since a certain number of vehicles are already

preassigned to areas designated as North and South, there should be no

concern that the first areas calling would dominate the service. The

proper determination of zones or areas could best be decided by Special

Services staff based upon past demand and travel patterns.
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The primary advantage of this procedure is that it allows for the

elimination of the temporary assistance needed to answer the telephones

in the earlier recommendation. Phone requests will be received in a more

orderly, less frenzied manner. It will allow for much, if not all of the

scheduling to be completed on a dynamic basis. As previously stated,

there appears to be no valid reason why trips cannot be scheduled at the

time the customer places the call. The only restrictions are those that

Special Services places upon itself in the form of policies and procedures.

The final phase of this recommendation process is to remove the

restrictions placed upon the public in terms of when they can call in.

This will be accomplished when the public gains the confidence in the

system that they can receive service without having to call in the first

hour of the day. It will also allow the schedulers to gain confidence in

their ability to schedule trips while the customers are on the phone.

Specific recommendations on the skill requirements to prepare the

schedulers for this eventuality appear under the recommendation for the

staffing of Special Services.

"Fast Link" Service

The CTA Service Planning section designed the "Fast Link" service as

a strategy for reducing vehicle mileage, deadheading, and increasing pro-

ductivity. The Fast Link service strategy involves pick up of ambulatory

passengers in areas by several vehicles, then transfer of these passengers

to a single vehicle for the long trip to downtown Chicago and delivery to

their destinations.

Fast Link services were reportedly attempted from several areas,

resulting in a number of complaints which in turn reduced the commitment

to this strategy. At the present time, two Fast Link runs operates into

the Loop area from the north of the city and one from the south.

The key to the success of the Fast Link concept lies in the close-

ness of a number of trip origins and times and the ability of Special

Service passengers to effect a transfer from one vehicle to another.
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The Fast Link should not require more than one transfer and should not

require a transfer by individuals in wheelchairs. The transfer of a

wheelchair from one vehicle into another is quite time-consuming and may

eliminate any time savings when the other Fast Link passengers are con-

sidered. Individuals in wheelchairs are not eliminated from the Fast

Link service, but must be scheduled for pickup by the Fast Link vehicle

rather than a feeder bus.

A positive transfer requires only 2 to 4 minutes for each vehicle

involved. The Fast Link transfer needs to take place at least that far

(in travel time) outside downtown Chicago and, as a second condition, the

transferring vehicles need to be headed for additional pickups in other

than the Fast Link direction. Given these minimal conditions, analysis

of established travel patterns in the Special Services program will

identify the needed trip densities to support a Fast Link, and then

scheduling staff should begin negotiating time adjustments for 99
' s and

single-time trips into the Fast Link parameters.

The Fast Link service can effectively evolve into a feeder/shuttle

service and, in places, be replaced by accessible rail service when that

becomes available. To enhance the Fast Link option and its flexibility,

transfer locations should be identified at either CTS bus or rail stations

or, even more attractive, at regional shopping facilities. Particularly

where the transfer must be made at a shopping facility, the wait for a

transfer may become an opportunity rather than a burden.

We would strongly recommend that the Fast Link concept be used as a

strategy for reducing deadhead travel and low productivity, downtown-

oriented trips. Fast Link trips should be planned at high travel times

and trips negotiated to feed into the Fast Link shuttle. The Fast Link

service could become especially important to Special Services if a deci-

sion is made to expand eligibility for the program. An expansion of

eligibility would significantly increase the number of ambulatory handi-

capped using the service, almost all of whom could transfer to a Fast

Link bus.
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DISPATCH

Although the dispatching function is performed by the Assistant -

Superintendents, independent of the scheduling function, there appears to

be no adverse effects as a result of this relationship. The next day's

schedule is prepared by the control staff and turned over to dispatch.

The public is also aware that if they call about their trip on the day

scheduled, they call directly to dispatch, and not to the schedulers. The

only area where closer coordination could be desirable is when a scheduled

passenger cancels and the dispatcher attempts to fill that vacancy from

the lists of passengers whose requests for service could not be honored.

It would appear that the schedulers would be in a position to better know

when and where to fill that vacancy.

It is not the suggestion that the control staff be brought into this

loop, but to provide dispatch with additional information when a cancel-

lation or no show occurs. Current procedures when an opening exists is

for the dispatchers to review the stack of requests from passengers un-

able to be served. Since a decision must be made quickly, and the

dispatchers must search through a pile of requests, it is felt that

there are missed opportunities due to a lack of a formalized procedure.

This could be solved by one of several methods: (1) have the scheduling

staff generate a computerized list of those unable to be scheduled. If

the computer will not facilitate this list a dummy run could be created

and the customers could be listed, in chronological order. The fol-

lowing information could be provided:

* time requested

* origin and destination

* customer name

* zone

* phone number

The dispatcher would then have on one sheet of paper all the requests

that were unable to be filled. When a vacancy occurs, the dispatcher can

scan the list in order of time for possible insertions.

If this list can not be generated with the assistance of the com-

puter, then it is recommended that the requests be placed in a three ring
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binder. They can be either placed in chronological order, or by zones.

When an opening occurs the dispatcher will have a quicker method to de-

termine the feasibility of an insertion than currently exists.

It was recommended that operator breaks be scheduled as opportuni-

ties exists, and not at preset times. In order for this to occur the

dispatcher will have a more active role in the scheduling of trips. This

will also depend on a more reliable radio communications frequency.

STAFFING

It is apparent that the number of scheduling staff required to book

approximately 175 requests a day is excessive. In a typical eight hour

day this translates to approximately 22 customers scheduled per hour.

Since there are six schedulers assigned to the scheduling task this means

that approximately 3.7 requests are scheduled per hour per scheduler.

While we realize that schedulers have other duties, it indicates the

inefficiency of the scheduling staff. There are demand-responsive systems

that schedule as many rides with one scheduler. It is felt that of the

contributing factors that so many people are required is a result of the

current operating policies. Current policy is that calls will be accep-

ted on a first come, first serve basis. This results in the mass tele-

phoning in the first hour of the day. It is this influx of calls that

gives the staff the belief that they are understaffed and that they need

additional support to handle the demand. We believe that the procedures

and concessions made to accommodate the skill level of the schedulers that

have developed over the years are responsible for the current inefficien-

cies. While it is true that the incoming telephone calls demand a staff of

eight people, the scheduling of those calls can hardly justify that level

of manpower to book those trips.

As outlined in the recommendations on the scheduling procedures it

is felt that the current level of work can be accomplished by no more

than four schedulers. Assuming a demand of approximately 200 calls per

day, this would result in an average of 6.25 customers scheduled per hour.

Although this represents an increase of approximately one hundred percent,

it is nevertheless still below the capability that can be achieved. At a
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minimum, schedulers should be able to book at least 10 callers per hour,

(resulting in 20 one-way trips) or one every six minutes.

The key to the success of the Special Services program is based upon

the proper utilization of the computer system, and the personnel to ade-

quately, and competently, utilize its capabilities. To quote from the

System Description: "The Demand/Response Transit System was developed to

meet personal transit needs of the Elderly and Handicapped. Basic to the

system are a highly skilled group of people who can process telephone

requests for transit services and schedule passenger pickup and delivery

efficiently to utilize the bus capacity and assure reliability of the

schedule.

"

While Special Services has several skilled individuals, the system

suffers from the lack of a "highly skilled group" of people which is im-

perative for a successful program.

In order to utilize and maintain a productive control staff, it is

recommended that the staff be reduced to the suggested size of four

dedicated schedulers. The manpower to do trip history posting, and

other duties, are not included in this staff of four. The remaining

staff and subsequent replacements should be given the following inten-

sified training:

• area familiarization, including time spent riding on the vehicles;

• total familiarization with the run schedule;

• improved telephone techniques; and

• total familiarization with current subscription lists and run

schedule.

EQUIPMENT

Although the control room is of sufficient size to accommodate the

needs of Special Services, there are several improvements that can be

made. These improvements are both aesthetic and practical. From a

purely cosmetic point of view the present room is devoid of any indica-

tion of the purpose of the work being performed. It is recommended

that graphs and posters indicating such performance indicators as rider-

ship or record number of calls taken be displayed to act as both a moti-

vational and information tool. It would also be beneficial, from both a
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cosmetic and useful standpoint, to have one or more large maps of the

service area, complete with zones, mounted on the wall to assist the

schedulers to visualize the trips that they are scheduling.

There are several modifications that can be made to the telephone

system. The schedulers currently answer the phone by hand which makes

it difficult to access the CRT, or to write down any information while

using one hand to hold a telephone. It is recommended that a "hands

free" system be installed. This use of a headset will allow the

schedulers the use of both hands while performing their duties. If the

telephone is not equipped for a star set, an adapter can be purchased

that will plug into the jack, in the phone. These items are inexpensive

and can be purchased from several sources.

It is also recommended that the number of incoming lines be re-

duced. The system currently allows for 26 lines to be accessed before

a caller reaches a busy signal. It is felt that this results in an

unusually high number of individuals that are placed on hold. If the

recommendations presented in this section are implemented the need for

this many lines will be eliminated. There will not be the level of

staff to answer this many lines, nor, with the new procedures, will

there be the current influx of calls concentrated in one period of

time.

Since communications is the key between the operators and dispatch,

it is highly recommended that Special Services be placed on their own

frequency. Due to the fact that Special Services shares the frequency

with the supervisors on CTA ' s fixed route operations, communications

between dispatch and the operators is kept to a minimum. This makes it

difficult at times to contact an operator with a cancellation, addi-

tional pickup, or making a change in the operators schedule. [Note:

This action was taken during the final phases of this study.]

It was recommended that operators not be prescheduied for breaks.

Operator breaks would be taken during periods of low demand, or cancel-

lations in the schedule. In order for this policy to be implemented a

clear, reliable, dedicated frequency is a prerequisite. Dispatch must
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have the ability to communicate with the vehicles at all times in order

to have a safe, reliable, efficient syatem.

RUN SCHEDULES

In terms of vehicles, operators, extra board, split shifts, and

distribution throughout the day, the basic run schedule appears to be more

than adequate. The schedule provides a sufficient number of vehicles

during peak hours when demand is greatest. We have identified concerns,

however, with regard to the scheduling of operator lunches and breaks and

relief practices.

Operator Lunches and Breaks

There is some question of whether trip requests are dictating the

scheduling of driver breaks and lunches or whether there is perhaps a

little too much consideration given to the operators' schedule, at least

in terms of priorities. It is felt that the needs of both the clients and

operators could be better accommodated with some modification.

The two areas of concern are the schedules of operator breaks and

lunches. It is recognized that there are governing regulations, both

internal (work rules) and external (federal and state) that affect the

schedules of lunch and break periods. The scheduler must schedule the

operator's lunch within a 5 and one-half hour period from the operator's

start of shift, and, basically, this is accomplished very well. We do,

however, question the duration of the lunch — forty minutes. This is

neither a law nor part of the labor agreement, and exceeds the 30 minute

lunch specified in the CTA operator agreement. Of the 40 runs, 28 straight

runs have a scheduled lunch. The additional 10 minutes amounts to 280

minutes or approximately 4 and one-half hours of lost in-service vehicle

time on a typical weekday. At the current productivity rate of 1.8, an

additional 8 passengers could be provided service each day.

In addition to lunch. Special Services operators also receive 1

fifteen minute break. The scheduler may insert this break period anywhere

in the operator shifts. As with the lunch period, the duration appears
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to exceed industry standards: breaks normally average ten minutes. If

we add the additional 5 minutes to each of the 28 runs, the loss in

productive time is now 420 minutes or approximately 7 hours per day.

The potential additional passengers now becomes thirteen. This rep-

resents an increase in the average daily ridership by approximately

3 percent.

Besides being somewhat longer than mandated or generally accepted,

the prescheduling of operator lunches and breaks is felt to constrain the

schedulers' productivity. By predetermining lunch and break times,

scheduling flexibility is greatly reduced because the bus must be sched-

uled to be empty at these times.

A review of several days' Final Trip Sheets reveals that on each run

there is invariably at least one cancellation, no show, or service adjust-

ment in excess of ten minutes. We would recommend that this time be used

for driver breaks and that they not be prescheduled. The potential

increase in productive in-service vehicle hours by the elimination of the

prescheduled break and the decrease in lunch by ten minutes will produce

approximately 12 additional hours of service and potentially serve 23

more trips per day — an increase in ridership by five percent without

increasing costs.

Relief Practices

Our second concern with operator scheduling is whether added pro-

ductivity could be achieved with the use of on-street reliefs, as the run

schedule was originally designed. Currently, all Special Services opera-

tors begin and end their work runs at the Washington Garage and, in prac-

tice, all "relief" drivers take out a new vehicle even though they may

not be allowed pull out time for the preoperations check of a new ve-

hicle.

The Special Services program run schedule is designed for on-street

reliefs, in which a new driver would take over an in-service vehicle at a

specified transfer point in the service area. This on-street relief

allows the vehicle to be used in continuous service, so that it need not
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be empty nor deadhead to and from the garage. Additionally, the continued

use of a vehicle through the day rather than each driver using a new

vehicle reduces maintenance and servicing costs since fewer vehicles will

have been in-service on any given day. Our analysis found that scheduled

on-street reliefs are taking place in the Washington Garage. :•

:

It is likely that some reliefs will conveniently occur at the Wash-

ington Garage. These should not be avoided, however, reliefs should

occur so as to maximize the efficiency and productivity of the system.

Recommendations ;
'

The recommendations with regard to the run schedule are summarized

as follows:

Recommendations • .

• Reduce operator lunches from 40 minutes to 30 minutes. •:;

• Eliminate prescheduled operator break and issue breaks during

low demand or cancellation periods.

• Return to on-street reliefs.

Advantages

• Bring Special Services in line with CTA agreements and industry

standards with regard to time of lunches and breaks.

• Increase in-service hours by approximately 7 per day.

• Increase ridership by approximately 23 more trips per day.

• Increase ridership by approximately 5 percent with no increase in

cost.

• Reduce deadhead travel.

• Reduce vehicle servicing costs. '

•
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SUBSECTION 2.2

POLICY ANALYSIS

Special Services provides its transportation within very narrow

guidelines specifying such aspects as eligibility, request procedures,

and promptness of clients. Most of the current policies were formally

established when the system was implemented almost three years ago; others

have come into existence through the procedures and practices of day-to-

day operations.

Policies and related procedures are generally created to have a de-

sired positive effect on the provision of transportation service. How-

ever, they may also have unintended side-effects, which may not be

desirable. Additionally, policies and procedures may have unintended

impacts because of the way they are implemented and carried out on a day-

to-day basis.

The purpose of this section is to analyze the major policies and

procedures which guide the operation of the Special Services system and

to identify or estimate their impacts (good and bad) on operations.

Several major policies and/or procedures have been addressed earlier

within the Analysis of Scheduling/Dispatch Procedures and will not be

dealt with again here; these include: subscription and reservation re-

quest procedures and on-time performance.

WAIT TIME POLICY

Description of Policy

Under present special service policy, users are asked to be prepared

at least 10 minutes before the scheduled bus arrival time. When the bus

arrives, the driver must wait 5 minutes for the passenger to appear for

the first (outgoing) trip and 10 minutes on the return trip. During or

at the end of this waiting period, the driver may ask the dispatcher to

telephone the passenger to inform them the bus has arrived. Additionally,

the driver must wait an additional 5 minutes if the passenger is con-

tacted by phone or otherwise indicates they are on their way to the bus.

If the passenger fails to appear and cannot be contacted by phone by the

end of the "grace period," they are marked as a "no-show" and the bus
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continues to its next stop. (See separate discussion of CTA "no-show"

policy. ) Clients who are repeatedly late in appearing are personally

called by the Special Services Superintendent who attempts to determine

if there is any particular reason for such lateness and discusses the

importance of being on time.

The CTA Advisory Committee on Services for the Disabled has approved

a revision of the definition of "lateness" and CTA's wait time policy to

eliminate the automatic 5 and 10 minute grace periods following the

vehicle arrival. According to the suggested policy, the passenger would

be considered late if the bus is on time and the passenger is not ready

at the prearranged scheduled pickup time. The operator would call the

dispatcher if the passenger is late, and the dispatcher would attempt to

phone the rider to determine if they would be ready within 5 minutes. If

the passenger will be ready in 5 minutes, the operator is instructed to

wait; if the passenger is not boarding in 5 minutes, the operator may be

instructed to depart.

Impact on Operations

Carried to its extreme, the existing wait time policy would require

a nonproductive wait time of 10 minutes on each segment of a passenger's

two-way trip, or up to a total of 20 minutes per round-trip passenger.

At a productivity of 1.8 trips per vehicle service hour, the present

policy has a potential loss of about 18 minutes of productive time during

each vehicle service hour — considering that Special Services operates

about 265 total vehicle hours of service each weekday, the total potential

lost time each weekday due to this policy is about 79.5 vehicle service

hours

.

The actual time spent waiting for passengers varies substantially,

although no operating data is recorded on which to base an analysis of

wait time. The majority of Special Service users are conscientious and

attempt to be prepared for their vehicle's promised arrival. Unfor-

tunately, a minority of system users — either new, infrequent, or regular

riders — are not waiting when the vehicle arrives.

The impacts of this wait time policy in system operations are signi-

ficant. First, the actual lost productive time due to excessive waits
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for the passenger to appear and board may be reducing overall system

productivity equivalent by up to about 23 percent of its normal capacity

— in other words, if all passengers were on-time, that much more service

could be provided. The second impact of the policy is that scheduling

procedures must allow for regularly long wait times at pickups, requiring

a very "loose" schedule and severely limiting the efficiency which can be

achieved in the system. The scheduler must ensure that sufficient time

is allowed for these long wait times without totally disrupting all pro-

mised pickup times of later trips.

The third significant impact of the wait time policy is on the sys-

tem's passengers themselves. Although the wait time policy was developed

in order to be fair to the handicapped passenger, it ends up unfairly

impacting one's fellow passengers who must wait 5 or 10 minutes for a

passenger to appear and impacting Special Service's clients in general

since the policy reduces the amount of services which can be provided.

The revised wait time policy in conjunction with penalties for no-

shows and late cancellations should noticeably decrease delays for pas-

senger appearance and increase system productivity. The effects, how-

ever, assume that scheduling procedures will reduce the "slack" now left

for these long passenger waits and that the new policies will be strictly

and fairly enforced.

NO-SHOW POLICY

Description of Policy

Since late 1983, CTA's policies for "no-shows," late passengers, and

cancellations have been under review by CTA staff and CTA's Advisory

Committee on Services for the Disabled. This review was prompted both by

the legal opinion that suspension of Special Service privileges for repeat

offenders could constitute a denial of sevice without due process and also

by the increasing problem created by tardiness.

Prior to the current proposed changes, a Special Services rider who

compiled 3 no-shows within a 30-day period would be suspended from the

program for 30 days, at which time they would be reinstated. This policy
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was invoked with several clients, whose service privileges were suspen-

ded for the specified 30 days. Due to staff knowledge of regular clients,

it appears that the no-show policy was most likely equally applied, even

though no regular records are kept of individual client performance and

service usage.

The policy change approved by the Advisory Committee would levy a

progressive surcharge on the no-show passenger, making it increasingly

more costly to no-show during a 30-day period: $1.00 surcharge for first

no-show, $2.00 for second, and $5.00 for third no-show and all others

within a 30-day period. All passengers start each 30-day period with a

clean slate. The surcharge would be collected before the passenger is

transported on their next Special Services trip.

Impact on Operations

No-show passengers are a significant problem in specialized trans-

portation systems, especially when requests must be made days or some-

times even weeks before the day of travel. The further ahead the request

is made, the more likely the trip will be forgotten or that plans will

change. CTA's Special Services program avoids most of the no-show prob-

lems by limiting single-time trip requests to one-day advance reserva-

tions. Interestingly, of the five no-shows on the sample day examined,

three were standing-order (99) reservations and two were single-time

trips (0). If this sample data is indicative of a more serious or at

least equal problem on no-shows with standing-order passengers than with

single time passengers, an additional penalty for repeated no-shows might

be warranted above the surcharges. The granting of a subscription trip

is a very significant privilege of limited availability due to the capacity

of the system. Repeated no-shows — say two or three consecutive months

with 3 or more no-shows — could result in a review of the individual's

no-show record and possible forfeiture of their standing reservation

privilege

.

There is no question that such a policy could seriously impact the

repeated no-show passenger if it were acted upon. The policy is not to
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punish the individual, but to ensure that the Special Services program is

able to provide effective and responsive service to the many Chicago

residents who need its services.

Regarding the new no-show policy, the surcharge would be expected to

create its own problems to the extent that it must be used. No-show pas-

sengers will object to the amount of the surcharge and that it must be

paid before their next trip.

LATE POLICY

As noted above, this policy has been approved by the Advisory Com-

mittee and will be implemented in July 1984.

The existing Special Service policy allows a passenger a "grace

period" of 5 minutes after the promised pickup time on their outbound or

initial trip and 10 minutes on their return trip. Failure to show up

after this grace period constitutes a no-show (as discussed above). The

existence of the grace period has been increasingly taken advantage of by

some Special Service passengers — showing up just before the end of

their grace period. As CTA staff has pointed out to the Advisory Com-

mittee, these late appearances have a "snowball" effect and result in the

vehicle being late for all its scheduled trips.

The proposed late policy will consider the rider "late" if the ve-

hicle arrives on time and the rider is not ready at the prearranged pick-

up time/place. The operator will call the dispatcher who will attempt to

telephone the passenger to determine if they will be ready in about 5

minutes — if so, the operator will be instructed to wait an additional 5

minutes. A surcharge will be collected each time it becomes necessary

for the operator to call the dispatcher: $1.00 for the first occurrence

in a 30-day period, $2.00 for the second occurrence, and $5.00 for the

third occurrence and any additional during a 30-day period.

Impact on Operations

As noted with regard to the surcharges for no-shows, the surcharge

itself can be expected to create some criticism and perhaps some opera-

tional problems in terms of collection.
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Overall, the strengthened policy on lateness can be expected to

Improve the system's on-time performance and reliability. Interest-

ingly, as riders begin feeling they can expect the system to be on-time,

they themselves will make a better effort to be on time, thus enhancing

the system's reliability.

Generally, demand-responsive systems — either general public dial-a-

ride or special elderly and handicapped services — have very tight re-

quirements for passengers to be ready at the time promised due to the

"cascade" effect on all other passengers that a vehicle has on-board at

any moment or will pick up later in the day. Most systems allow the

operator to wait only 2 or 3 minutes for the passenger to appear, although

it is common for the dispatcher to attempt to telephone the passenger to

inform they that their vehicle is waiting.

In addition to the surcharge, it is critical that the dispatcher or

Special Services Superintendent personally follow up each violation to

explain the policy, surcharge, and the importance of timeliness and re-

liability to the system and one's fellow passengers. Most services find

that this individual attention usually results in few repeat offenders.

CANCELLATION POLICY

This policy, too, has been reviewed and a new policy has been ap-

proved by the Advisory Committee. '

Under the present cancellation policy, 5 late cancellations — that

is any cancellation within 4 hours of the promised pickup time — would

be grounds for a 30-day suspension of Special Services privileges.

The proposed cancellation policy will specify that cancellations

must be made at least 4 hours prior to the scheduled trip. To facilitate

cancellations, a telephone answering device is being installed at the

Washington Garage specifically to record cancellation calls when the

offices are not open. Because unforeseen events do lead to trip can-

cellations on short notice, two late cancellations will be allowed during

a 30-day period without any penalty. Beginning with the third late can-

cellation, however, a surcharge will be assessed: $1.00 for the third
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occurrence, $2.00 for the fourth, and $5.00 for the fifth and subsequent

late cancellations.

Impact on Operations

Earlier comments on the economic impacts of the surcharges on Special

Service clients and possible problems with collection apply.

The proposed cancellation policy should have the desired effect of

encouraging cancellations sufficiently early to allow the scheduling of

another trip into that capacity. On our sample day of February 23, 1984,

451 trips were carried and another 26 trips — equivalent to almost 6% of

the provided trips — were cancelled on the day of service and probably

represent unused capacity. Of these 26 cancellations, they were almost

equally split between standing order trips (12 cancellations) and one-

time trips (14 cancellations).

The proposed late cancellation policy may actually have the very

unintended effect of increasing no-shows. If a passenger has incurred

four or five late cancellations but no no-shows during a 30-day period,

they could choose to incur a first no-show at a surcharge of $1.00 rather

than a fifth late cancellation at a cost of $5.00. The policy needs to

be reviewed and changed so that the penalties work together rather than

separately.

MAXIMUM RIDE TIME

In providing transportation for the handicapped, the length of their

ride or trip times is a matter of passenger comfort as well as service

quality. Although not identified explicitly as a study issue, the iden-

tification of several very long ride times during early data analysis led

to further investigation. To determine the system's performance on trip

times, two days were selected — February 1 and 23 — and then the trip

times were calculated for every other or every fourth run on those days.

The results of this analysis are shown in Table 2-14.

These findings show that 52% of the sampled trips were completed in

30 minutes or less and only 19% of the trips involved a ride of more than

60 minutes. Apparently, Special Service's informal policy of limiting
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TABLE 2-14'

TRIP TIME ANALYSIS

Total



trip times to less than 90 minutes except for very long trips is being

followed.

I'/hile we do not find any serious problems with the length of time

passengers must ride in the Special Services system, these figures may

indicate that passengers are frequently given extraordinary service —
that is, very short trip times — and that system productivity could be

increased by fitting a few more trips into these tours and, consequently,

making the passengers ride a bit longer.

SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE POLICY

The Special Service program provides trips according to single time

requests made on the day prior to the desired service day and according

to standing reservations or "99s." Subscription trips or standing re-

servations are established on a space available basis, not to exceed one-

half of the program's service. As discussed earlier in this section,

most subscription reservations were arranged when the Special Service

program began in September 1981 and the waiting list for subscription

trips contains many people who have been waiting since that time.

Subscription trips must be made at least 3 times per week and must

be to the same destination. There are no limitations as to the trip

purposes which can be served through subscription trips.

Of the approximately 450 one-way trips carried each weekday, one-

half, or 225 trips, are subscription trips. These one-way trips repre-

sent about 112 different people making one trip per day to a destination

and then a return trip. If we assume that the average subscription user

takes their subscription trip 4 days each week — and the actual rate

may be closer to 5 days per week — then only about 187 different indi-

viduals are being served by the subscription portion of the Special Ser-

vice program. At a per trip cost of $26, each of these 187 subscription

users is being provided service worth $10,816 per year.

On the other hand, the deferred or single-request half of the ser-

vice — also providing about 225 one-way trips per day — can provide

another 112 round trips per typical weekday. Because these trips are
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scheduled on a f irst-come-first-serve basis, the service is theoretically

available daily to all 5,700 registered Special Service users.

The dual scheduling approach described here raises very difficult

issues of equity in the distribution of the program's transportation ser-

vices and of the basic purpose of the program. On one side, the provi-

sion of subscription trips indicates that a strong objective of the pro-

gram is to provide the high frequency, reliable transportation needed by

the handicapped to secure and hold jobs and to pursue schooling or rehab-

ilitation. But by providing this high level of service to a limited num-

ber of program clients, an issue of equity can be raised because such

a large proportion of these limited services are committed to such a

small number of the eligible population. Should not eligible citizens

have an equal opportunity to obtain a trip?

There is no easy answer to this dilemma. The need of the handi-

capped for regular transportation for purposes of work and school is

undeniable. Similarly, so long as services cannot be drastically in-

creased, the question of equitable distribution will remain. Although

having a marginal impact, there may be a few strategies for more equi-

tably distributing the program's transportation services:

• Limit subscription trips to specific purposes . Presently, CTA

policies allow subscription trips for any trip purpose. Because

of the very limited and special nature of these subscription

privileges, it may be reasonable to restrict them to certain

high priority purposes such as work trips and school.

• Limit length of time subscriptions can be temporarily cancelled .

Subscription clients can place a temporary cancellation on their

trip for an unspecified length of time. Although inactive, this

suspended subscription trip is still taking space in the subscrip-

tion portion of the service, preventing the system from extending

subscription services to those on the waiting list. To eliminate

the potential of extended temporary cancellations and encourage

some turnover in subscriptions, it would be reasonable to limit

temporary cancellations to perhaps 30 or 60 days maximum.
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Ultimately, the effect of actions such as those described above is

minimal in the face of the travel needs of almost 20,000 Chicago resi-

dents. Given the limited quantity of services, the most equitable ar-

rangement would be to make all Special Services available only to single

trip requests rather than half subscription and half individual trip re-

quests. This change would result in a more equitable distribution of

services, yet alternative transportation would need to be arranged for

present subscription users.

SPECIAL TRIPS TO NON-HANDICAPPED ELDERLY

In the course of our investigations, it was found that the Special

Services program currently provides group shopping trips to about 25-30

non-handicapped elderly citizens on Saturdays and 15-20 individual church

trips to non-handicapped elderly on Sundays. These trips were begun

during the early development of the Special Services program in order to

use uncommitted vehicles on the weekends and to generate added ridership.

It is not our intent to question the importance and value of these

trips to their elderly recipients, but rather to point out that trip

requests from eligible clients are being turned down on Saturdays and

Sundays, and that a precedent is being established by providing trips to

only a special few non-handicapped elderly out of many in the city.

Analysis of system records shows that an average of 10 requests are turned

down for Saturdays and 15 requests turned down for Sunday trips.
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SUBSECTION 2.3

PERSONNEL ANALYSIS

The objective of this subtask is to review the background, abilities, and

qualifications of CTA personnel involved in the administration, supervision,

and scheduling/dispatching of special services. It is complemented by another

subtask of the Manpower Analysis wherein the specifics of the scheduling/

dispatching function are reviewed.
i

>
"

; -

, 1
•

1 . A TOTAL OF 66 INDIVIDUALS COMPRISE THE CURRENT SPECIAL SERVICES STAFF

Of this total, 64 are located at Washington Garage and work on special

services exclusively. The remaining two are located at CTA headquarters —
one in operations planning and one in the treasury. Many other individuals at

headquarters assist and oversee the program. However, their time commitments

to special services are minimal (i.e., less than ten percent of total time)

and, therefore, have not been designated for this discussion as special ser-

vices staff. Their roles will be discussed, however, in the later analysis of

the organizational structure (Task 5).

1 ) The Washington Garage is the Responsibility of a Superintendent -

Transportation Personnel

Unlike other garage superintendents at the CTA, the Washington Garage

superintendent performs both personnel and service-related functions. He

must handle the counseling and discipline aspects of the personnel role

Note: This analysis was conducted in the Spring of 1984 and describes condi-

tions in effect at that time. It should be noted, however, that an internal

reorganization of the Operations Division took place in June 1984. Its impact

on Special Services was a promotion of the Washington Garage Superintendent to

Director of Special Services and the assignment of a new Superintendent from

within Transportation Personnel. The Director of Special Services reports

directly to the Manager, Transportation Personnel.
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while also assuring that service on the street operates smoothly. Also,

given the nature of special services, the position of the WashingtonGarage

Superintendent requires much more involvement with the community than the

other garages. This involvement occurs in the form of daily phone calls

from users and monthly meetings with the advisory committee. Presently,

the superintendent reports to an area superintendent. A planned

reorganization within the Transportation Department will raise the top

position within Special Services to the "Area Superintendent" level. A

new Superintendent will be assigned to Washington Garage at this time

expand- ing the supervisory staff by one.

2 ) Five Assistant Superintendents Oversee the Day-to-Day Operations of

Special Services

The five assistants are scheduled to span all hours that special ser-

vices operates. They oversee the onstreet delivery of service. In this

role, they perform radio dispatching and respond to any in-service

developments that may arise. The assistants oversee the subfunctions

within special services and generally assist the superintendent in keeping

services and personnel under control.

All six of these individuals (the superintendent and five assistants)

have been promoted from within the Transportation Department, having

served formerly as operators or in other first-line supervisory positions

on the Authority's fixed-route system.

3) Forty-Four Operators Are Assigned to Washington Garage

As special services is considered a desirable assignment, it has

attracted the most senior operators within the CTA. Weekday service

utilizes 40 operators; an extra board of four is retained. In addition, a

"pool" of five operators throughout the system has been designated for
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back-up assistance. They are rotated into the garage periodically as a

refresher to special services until permanent assignments become available.

The work rules, bidding and seniority provisions for special services

were established in close consultation with the operator's union prior to

the start of the program. The cutting of runs is performed by Operations

Planning. Sixty percent of the service is scheduled with eight-hour runs

(24 of 4 assignments). Only seven weekday runs exceed nine hours, with

the maximum being 9.4 pay hours, due almost entirely to . paying a spread

premium for a split run (e.g., one which operates only during peak hours).

4) Five Clerks Perform All Necessary Clerical Duties

Each CTA garage has a clerical staff. At Washington Garage, a Chief

Clerk supervises four other individuals in handling the various admini-

strative tasks such as payroll, revenue processing, correspondence, and

service-related information. One of the clerks has assumed the majority

of the work relating to data entry and report production which involves

use of the CRT and, accordingly, he has the highest proficiency in its

applications. Two others limit their efforts primarily to telephone an-

swering and follow-up as well as other small tasks for the other clerks

and superintendents.

5 ) A Scheduling Staff of Nine Receives Trip Requests and Develops Vehi -

cle Tours

The scheduling positions are defined as "special services representa-

tives" and report to a supervisor of special services scheduling. Their

basic duties are:
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Answering the telephone and recording passenger trip re-

quests ;

Scheduling trip requests into complete vehicle tours;

Calling passengers to confirm or deny requests for service;

and

Entering trip information from the previous day's service

("trip history posting").

The scheduling staff starts work at 8:00 a.m. The first hour is

spent exclusively on answering the phone and preparing trip request

forms. When the volume of incoming calls lets up, the process of tour

building begins. Simultaneously, trip history posting activities can

begin if time and trained personnel are available. By mid-afternoon, the

major activity of all scheduling personnel shifts to making and answering

calls to verify the next day's trips. Those individuals who have not been

contacted by 4:00 p.m. when the scheduling staff's work day ends are

treated as follows:

On selected days, one person is scheduled to work the hours

of 10:00 a.m. to 6:40 p.m. and spends the last hours noti-

fying callers of the final schedules; and

When all scheduling staff depart, trip request forms for

those not notified are given to the assistant superin-

tendent for follow-up action.

The skill level of the scheduling staff varies among the eight indi-

viduals. Combined, they schedule approximately 175 to 20 trips each

day. As the analysis of scheduling procedures has identified, on any

given day, the performance of individual schedulers consistently can range

from low performers at 14 trips to high performers booking 41. This

translates to a production level ranging from 2 to 6 trips booked an

hour. In addition, those individuals who develop more competence with the

scheduling function's procedures also perform the trip history posting and

other administrative activities; therefore, they spend even less time on

actual tour building.
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An appropriate system to conpare this with is Cleveland's, upon which

the CTA's is modelled. The Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority's

special services program is operated by 19 scheduling and administrative

personnel, a conparable number to the staff at Washington Garage. How-

ever, they dispatch 57 vans (cortpared to 42) and transport 35,000 passen-

gers monthly (compared to 12,500). Accordingly, GCRTA has established a

minimum scheduling standard of 40 trips per hour. Schedulers must exceed

this by ten percent (44 trips per hour) for 12 out of 15 months before

being promoted.

Baltimore's program relies on a 15 van fleet and a contract with a

local taxi company. It transports approximately 9,500 trips per month

which are handled by only two schedulers — one schedules subscription

trips, the other schedules those requesting service 48 hours in advance.

5) One Certifier Processes Applications for Special Services Eligibility

Each user of special services must first request an application.

This is returned with required attachments to the CTA, whereupon eligi-

bility is determined. This process is the responsibility of one certi-

fier, now located within the Group Sales Department of the Treasury at the

Merchandise Mart. The certifier's primary responsibilities are:

Processing applications
Responding to telephone inquiries
Preparing a monthly report on certifications

As Exhibit 2-9 illustrates, the volume of applications received and

certifications processed in any given month has been declining gradually

but consistently since the program's start. In 1984, with relatively con-

sistent monthly ridership volumes, less than 150 applications are being

received and processed in an average month.
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EXHIBIT 2-9

CTA SPECIAL SERVICES ANALYSIS
VOLUME OF APPLICATIONS AND CERTIFICATIONS

Year

Applications
Total Monthly
Received Average

Certifications
Total Monthly
Received Average

1981 (a) 1,450 483 1,102 367

1982 2,970 248 2,603 217

1983 1,930 161 1,558 130

1984^^) 526 132 443 111

(a) Beginning September 1981

(b) Through April 1984 only

Source: Monthly status reports from special services certifier
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The entire certification process is manual. A copy of a completed

record is sent to Washington Garage through CTA's internal mail whereupon

a client file is created on the computer for subsequent trip requests.

As a member of the Group Sales Department, the certifier also assists

on an as-needed basis in other activities (e.g., selling passes and issu-

ing identification cards for various reduced fare programs). This con-

stitutes an average of ten percent of a typical day's activities.

7) A Principal Planner Within Route S System Planning Has Been Desig-

nated as the Project Manager for the Special Services Planning Acti-

vities

This role has been developed through involvement in all of the CTA's

planning for elderly and handicapped persons, most notably the response to

Section 504 which led to the creation of Special Services. In this role,

the planner serves as a contact point for monitoring the service, respond-

ing to special inquiries regarding the service from other staff members,

interacting with other local agencies, and coordinating the efforts of the

CTA's Advisory Committee on services for the Disabled.

Special services activities require, on average, 30 to 40 percent of

this individual's time. Depending on the issues at hand, however, this

can range anywhere from 10 to 90 percent. Balancing these responsibili-

ties are the other service planning activities routinely performed by the

department

.

""

2. GARAGE PERSONNEX, UNDERGO A SPECIAL SCREENING BY THE SUPERINTENDENT PRIOR
TO THEIR SELECTION AND ASSIGNMENT

Candidates for available positions within Special Services are identified

through the routine procedures followed by the personnel department. They are
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then interviewed by the Superintendent of Washington Garage. He follows-up by

submitting his comments on the interviewee's suitability for the position to

the personnel department which executes a final assignment decision.

1 ) The Operators, Clerks, Schedulers and Assistant Superintendents All

Were Interviewed by the Superintendent

The perception of the staff is that the initial work force was

"hand-picked" by the Superintendent based on their sensitivity, commitment

to the project, and ability to work together as a team. Over the life of

the project, there has been very little turnover in personnel. Since its

start-up, however, there have been instances where individuals have been

assigned to Washington Garage, overriding a negative assessment by the

Superintendent and his assistants.

2) The Screening Interviews Are Keyed to the Unique Demands of Special
Services

A standard set of questions exists for pre-screening and interviewing

operators and schedules; a written questionnaire was prepared for the

Supervisor - Scheduling position. Selected questions from the various

guides are presented in Exhibit 2-10. Omitted from this list are those

relating to supervisory responsibilities (e.g., "Do you think that it is

important to get along with the people you supervise?"). The questions

focus on two particular areas:

Attitudes, sensitivity, and direct experience with handi-
capped individuals ; and

Flexibility and commitment to perform those aspects of the
job which may be different than any other positions within
the CTA.
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EXHIBIT 2-10

CTA SPECIAL SERVICES ANALYSIS
SELECTED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Sensitivity

1

.

Have you had any contact with any disabled persons?

2. Does seeing disabled persons affect you in any way?

3. Do you feel that disabled persons are sick?

4. Do you feel that disabled persons are different from able-bodied
persons? If yes, why?

5

.

Are you handicapped in any way?

6. Tell me in your own words what you think "handicapped" means.

Job Requirements

1. Will you be willing to be flexible about your fallback (lunch)?

2. How do you feel about personally assisting a severely disabled person?

3. Have you had any back problems in the past two years, including
injuries?

4. Would you be willing to take sensitivity training con- cerning disabled
persons?

5. Do you like working with people?
(.

6. Schedules may be severely disrupted during inclement severe weather.
Are you willing to spend the time and effort that will be necessary to
complete our function on such days?

7. Have you had training on computer terminals before? What type?

8. Are rules and regulations important to you?

9. Are you capable of doing what you are told to do?
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Many of the questions are leading in their wording, thereby suggest-

ing the desired response (e.g.. Do you feel that disabled persons are dif-

ferent from able bodied persons? Would you be willing to take sensitivity

training? Are you capable of doing what you are told to do?). Similarly,

the interview does not emphasize the skills necessary to perform the job

such as knowledge of Chicago streets, proficiency with computers, and

direct service experience with the public. While some of these issues and

overall personality characteristics may be checked through the candidate's

personnel file, the emphasis from these interview guides appears to rest

solely on a qualitative assessment of an individual's personality and com-

patibility with the prevailing special services philosophy.

3. STANDARD JOB DESCRIPTIONS DO NOT REFLECT THE DISTINCT REQUIREMENTS OF SPE-

CIAL SERVICES

As part of this personnel analysis, job descriptions were requested for

the administrative, supervisory, and scheduling positions within special ser-

vices. The following position descriptions were provided for this review:

Superintendent III, Transportation Personnel (M-3), revised
9/7/83

Assistant Superintendent II, Service (M-4), revised 12/20/82

Supervisor, Special Services Scheduling (M-4), revised 4/21/83

Special Services Representative II, ( P-7 ) , revised 4/21/83

Special Services Representative III, (P-8). revised 8/6/81

Chief Clerk, revised 7/16/70

Clerk, established 4/5/76

All but the two clerk descriptions have been written and/ or revised since

the advent of the special services program. Nonetheless, the existing

position descriptions exhibit shortcomings which impair the assessment of

special services personnel.
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1 ) Existing Position Descriptions Are Not A Fully Accurate Depiction of
Special Services Staff Responsibilities

As described previously, the Superintendent's and Assistant Superin-

tendent's responsibilities span both the personnel and service sides of

the operation. Similarly the assistant superintendents perform the dis-

patching function for their vehicles and handle scheduling for same day

trip requests as adjustments become necessary. There is also an unusually

high amount of interaction with the riding public, including attendance at

advisory committee meetings and other community functions.

The Superintendent and Assistant Superintendent positions descrip-

tions relate to the traditional functions of the CTA's Transportation

Department. Reportedly, the individuals holding these positions at

Washington Garage prepared and submitted new descriptions tailored to

their unique duties and responsibilities. These were not provided for

this analysis. It is not known if these distinct special services posi-

tion descriptions have been approved by the Transportation Department.

The various scheduling position descriptions were first prepared by

the Washington Garage Superintendent in the Spring of 1981, as part of the

planning for service initiation. Hence, they are keyed to the expected

responsibilities and position requisites. However, they do not differen-

tiate among the tasks performed by the more proficient scheduler (e.g.,

trip history posting)

.

The clerk description was prepared in 1976 and has not been revised

at all since then (except for changes in department assignment). As

written, this position relates to the processing of riding passes for han-

dicapped individuals (for reduced fares on the buses and elevated). It

can be extended in present form to describe the work of the certifier.

The chief clerk position description originally was prepared in 1948 and

has remained unchanged for 14 years. As it was last revised in 1970, it
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is not surprising that it makes no reference to data processing activities

and proficiency in the use of the garage's CRT. Despite its agedness,

this particular position description is the most comprehensive and

task-specific one of the group.

2 ) Position Requisites Are Inconsistent Within and Across Job Categories

The position description for the superintendent and schedulers define

requisites in three areas -- position, educational, and experience. These

are undefined for the clerk position. In most cases, these thresholds are

so ambiguous that they do not serve to exclude a candidate. Discussions

of the shortcomings and inconsistencies in these three areas of descrip-

tions follow:

Position Requisites - The requisites specified for the Superintendent

and Assistant Superintendent emphasize traditional service. Though these

aspects are important to Special Services, they are not the sole focus.

Absent from the position requisites is any knowledge of disabilities, ex-

perience in dealing with handicapped individuals, nor successful comple-

tion of sensitivity training and passenger assistance programs. This

familiarity is required of the scheduling staff. However, specific

absences from the requisites for the Special Services Representative I

include:

. Experience and proficiency in the use of CRTs;

Minimum typing speed, particularly since the Representative
is charged with typing responsibilities; and

. Knowledge of special services regulations and guidelines.

Nor is there any requirement for scheduling process familiarity, spatial

perception capabilities, or knowledge of operator work rules around which

the schedules are built.
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Educational Requisites - For all positions, the general statement

regarding the educational requisite is "required to possess a combination

of education and experience relating to this position". For the service

representatives, training is included along with education and experience

as a prequalifier. Neither the amount of education, training or experi-

ence nor the areas of specialization are stipulated in these requisites.

The only academic requirement is specific for the supervisor of scheduling

as a Bachelor's Degree in Business, Social Services, or the Social

Sciences. However, even in this situation, there is a trade-off per-

missible stated as "a combination of education and experience relating to

this position".

Experience Requisites - The nximber of years' experience is not

defined for any position. However, the type of work performed previously

is. There is great variety in these experience requisites:

Superintendent III - demonstrated proficiency at the Super-
intendent II level

Assistant Superintendent II - prior experience as a Bus or
Rail Supervisor or Instructor

Supervisor, Special Services Scheduling - prior experience
in a social service capacity is required

Special Services Representative - must be experienced in

providing special services to the public

Physical demands are defined only for the service representatives.

While the primary duties in these position descriptions emphasize the use

of the telephone and a CRT screen and keyboard, and the position requi-

sites include the need to speak in a clear, understandable manner, the

physical demand statement does not follow through with this. It states

only "required to have good, or corrected, vision and hearing". There is

no mention of speech capabilities required for the telephone or manual

dexterity required for the keyboard and telephone.
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4. LACK OF CLEARLY DEFINED BENCHMARKS AND OBJECTIVES IMPAIRS THE ASSESSMENT
OF SPECIAL SERVICES STAFF PERFORMANCE

Unclear job descriptions and the lack of performance objectives makes it

difficult to judge if the individual staff members are performing at an

acceptable level. Staff evaluations are made annually by the Superintendent

of Washington Garage using the standard CTA evaluation form for executive,

managerial, and professional staff (Exhibit 2-11). Though the first factors

judged are job knowledge, quality of work, and productivity, there are are no

universal thresholds which would aid in determining if performance could be

deemed suitable. Absent these parameters, evaluations of the staff are made

on a "sliding scale."

An example of this sliding scale approach is evident in the schedulers

group. Though records are maintained of the number of trips booked daily per

person, there is no clear requirement for satisfactory performance. Thus,

performance can range from an average of 14 to 41 trips per day per person.

In this situation, the person scheduling 41 trips is the "star" of the group.

Yet, there is no sense if this top-level of achievement is exceeding an ex-

pected performance level, right on target, or below average.

Even so, the top person's performance is not used to establish a standard

for the other schedulers. Rather, they are judged by their own individual

improvements. Therefore, a person scheduling only 14 trips a day, though well

below that of the top achiever, might be given an outstanding rating if in

prior years they were scheduling less than 10 trips per day. In this same

scenario, the person scheduling 41 trips might have actually fallen off from

previous years and therefore might receive a negative assessment.

It is recognized by participants and observers of the special services

program that there is a broad range of capabilities and performance within the

special services staff. However, there is no pre-established definition of
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expected level of performance for each staff position. Therefore, there is no

benchmark against which they can be judged. Just as the job descriptions do

not serve to preclude a candidate for a position, nor do they enable an

assessment of a person's performance as excellent, satisfactory, or unsatis-

factory.

This lack of performance parameters is evident throughout the whole of the

special services program. As the organizational analysis will depict, there

is an overall lack of mission for the program and an understanding of its role

within the whole of the CTA. This lack of guidance "trickles down" to the

operating garage where it becomes evident in the current situation of the

special services personnel. Resolution of this condition must start with a

clear mission statement for special services to which supporting documentation

such as policies and procedures, performance requirements, and position des-

criptions can be oriented. With this policy framework in place, a number of

personnel-related improvements can be made. Four recommendations are offered:

5. REVISE JOB DESCRIPTION FOR ALL SPECIAL SERVICES PERSONNEL

The full range of requirements and responsibilities of the special ser-

vices staff should be clarified in terms of their duties and skills. Distinc-

tions among various grades and positions should be defined clearly and con-

sistently. Thresholds for satisfactory performance and promotion should be

established. Variations from similar positions elsewhere (e.g., the superin-

tendents' responsibilities in both the personnel and service areas or the

clerk's CRT skills) should be noted in order to ease the promotion and trans-

fer of individuals among CTA garages.

These revisions should be incorporated into new job descriptions for each

of the program participants. The assistance of trained personnel specialists

from the CTA's human resources department should be sought in this regard.
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Each staff member should be provided a copy of their specific job description

(and for coirparative purposes, a copy of the one for the position immediately

above and below their own, if requested).

6. EXPAND THE MONITORING OF INDIVIDUAL STAFF MEMBERS' PERFORMANCE

Current procedures call for the informal recording of each schedulers'

performance with respect to trips booked per day. This reporting process

should be expanded, in conjunction with the thresholds established in the new

descriptions (e.g., trips booked per day or per hour; time spent on each key

activity such as call intake, tour building, trip history posting) as well as

those for the scheduling function as a whole suggested in later tasks of this

s tudy

.

Given the confidential nature of this information and its relationship to

possible hiring and promotion decisions, it should be removed from the

schedulers themselves. Rather, it should be performed by the superintendent

staff each evening when the scheduling day is over and summarized on a monthly

basis. The format for the latter should be prescribed by the operations plan-

ning staff as part of the overall service monitoring program being recommended

for implementation.

7. ADOPT FORMAL STAFF SELECTION AND HIRING PROCEDURES >

Many of the procedures now occurring within special services are contin-

gent upon the extra efforts and personalities of key individuals. When one of

these key individuals is indisposed (e.g., by illness, vacation, or competing

demands), the procedure can not be carried out effectively.

More structured procedures are being recommended for numerous activities

within the special services program to assure the continued and consistent
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performance of key functions. The review, selection, and hiring of program

staff should be included in this effort. A personnel "handbook" should be

developed incorporating all related personnel materials into a single source

document, including at a minimum the following required forms and information:

job descriptions for all relevant positions;

. screening forms for reviewing all applicants;

interview form for final candidates being considered;

staff monitoring forms for daily, monthly and annual tracking

and appraisals;

promotion forms for documenting an individual's qualifications

for advancement

;

. new staff requisition forms; and

appropriate CTA equal employment opportunity and affirmative

action policies.

The assistance of the human resources department should be obtained in

assembling those materials which now exist; developing new forms appropriate

to the special services program; and preparing clear instructions on the pro-

per execution of each key activity. \«/hen completed, personnel specialists

should conduct a training session in interviewing, hiring and supervision for

those program staff entrusted with these responsibilities and orient them to

the materials in the handbook. " •

8. REVIEW STAFFING NEEDS AGAINST THE ADOPTED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

Implementation of the performance requirements, monitoring activities, and

standard procedures defined above will provide the necessary information on

which to base staffing level decisions. Based on a review of activities now

performed and numbers of employees involved, it is believed that the current
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staff could perform more efficiently even at a reduced level. This is parti-

cularly so for the schedulers and clerks positions. Clear definition of their

responsibilities and required performance levels will define the extent to

which the staff has been expanded unnecessarily. Monitoring of individual

staff performance will identify those able to effectively support the pro-

gram's activities as well as those better suited for reassignment.
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SUBSECTION 2.4

COMPUTER SYSTEM ANALYSIS

OVERVIEW

Scheduling and administration of the Special Services program is

carried out using a computer software package leased from Transit Systems

Unlimited of Akron, Ohio. This computer system has been in use since the

initiation of Special Services operations in September 1981, and was

originally developed for and used in Cleveland Regional Transit Authority's

Paratransit service.

Given three years of use of the computer system and some differences

between Cleveland's services and procedures and those in CTA, this task is

intended to analyze the computer system relative to procedural efficiency,

management support, and overall effectiveness and to suggest possible en-

hancements for improving present and future effectiveness. Because the

computer software being examined is a leased system and protected as pro-

prietary, this analysis is based on observation of the system in use,

examination of system output, discussions with operating and management

staff, and telephone conversations with the operators of the Cleveland

system.

COMPUTER SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The scheduling software* is operated on a dedicated Basic Four mini-

computer located in the Special Services offices at CTA's Washington Garage.

Fourteen terminals are connected to the computer, and there are no remote

terminals in other CTA locations (e.g., the Merchandise Mart) and no data-

link between CTA's mainframe computers and the Special Services machine.

The system could best be characterized as a computerized filing or

record system, as it only facilitates and does not actually schedule any

passenger trips to service vehicles. The system maintains basic data on

each client, allows for development and modifications of individual vehicle

*The program is formally known as the "Demand/Response Transit System."
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tours, accumulates performance data, and can generate a variety of valu-

able reports and performance measures. The major system components and

their use are described in the remainder of this section.

Client Files

The Demand/Response Transit System or "D/RTS" contains a number of

information files, however, Client Files are among the most basic and

important of these. As shown in Exhibit 2-12, the Client File contains the

client's name, address, handicap code, emergency contact, and several other

items. Once a new applicant has completed the certification process and is

found to be eligible as a handicapped resident of Chicago, their client

data is forwarded to the Special Services superintendent at Washington

Garage, who enters that individual as a new user. A client's file is

accessed by entering the individual's phone number or last name if the

client has no phone.

At the present time, the "Additional Information" space at the bottom

of Exhibit 2-12 is used to record the relationship of the emergency contact

to the client — for example, father, mother, son, etc. Other than this

position, there is no programmed space for recording the client's actual

use records or problems (chronic no-shows or late cancellation violations)

in the client file.

To schedule a trip request, the scheduler uses the Trip Entry function.

The first step is to enter the client's phone number, which causes the

computer to display a brief client identification on the bottom 1/4 of the "-

terminal screen. This display includes space to input the data for the '-

desired trip, yet does not have the capacity to flag problems or special

conditions relating to that client.

Tour Scheduling

Once the client's eligibility is verified and basic trip request data

entered, the scheduler is able to search for an efficient vehicle tour on

which to schedule that client's trip. The D/RTS program begins each day

with "starter" tours comprised of the standing order reservations for that

day of the week. As trips are scheduled each day, the computer records

DAVE CONSULTING, INC.
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EXHIBIT 2-12

CLIENT FILE

TAUD40-A

3. 1 CHICAGO, TRANSIT AUTHORITY 02/23/84

***_QLi e;nt_f.i le maintenance »i^»

PHAME XXXXXXXX

SUFFIX.

_

::.ao

_NA^IE UX X Xi5 X X.XXXX-

STREET NUMBER #####B

STREET. NAME XXXXXXXXXXX_

ZIP CODE ^._^ .QQQQOB_

CITY .XXXXXXXXX.XX,

..HANDICAP _ CODE . .J(

_DLSA3JLITY_C0DE XX

ALTERNATE, TRANSPORTATION CODE XXXX

ALTERNATE- TRANSPORTATION CODE XXXX

IvlEARESJ_INTER.SEC.TJON_TQ_RESIDEi^iCE_XXXXXXXXXXXXXX_

DATE OF. ELIGIBILITY MM/DD/YY

EMERGENCY CONTACT__NAME : J(XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX_.

_£MERGENC_Y_CQN1ACX_ADDRESS_1 XXXXXJCXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-

EMERGENCY..CONTACT ADDRESS _2 :XXXX)OCXXXXXXXX.XXXXXX_

. EMERGENCY. JELERHONE .NUMBER XXXXXXXX

ADDITIONAL I NFORMATION X X X XXXXXXXJiXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX.
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the trip data in the proper chronological location on the selected vehicle

tour record, so that later scheduling efforts are fully aware of the trips

already committed to that vehicle.

As a start, the scheduler must have a general knowledge of what ve-

hicle tours will be serving the area of the trip being scheduled, other-

wise, the scheduler will waste time searching for an acceptable tour.

Similarly, the scheduler must be able to mentally locate the origin and

destination of the desired trip and determine if a particular vehicle tour

could efficiently serve that trip without causing undue disruption to the

previously-committed trips on that tour.

Once an efficient "fit" is found for a trip, the client name and trip

data are inserted into the tour record, and the scheduler will then schedule

that client's return trip or move on to another client's trip request. If,

for some reason, that trip is later cancelled by the client, moved to a

more efficient tour, or changed for some other reason, the D/RTS program is

designed to leave the cancelled/changed trip data in the tour record and

indicate its defunct status in a Status Code column on the tour record (see

Exhibit 2-13). This procedure leaves a lot of extraneous, inactive trip

data on each tour record, causing the schedulers to have to sort out active

and inactive trips as they carry out their scheduling function.

After each day's scheduling is completed, the D/RTS program allows for

printing of hardcopy tour sheets for the vehicle operators. These are

picked up by the operators, and insertions or changes radioed to the opera-

tors during the day of service by the Special Services dispatcher.

Performance and Management Data

As service is provided, each operator is required to record data con-

cerning vehicle usage and service performance. Following the day of ser-

vice. Special Services staff utilize the Trip History Posting function to

correct tour records as to number of passengers, cancellations, and no-

shows, and to enter actual pickup and delivery times. On the basis of

these trip performance and client data and other data including vehicle

usage data, operator and scheduler identifications, the D/RTS program
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offers a number of performance reports, as listed in Exhibit 2-14. As

noted elsewhere in this report, these reports are not felt to be adequately

used for monitoring of the Special Services program at the present time

and, further, may suffer from questionable data collection procedures.

After an entire month's Trip History Posting is completed. Special

Services staff print out copies of each day's Final Trip Sheets plus the

performance reports for that month. The month's files are purged once all

possible performance reports are completed and printed.

CTA's use of these reporting capabilities is also severely hampered by

a lack of adequate training in the capabilities and use of the D/RTS soft-

ware. Special Services staff have only recently discovered the availability

of a travel/no-show/cancellation report by individual client by playing

with the machine. Analysis of the D/RTS Procedures Manual failed to find

any mention of this no-show/cancellation report capability.

CLEVELAND EXPERIENCE

CTA is presently using the third generation of the computer system

designed specifically for the Paratransit Department of Cleveland's Regional

Transit Authority. Cleveland's computer system has been somewhat enhanced

to include word processing and spread sheet programs.

Cleveland's Paratransit program is organized on a zonal basis, with 18

zones varying in size from the downtown zone with 3.25 square miles to the

largest suburban zone of 70.5 miles. The Paratransit vehicles are assigned

to specific zones, and the zones grouped geographically into 4 groups, each

handled by a scheduler team and accessed by different phone numbers.

Using essentially identical scheduling software, Cleveland schedules

the daily tours for its fleet of about 100 vehicles, providing almost 1,800

trips on an average weekday. Of these 1,800 daily trips, only approximately

22 percent are standing orders, and almost all others are one-time advanced

reservation trips. From the standpoint of the computer's capacity, Cleve-

land staff believe that they could increase their daily trips by half again

without any computer programs. The system presently carries about 4.0

DAVE CONSULTING. INC.
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passengers per vehicle service hour and has operated at productivities as

high as 4.6 passengers per hour.

Cleveland's scheduling, unlike that of Special Services, is done

dynamically as the trip requests are phoned in by the client. The scheduling

operation has 10 staff on duty during the morning when most trip requests

are received, and scheduling staff are used for other activities in the

afternoon. Cleveland requires a high level of performance from their

scheduling staff, establishing a minimum requirement of 40 trips scheduled

per hour — although most scheduling staff do 50-60 trips per hour. While

the zonal organization of Cleveland's Paratransit program simplifies the

scheduling process somewhat, another factor contributing to the performance

of Cleveland's schedulers is their continuing training and exposure to the

local street network and traffic conditions: each scheduler does 2 or 3

days of "ride-alongs" on a service vehicle each year.

Cleveland's experience with the same computer system as CTA demons-

trates that the computer software has an inherent flexibility to handle

different operating situations and is not limited in its capacity to meet

the present and future demands of the Special Services program and that the

computer system itself is not inherently to blame for the low productivity

of the Special Services program.

POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS

The preceding analysis and observation of system operations has iden-

tified a number of potential changes to the D/RTS software or the way in

which it is used which could improve Special Services' overall performance,

procedural efficiency, and ability to monitor and manage the program.

Simplify tour records by eliminating cancelled and changed trip data . As

noted earlier, the trip data associated with cancelled or otherwise changed

trips presently remains in the tour record to which it was initially as-

signed. The process requires the schedulers to mentally eliminate these

trips when searching for an efficient tour match, adding to the difficulty

of their jobs and undoubtedly leading to some scheduling inefficiencies.
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It is recommended that once a trip is rescheduled onto another tour,

that that trip's data be eliminated from the original tour record. Fur-

ther, if a trip is temporarily cancelled (an "A" cancellation), cancelled

early ("E"), or cancelled for the benefit of CTA ("B"), that these trips be

transferred to a dummy tour file and their trip data eliminated from the

original tour file.

Related to this recommendation is the suggestion elsewhere in this

report that cancellations until further notice ("A") be limited to certain

time periods of perhaps 30 days.

Add client usage/note capability to assist schedulers . The present D/RTS

software provides the scheduler with little client data during Trip Entry;

if the scheduler wanted more client data they would have to enter a Client

File Maintenance mode. As Special Services implements penalties designed

to reduce no-shows and late cancellations, it will be increasingly impor-

tant for scheduling staff to immediately know if their client is a fre-

quent no-show or cancellation and if they owe an outstanding penalty

assessment.

This change may require revision of the client file records to add

data or renaming of existing records rather than reformatting the entire

file. The change should affect both the complete client file and the client

data which appears during Trip Entry.

Modify and utilize performance data capabilities for system monitoring.

[Performance measurement and monitoring are examined in detail within

Section 1 of this report.]

As described briefly above, the D/RTS program includes the capability

to provide a significant volume of needed performance and management reports.

Unfortunately, these reports may be based on questionable data and are not

presently circulated and examined on a regular basis. One specific error

in the software involves the improper calculation of the statistic vehicle

service hours. This statistic should include the elapsed time from the

vehicle's departure from the garage to begin service (pull-out) until they
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pull into the garage at the end of their shift and go out of service (pull-

in), less lunches and breaks. Calculated in this manner, vehicle service

hours is a measure of the total time during which vehicles are available

for service, whether or not they were actively providing any trips. The

current D/RTS process calculates vehicle service hours as the total time

from first pickup to last dropoff, without any travel to and from these

stops but including lunches and breaks.

Create computer file of turn-down requests . The dispatcher is daily pro-

vided with a folder containing all of the trip request sheets which were

not able to be scheduled for that day. When a cancellation or no-show

occurs, the dispatcher attempts to identify a turn-down which could be

served in the now-available space. This process could be improved by making

the turn-downs more easily accessible and by pre-sorting them possibly

according to trip time and area. Using the printed tour sheet copy, the

dispatcher could call up the turn-down list for the area where the vehicle

will be and search for an alternate trip. If an efficient insertion is

identified, the program might transfer that trip's data from the turn-down

listing to the selected tour record, bringing that tour up to date.

Use function keys rather than menu for selecting functions . The D/RTS

software requires the scheduler to constantly use an on-screen menu when

changing from one function to another. To simplify the scheduler's actions

in using the system, consideration should be given to using a terminal with

function keys and revising the software should any major changes be under-

taken with the software. This would involve a significant change and may

be a capability to be sought in any new scheduling software.

Purge client files to eliminate inactive clients . Depending on the interior

file handling of the D/RTS software, the responsiveness of the program may

be affected by the volume of client files to be searched for a particular

file. To ensure that inactive client files are not causing a negative

effect on system response time. Special Services should purge its client
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files on an annual or biennial basis of all those who have moved, become

unable to use services at all, or who, for any reason, won't be using

Special Services again. Such a purge of the files could be conducted by

sending a letter to each client with a return postcard — those who wish to

remain in the client file would return the card. Clients who can't be

located, have moved, or otherwise should be deleted from the file won't

return their cards.

Establish direct entry of new client data by certifying personnel . Pre-

sently, certification of new clients is completed by staff in CTA's Treasury

Department, and new client files are created by the Special Services Super-

intendent. To facilitate more efficient entry of new client data as well

as update and verification of client data, we would recommend that consi-

deration be given to placement of a computer terminal tied into the D/RTS

computer in the CTA Treasury Department with the certifying personnel.*

Although this remote entry of client data would necessitate a new review

step to screen errors, it would streamline the certification/eligibility

process and allow the certifying staff to handle data updates as well as

the elimination of inactive clients.

Placement of a remote Special Services terminal in the CTA Merchan-

dise Mart offices could also facilitate periodic review of scheduling

efficiency by Planning staff by allowing them access to the D/RTS data-

base.

Determine feasibility of converting D/RTS software to operated on CTA's

Sperry mainframe computer . CTA has available considerable computer cap-

ability on their Sperry computer which could be used for the operation and

administration of the Special Services program. This larger, more powerful

computer would not be affected by the CPU limitations of the Basic Four

system, which currently experiences response delay problems when simul-

*In Section 5, Organization Structure, we have recommended reassignment

of the certification function to the Scheduling Section. The recommen-

dation above is to directly enter registrant data via a computer terminal,

regardless of where this function is placed within CTA.
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taneous tasks are undertaken; it would have a significantly larger memory

capacity; and it would be readily accessible to departments throughout CTA

which might need to access the Special Services database. Most importantly,

utilization of the Sperry computer for the Special Services program would

give Special Services access to CTA's Computer Operations staff, who could

assist in enhancing present software capabilities or developing new support

programs not covered by the D/RTS software.

Utilize training and additional programming time included in annual lease

agreement . CTA's lease for the Demand/Response Transit System from Septem-

ber 1, 1982 through August 31, 1983 includes payment for 100 hours of train-

ing and 200 hours of programming time to provide specialized CTA functions.

It is understood that the 1983-84 lease agreement was similar in its pro-

visions.

From discussions with Special Services staff, it appears that the

computer system vendor has made no attempt to maintain contact and provide

support to CTA nor has CTA requested such support, particularly in the

training of operating and administrative staff to use all features of the

D/RTS program. We feel that a number of the data reliability and management

monitoring problems identified through this study could be readily corrected

by requesting the assistance which CTA is already paying for. Additionally,

many of the improvements to the D/RTS software identified above are not

major and could be implemented with the programming assistance included

within the lease agreement with the vendor.

CONCLUSION

Our analysis of the computer system used by CTA's Special Services

program has identified improvements to the software and to the use of the

system which could result in more efficient scheduling, higher system

productivity, and better management reporting. Based on discussions with

staff of the Paratransit Department of the Regional Transit Authority in

Cleveland, the computer software itself is capable of supporting a much

larger service than CTA's and of operating at a much higher level of per-
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formance: Cleveland currently uses the same software package to schedule

about 1,800 trips per weekday onto a fleet of 100 vehicles using no more

than 10 schedulers. We feel that CTA is not receiving nor necessarily

asking for needed software support and training from the system's vendor

which have been paid for in each year's lease agreement.
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SECTION 3

ESTIMATING DEMAND FOR

SPECIAL TRANSPORTATION

OVERVIEW

The purpose of this task is to project the demand for the transpor-

tation services provided by CTA's Special Services program under status

quo and several varied operating policies in the years 1984, 1988, and

1992. The projected demand figures are intended to provide guidance to

CTA in decisions regarding changes to system operating policies — speci-

fically policies concerning eligibility and reservation practices — and

in the determination of CTA's overall accessibility policy.

At the outset of this chapter, it is critical that readers and users

of the data and information contained here understand the limitations of

both population data and the developed demand estimates. The gross

population data used in these calculations have been obtained from primary

local sources, including the Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission

and the City of Chicago's Department of Planning. Because we are con-

cerned with a subgroup of the general population, disaggregation has

been done on the basis of the City's 1978 Survey of Mobility Limited

Persons. These population figures are estimates and are entirely ade-

quate for the planning purposes of this chapter.

The study reviewed a number of alternate data sources as travel

needs and usage by handicapped citizens* and determined that the Chicago

study was the most reliable and appropriate basis for demand estimation.

The Chicago study is unique in that it allows for detailed analysis of

transit demand and present usage by severity of handicap, and, in turn,

distinguishes level of handicap in terms of ability to use various forms

of transportation rather than in medical or more generic categories. The

*Sources reviewed included the Grey Advertising study. National Survey
of Transportation 'iandicapped People and Falcocchio et.al. Mobility of

People and Goods in the Urban Environment: Mobility of the Elderly and

Handicapped .
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study's findings are generally in agreement with other reviewed sources,

yet are much more detailed and are affected by the different travel habits

and patterns present in the City of Chicago.

Demand estimates such as those presented here are frequently mis-

understood and misused. Demand estimation is a planning tool which helps

to size a transportation system in terms of future operating capacity or

vehicle requirements. Because the demand results are based on population

projections, survey response data, and, often, studies in other geographic

areas, they may involve a significant inherent error and should not be

acted upon without a great deal of caution.

The nature of "transit demand" is also subject to question. We have

chosen to use survey-based data on people's actual travel rather than

attempt to estimate the volume of travel that they would like to make.

This approach avoids the overstatement problem common to survey responses

concerning future desires, yet, in this case, reflects the travel rate

which existed prior to implementation of the Special Services program

in September 1981. Travel demand is a "moving target" which varies

according to short term conditions (e.g., weather) and long terra factors

(e.g., the economy) and the level of demand will increase as efforts are

made to satisfy it.

Within this chapter, demand estimates are developed for the years

1984, 1988, and 1992 for the current conditions of eligibility and re-

servation policy [Status Quo]; for a change to one-hour advance requests

[Immediate Response]; and for an expanded eligibility [Expanded Eligibi-

lity]. The final portion of this chapter will examine the prospects for

federal social service agency funding and the possible impacts of fund

reduction on demand for Special Services transportation.

STATUS QUO DEMAND

The Special Services program currently serves only those City of

Chicago residents who are medically-certified as being unable to utilize

CTA's regular transit services. According to the results of the City's
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1978 Survey of Mobility Limited Persons ^ this group comprises about 65.9

percent of those citizens who are denoted as "Severely Mobility Limited."-^

As shown in Table 3-1, in 1984 this subgroup of the Severely Mobility

Limited -- designated as Category 1 — included an estimated total of

19,160 Chicago residents. Table 3-1 also estimates the number of Category

1 citizens in 1988 and 1992 based on a straight-line projection as a per-

centage of the total city population. A straight-line projection was

discussed with staff of the Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission and

is believed to be reasonable due to the expected constant proportion of

senior citizens to the total city population through 1992.

Of the Severely Mobility Limited, 68.5 percent report that they have

a regular driver available to take them where and when they wish to

travel.-* On the other hand, 19.6 percent indicated that they would be

unable to use a door-to-door bus service with a lift or ramp if that

service were provided. Although there is undoubtedly some overlap bet-

ween these two groups, by reducing the total Severely Mobility Limited

estimate by these percentages, it is possible to obtain an approximation

of the "Prime User Group" for the Special Services program — that is,

those individuals who are eligible for the service, do not have a readily

available alternative form of transportation, and see themselves as able

to make use of the program. It will be noted that the estimated Prime

User Group — 4,852 users — is less than the total number of users

presently certified to use the Special Service program (5,551 as of

March 15, 1984). This is to be expected as the certified group includes

individuals with an auto available who want Special Services as an alter-

native or backup service and other people who did not initially feel

that they could use the service. For planning purposes, the Prime User

Group represents a conservative estimate of the target group needing

CTA's Special Services transportation on an ongoing basis.

-•-City of Chicago, 1978, "Report II: Demographic And Travel Characteris-
tics in the City of Chicago."

2lbid, p. 47.

^Ibid, p. 45.

^Ibid. , p. 47.
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The usefulness of this estimation of the system's Prime User Group

lies in projecting the optimum capacity of the Special Services program

and vehicle fleet size if there were no such practical constraints as

funding availability. In order to compute an "optimum" capacity require-

ment, it is necessary to convert the number of Prime Users into a daily

trip demand. The 1978 Survey provided a weekday travel rate for Severely

Mobility Limited as a whole of 0.43 one-way trips per person per weekday.-'

This travel rate constitutes the "constrained" demand of this group,

taking into account the effects of weather, transport availability, cost,

scheduling of appointments, etc., on actual trip-making behavior. If we

were able to satisfy this level of demand, additional "demands" would

immediately surface.

Because the SML travel rates are an average trips per day for the

entire group, we would expect travel rates to vary within this group

according to the severity of the handicap. To approximate this variance,

the average trip rate for the entire SML population (0.43 one-way trips/

day) has been increased by one-half to 0.645 trips/day for the Category 2

severely mobility limited and reducted proportionately for the Category 1

SML population, to 0.32 trips/day. Applying this constrained travel rate

to the Prime User estimates obtains a projected trip demand in 1984 of

1,553 one-way trips on an average weekday. According to this estimate,

current services are meeting only about one-quarter of present potential

demand. It should be noted that the projected demands in 1988 and 1992

decline slightly from the 1984 figure due to reductions in the total and

Severely Mobility Limited populations of Chicago.

DEMAND UNDER I>n'IEDIATE-RESPONSE OPERATION

The Special Services program presently provides about one-half of

its trips on a standing-order or subscription basis and the other half on

a 24-hour advance reservation basis. During the 504 Transition Plan pro-

cess, a goal was established to reduce the reservation requirement to a 1-

hour advance notice, which would effectively provide "immediate request"

service.

^Ihid., p. 44.
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The best indicator of the effect of a change to immediate request

service would be the experience of a similar service. Our research,

though, has failed to identify any special transportation systems serving

only severely mobility limited individuals which have made a transition

from advance reservation to immediate request operations; almost without

exception, these services are provided on advanced reservations and

standing order subscriptions, most probably because of the high degree of

medical and rehabilitation trips which are themselves appointments. We

have identified one system serving elderly and handicapped citizens which

recently changed from advanced reservation to immediate request. This

system, located north of San Francisco in San Rafael, now operates eleven

peak vehicles in demand responsive service. Their experience is that the

service is now utilized by a much larger proportion of their client group

than previously and that demand for trips increased significantly. The

system is achieving up to 3 passengers per vehicle service hour during

certain periods, although staff indicate that there is always more demand

than can be satisfied. Because the change eliminated all advance and

subscription trips, the biggest complaint concerns clients' inability to

schedule medical trips until 2 hours before the desired trip time — just

like all other trips.

If the Special Services system were to change to an immediate re-

quest operation for all single-time trips, it should be expected that

the current demand rate of 0.018 one-way trips per day per eligible user"

will at least double to 0.036 trips per day per eligible user or more as

an increased number of eligible users seek to use the service and as

current users attempt to increase their trip-making habits. At this

rate, the Special Services system would be receiving requests for at

least 700 one-way trips on an average day where today the system receives

requests for about 350 trips.

This trip rate per eligible user of 0.036 generally agrees in order

of magnitude with the number of unrestricted immediate-response systems

•^250 one-way single-time trips provided each weekday plus turned-down

requests for an additional 100 one-way trips per day divided by 19,160

Category 1 Severely Mobility Limited citizens.
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providing service for handicapped and elderly citizens — the only systems

for which good client group data was available.

A change of the Special Service program to immediate request service

would encounter two major problems. First, the change to immediate re-

quest would necessitate a complete change of the scheduling and dispatch

procedure now used by the system. The current computer system is incap-

able of handling immediate requests in any efficient manner; the tour-

sheet dispatching would be infeasible; and the present dispatch arrange-

ment would be overwhelmed. With 32 vehicles currently in service, the

scheduling and dispatch of standing order and immediate request trips

would either have to be done essentially separate or the system would

require at least partial computerization.

The second major problem would be a policy question, concerning

continuation or elimination of standing order trips. If advance reser-

vations are changed to immediate requests to make the service more re-

sponsive and equitably distributed, then should not the standing order

services also be converted? Retention of standing orders would tend to

magnify their privileged nature since all other trips would be provided

on a first-come-first-served, space-available basis. Elimination of

standing order trips, though, would very seriously affect the many people

who depend on Special Services for daily work, school, and medical trips,

and could be expected to be vigorously opposed.

If such a change to immediate request service were made, the Special

Services program would also encounter a relatively common problem among

demand-responsive services: excessive demand. On instituting immediate

request service, initially users will follow the present practice of

phoning in at 8:00 a.m. to request a trip for the next day. They will

quickly learn to call on the day service is desired, and then demand will

skyrocket as users try to increase their travel and new users try to

enter the system. Assuming service capacity is not greatly expanded to

'Systems for which clientele and demand rate data was reviewed included

five California systems researched by the Institute of Transportation
Studies, University of California, Irvine: Chico, Lodi, Paradise, Oro-

ville, and Vallejo.
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meet estimated demand (which is not recommended), short-range demand will

greatly exceed the system's capacity; callers will either be turned down

or will receive very long wait times (maybe 1 hour or more). Long wait

times, delayed trips, and turndowns will have a negative effect on demand,

eventually reducing demand to a level which the system can efficiently

serve with reasonable quality.

In summary, a change of the Special Services program to immediate

request service would involve major changes to current operating proce-

dures, possible reconsideration of the system's standing order policy,

and an increase in demand from the current level of 350 trips per day to

about 700 trips per day. Such a change will result in releasing a signi-

ficant amount of presently unmet demand for transportation, but will also

increase the frustration of many users who will no longer be assured even

a day in advance of a trip to obtain needed services.

DEMAND UNDER EXPANDED ELIGIBILITY

As explained within the discussion of demand under Status Quo condi-

tions earlier, the Special Services program now provides transportation

services to Chicago residents who cannot use CTA's regular transit

services. Within the Severely Mobility Limited population, there are

also those who can use regular transit service, but only with great

difficulty. This group could be called "Category 2" - Severely Mobility

Limited, and, according to the 1978 Survey, comprise 34.1 percent of all
o

Severely Mobility Limited (SML) residents of the City of Chicago."

Working from the total city population and SML population estimates in

Table 3-1, Table 3-2 shows a 1984 estimate of 9,915 Category 2 residents.

As discussed in the Status Quo estimate of demand, the 1978 Survey

also found that 68.5 percent of the Severely Mobility Limited population

had a regular vehicle and/or driver available to take them where and when

they wish to travel.^ If the estimated total Category 2 population is

reduced by those with a driver available, the resulting figure approxi-

mates the Category 2 "Prime User Group" — that is, residents who can now

"ibid., p. 47.

^Tbld.; p. 45.
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use regular CTA transit services but with great difficulty and who do not

have a regular vehicle and/or driver available when they desire. At the

present time, this Category 2 Prime User Group involves about 3,123 in-

dividuals.

Using the adjusted constrained travel demand rate of 0.645 one-way

trips per person per weekday based on the 1978 Survey, the extension of

Special Services privileges to Category 2 SML citizens would result in

demand for 2,014 additional one-way trips per weekday in 1984. If this

change were made to eligibility, the system would be faced with a total

constrained demand for approximately 3,567 one-way trips per average

weekday (Table 3-2). As shown in Table 3-2, the constrained demand from

this group remains relatively stable through 1992, reflecting the slight

decline of Chicago's total population during this period.

EFFECT OF REDUCED SOCIAL SERVICE FUNDING

In 1977, a survey of transportation services for elderly and handi-

capped residents of Chicago found 51 social service, general welfare, and

specialized health agencies providing or sponsoring transportation ser-

vices of some type to the elderly and handicapped.-'-^ Since that time

— and particularly since early 1981 — the federal formula grant pro-

grams which support transportation services of this type have been signi-

ficantly reduced by the present Administration.

The reduction of these funds and the subsequent fiscal difficulties

of the recipient agencies raises concern among public transit providers

who see an additional burden of transportation being shifted from the

social service agencies to public transit. The specific question here

is whether further reductions will occur in social service funding and

what effects these could have on the demand for transportation services

from CTA's Special Service system.

The importance of this concern is exemplified by the funding situ-

ation facing the City of Chicago's Transportation Program For Mobility-

-L^City of Chicago, S^urvey of Existing Transportation Facilities for the

Elderly and Handicapped in the City of Chicago . Department of Public
Works, 1977.
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Limited Persons. This program, operated by the City's Department on

Aging & Disability began providing specialized transportation service in

the mid-1970's to individuals with mobility problems who could not use

fixed-route transit services. The program has continued to provide

specialized transportation despite CTA's initiation of Special Services

in 1981, and currently provides about 75,000 one-way trips per year to

mobility-limited city residents. Funding for this transportation program

is provided predominately through two federal social service programs —
Title III of the Older Americans Act ($300,000) and Community Development

Block Grants or CDBG ($248,000). Additional funding comes from the

Regional Transportation Agency ($200,000). Importantly, over 73 percent

of the program's funds are subject to federal politics and policies on

social service funding.

Significant decreases in social service funding at the federal level

during the early 1980s impacted the amount of service provided by the

Transportation Program For Mobility-Limited Persons at the same time that

demand grew. The effect has been that allowed trip purposes have been

narrowed to the point that today the service largely provides only medi-

cal trips on a single trip or short-term subscription basis. The program

did provide daily commute trips for about 40 to 50 clients until May of

1983, when they were transferred to CTA's Special Services program.

Further significant decreases in funding for major social service

programs serving the elderly and handicapped, such as the Older Americans

Act as well as CDBG, are not seen for the immediate future according to

our analysis of the federal budget through FY 1984. However, concern

should be shifted to the increasing competition for the limited social

service funds which are available, especially considering the "block

grant" approach instituted for Title XX Social Services programs and

proposed for health care programs. Should programs other than the Trans-

portation Program For Mobility-Limited Persons be more successful in the

competition for available social service funds from sources such as the

Older Americans Act, the program would most probably have to cut back

services — potentially creating additional new demand for transporta-

tion from CTA's Special Services system. The ability of the program to
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secure other social service funds for continuation of transportation ser-

vice at the same level is limited by the fact that the Transportation

Program For Mobility-Limited Persons is a single-purpose program, unlike

many social service programs or agencies which provide a number of social

services (health care, counseling, training, etc.) as well as transpor-

tation. For these multi-purpose service providers, transportation is

recognized as the means of getting clients to the location of other agency

services and not as an end in itself. Experience has shown that a cut in

funding to a single-purpose, transportation-provider agency will result

in direct dollar-f or-dollar transportation cuts; a similar cut to a multi-

purpose service provider agency will generally result in some cutbacks in

transportation as well as other services but such agencies tend to be

more creative and resourceful in finding new funds or "borrowing" funds

from other services to continue the provision of transportation as this

is the service which enables clients to get to and receive the other

services

.

In conclusion, major effects of reduced social service funding have

been seen in the early 1980s as programs such as the City's Transporta-

tion Program For Mobility-Limited Persons had to cut back services --

often in the face of increasing demand. In 1984, the concern about social

service funding should be focused more on the competition for available

funds, as further significant decreases in funding amounts are not im-

mediately planned. However, CTA's Special Services could still be af-

fected by this situation: social service programs providing transporta-

tion to the elderly and handicapped which lose funding in the increasingly

strong competition for available limited funds may have to cut back their

own transportation operations — leaving unmet demand for specialized

transportation services which could impact CTA's Special Services system.

The most likely source of a major increase in trip demand which is now

being met by a social service or government agency is the City's Trans-

portation Program For Mobility-Limited Persons. This program faces annual

competition for its operating funds; is a single-purpose transportation

program; and closely duplicates the services operated by the Special

Services program.

DAVE CONSULTING. INC.
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Should this program lose funding, the potential increase in trip

demand could be substantial as well as costly — CTA's Special Services

operating cost per one-way trip is more than twice the City program's

cost of approximately $10 per trip. And, importantly, this potential

increase in demand is not theoretical demand as was discussed and esti-

mated earlier in this section. The trips currently being provided by the

City's program are real trips, and, should the program have Co cut back

its services, these trips could become real demand for CTA's Special

Services

.

DAVE CONSULTING. INC.
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SECTION 4

CONTRACTING OPTIONS

This section reviews the issues and opportunities for contracting all or

part of CTA's Special Services program. It summarizes the experience using

private contractors for paratransit services of other major transit systems

across the country as well as other key public agencies in the Chicago

area. Contracting options are identified. These options are not

necessarily a reflection of the performance of individual program elements

or participants but more of a continuum of possibilities.

The decision whether or not to contract out is a critical one for the

CTA as it can serve as a catalyst for other program changes. The majority

of this study and report focus on recommendations which can be implemented

within the existing operating scenario. To the extent the operating scheme

changes, some of these recommendations may become moot and others become

more critical. Therefore, in the event that the CTA chooses to pursue some

form of contractual relationship for any or all of its special services

program, this section concludes with a discussion of transition and

implementation activities.

Finally, it is the opinion of the consultant team that contracting is a

feasible option for the CTA to pursue albeit with varying degrees of

implementability. This conviction guides the content of this section. It

also is the reason why this section has been retitled "contracting options"

rather than the original scope of services task heading of "contract

feasibility".

1. THE DIRECT OPERATION OF SPECIAL SERVICES CAN BE VIEWED AS A MAJOR FACTOR
IN THE PROGRAM'S RELATIVELY HIGH COSTS

Labor costs typically account for two-thirds to three-quarters of a

transit system's operating expenses. The 1984 budget estimate for special

services parallels this rule of thumb as 70.1 percent of the budget has been

allocated to scheduled transportation (STO) and other transportation (OTO):
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would be supplemented by a user-side subsidy taxi program. However,

this option was not acted upon by the local decision makers and the

first option -- direct operation -- was implemented.

2) Though Valid in 1981, the Concerns That Prompted the Decision of

Direct Operation Have Not Been Fully Substantiated

Given the local conditions which existed in 1981 as well as the

limited knowledge and experience providing special services that the CTA

and the transit industry as a whole had, the decision to operate the

service in-house was not inappropriate. Three years later, however,

significant changes have taken place and a reassessment of this decision

is warranted. As other sections of this report document, the

disadvantages cited during the analysis period have been realized while

the advantages have not been fully exploited:

Operating Costs Are High - Later analyses in this chapter

will demonstrate how much more expensive CTA's program is

on a unit cost basis compared to other major transit

systems and Chicago area transportation programs.

Experience In-house Is Limited - The experience, training

and orientation of CTA personnel is in fixed-route bus

and rapid rail service. The unique qualities and

requirements of demand-responsive service for

mobility-limited individuals were not fully understood by

employees entering the program or managers outside the

program.

The Impact tfa s Been Minimal - Even with an expanded

fleet, the number of individuals served through the

program is minimal -- a frequent conplaint voiced by both

users and non-users of the service. Most service is

concentrated along the lakefront, as projected by the

staff, and not truly city-wide.

Control Has Not Been Exercised - Though control was a

primary concern, direct operation of the service by the

CTA in actuality is performed with virtually no

monitoring nor stipulation of performance requirements.

The program is left to run itself unless a crisis

warrants outside attention.
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Expertise Has Been Demonstrated Elsewhere - The
experience of other local agencies using carriers other
than the CTA demonstrates that expertise and resources
are available in the private sector. Though CTA's
expertise may be of a different degree, it nonetheless is

not exclusive in the Chicago area.

All of these conditions have prompted a reassessment of the current

operating scenario for the special services program. At this point in

time, it has become apparent that the cost disadvantage of direct

operation has outweighed the control advantage and, in fact, control

might not be lessened (maybe even heightened) in a contractual

arrangement.

2. OPERATING EXPERIEtCE IN CHICAGO AND ACROSS THE TRANSIT INDUSTRY SUPPORTS
THE MOVEMENT TOWARDS CONTRACTING OUT PARATRANSIT SERVICES

As input to this analysis, telephone interviews were held with the

managers of special services at ten major transit properties. Contact also

was made with key agencies in the Chicago area regarding the capabilities of

the local private sector. Both groups' experiences suggest many "lessons

learned" for the CTA.

1 ) CTA's "Peer" Transit Systems Have Incorporated Private Contractors
into their Special Services Programs with Great Success

Contact was made with virtually all of the major transit systems in

the United States. A peer group of ten was identified which operated a

door-to-door paratransit service for mobility-limited individuals. The

peer group is identified in Exhibit 4-1.

Each was asked a series of questions regarding their use of

contractors and their overall operating scenario. Annual expenditures

and ridership statistics were requested also to establish order of
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magnitude unit cost estimates and a point of conparison for CTA's

special services program.

The results of this brief quantitative analysis, show:

. CTA ranks second in total expenditure at $4.0 million.

. CTA ranks number nine, however, in monthly ridership with

less than one-third the trips of the top-ranking system.

Therefore, CTA has the highest cost per trip of the

eleven systems, and is almost $10 higher (55%)than the

number two system.

In reviewing these figures, provided in Exhibit 4-2, it is important to

recognize that there may be fundamental differences in the individual

system's operations that may contribute to the variations in

performance. Nonetheless, the conclusion remains that the CTA's

performance (in terms of average cost per trip) is well beyond the range

of industry experience. This can be further illustrated by plotting the

statistics from the peer systems, the results of which follow as

Exhibit 4-3. Extrapolating the CTA's annual expenditure of $4.0 million

and monthly ridership of 12,500, as shown by the dotted lines on this

exhibit, suggest that the "typical" transit system could:

transport 12,500 monthly riders at an annual cost ranging

from $1.4 to 2.3 million, or

expend $4.0 million annually and transport between 31,000

and 42,000 monthly riders.

One common factor among all of the transit systems which outperform

the CTA is their reliance, all or in part, or private contractors for

the provision of their special services. None rely exclusively on their

own operators, as the CTA does. Specific arrangements are described

below:
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Baltimore, Cleveland and Minneapolis supplement the services
they operate directly with those of private contractors.

One cab company in Baltimore transports all individuals
who do not need a lift-equipped vehicle. MTA operates 15

vans

.

- One cab coitpany in Cleveland transports suburban users in

sedans and lift-equipped vans. GCRTA operates 57 vans
paying drivers 85 percent of the prevailing wage rate.

Six shared-ride cab companies in Minneapolis and
St. Paul, one private for profit carrier and one private
non-profit agency supplement MTC ' s fleet of 34 vehicles.

Boston, Miami, and Portland rely on private contractors
exclusively. No transit system operators are involved. Users
contact the carrier directly when requesting service.

Philadelphia and Pittsburgh each contract with a private
entity to manage the operation of the program. This "broker"
subcontracts with a mix of operators who can best meet travel
demands. They also coordinate funding from various sources.
In Philadelphia, the broker also serves as a central
dispatcher of all services.

Dallas and Milwaukee administer a user-side subsidy program.
The transit system distributes riding vouchers to eligible
users. The user contacts an approved carrier and arranges
services directly.

Many of these systems have changed their operating style over the

years. Four, for example, depended solely on their own service at

first. Portland changed all of its service from direct operation to

contractor provided. Baltimore, Cleveland, and Minneapolis chose to

expand their service by contracting with private providers. These

contracted services supplement a nucleus of their own program. The

Baltimore exartple best illustrates the financial impact of this

arrangement. Its FY 1984 budget of $1.2 million is divided as

$1 million for the MTA's own service and 3200,000 for the cab company.

Yet its monthly ridership is almost 6,00 in cabs and approximately
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3,500 in their own vans. Though the systemwide cost per trip of $10.53

is the median of the peer group, the two conponents of the program incur

very different cost. The van cost per trip is approximately $23.81,

(close to the CTA's experience). However, cab trips cost only $2.78 per

trip. Hence, the systemwide costs are brought down considerably.

2 ) Other Chicago Area Agencies Have Used Private Contractors
Successfully

Contact was made with two agencies in the Chicago area that are

major sponsors of paratransit services in order to record their

experiences and contracting caveats for the CTA. The agencies are the

City of Chicago, Department on Aging and Disability and the Regional

Transportation Authority. Contact also was made with the Metropolitan

Transportation Association, an organization representing private

providers, to obtain a general sense of the conposition and capabilities

of the local private transportation sector.

The City's program has been operating since 1976. During its eight

years, it has changed contractors twice. The most recent change

occurred last fall. Conpetition among two primary carriers benefitted

the City in that the winning bid lowered the unit cost for the service.

Currently, the contract stipulates two distinct rates — one for

individual trips and one for group trips. The individual trip cost is

now $10.20. This is almost two-thirds lower than the CTA's cost

($26.67). Hence, the annual budget of $750,000 (funded through

Title III of the Older Americans Act, revenue sharing, and the RTA)

provides approximately 6,700 monthly trips (more than half the volume

CTA transports). Unlike the CTA, however, the City is able to control

the program by restricting eligibility, trip purposes served, and the

number of trips a person can make.
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The RTA's Paratransit Program now involves 17 different services.

These are provided by 16 different contractors. As Exhibit 4-4

illustrates, the contractors rely primarily on RTA-owned mini-buses or

taxicabs. Only two carriers utilize their own accessible vehicles.

Costs for these services range from approximately $13 to $21 per hour.

As most are utilized by the general public, they achieve a systemwide

productivity of approximately six passengers per hour. Hence, the cost

per passenger trip is in a range from $2.17 to $3.50. Most contractors

receive approximately $50,000 to $70,000 annually for operating a

community's service. The largest contract is no greater than $200,000.

Contract carriers also are involved in the Chicago area in the

provision of medical transportation and school transportation. The

former relies on several local medi-car companies funded through various

public assistance and social service agency programs. The latter

utilizes several local school bus companies for programs funded

primarily through the Board of Education. Combined, the private

carriers operate a fleet greater than 4,000 vehicles, excluding the

numerous taxicabs in Chicago.

3. THE CONTRACTING OPTIONS AVAILABLE TO THE CTA ARE NUMEROUS, SPANNING ANY
AND ALL FUNCTIONS OF THE SPECIAL SERVICES PROGRAM

This discussion defines aspects of the program which could be provided

by a private contractor. At one extreme is the option to turn over

management and operation of the entire program to a private entity. At the

other is the use of contractors for a supporting subfunction of the program

(e.g., scheduling and dispatching, certification of eligible users). In

between is the use of private providers in the transportation function,

operating all services or providing services to supplement the CTA's own

operation.
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EXHIBIT 4-4
I

CTA SPECIAL SERVICES ANALYSIS
COIWRACTORS FOR RTA PARATRANSIT SERVICES

Vehicles Used
Contractor

AB Cab Company

American Taxi Company-

Auto Ride Cab Company

Burks Cab Company

Cook-Dupage Transportation Co.

Courier Cab Company

DAR Systems, Inc.

J&B Cab Company

Kammes Bus Service

Magic Cab Company

North Suburban Yellow Cab Co., Inc.

Our Town Bus Company

Plus, Inc. Dial-A-Bus

Robinson Bus Company

Van Der Aa Bus Lines

Waukegan Yellow Cab Co.

RTA Buses



These options are described in greater detail in the discussion which

follows. This is intended to serve as "thought piece" for CTA

decision-makers who will resolve whether or not to pursue the contracting

option in general and if so, to what extent contractors will be involved.

1 ) A Contract Manager Could Provide All Services

The use of a contract manager is common among small transit systems

in the industry. Several firms specialize in furnishing an on-site

resident manager or management team. They are supported by a

headquarters staff with expertise in distinct areas — budgeting,

scheduling, marketing -- who can be called upon for special assistance

should the need arise. The resident manager performs hisAier

responsibilities no differently than a locally-hired general manager

except that he/she is an employee of the management company and not the

transit system.

A contract manager would be responsible for hiring employees and

assuring the delivery of service. This could be accomplished through

direct operation of service or through contractual arrangements with

other providers. (One "subcontractor", in fact, could be the CTA's

operating unit. ) In either situation, the contract manager would retain

oversight for the delivery of service as well as the numerous

administrative and financial functions.

2) Contractors Could Be Involved In The Transportation Function

The central activity of the special services program is the

operation of the vehicles. In general, this encompasses the activities

performed at Washington Garage. The alternatives to this arrangement

are twofold:
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replace all CTA-provided transportation with that of
private providers; or

combine CTA direct operation of special services with
services of other private providers.

In the former, the contract manager would be more akin to a service

superintendent. The level and quality of service would be prescribed by

the CTA. Administrative activities would be retained by the CTA.

Oversight would be vested in the CTA, perhaps in a new position

designated as the "Manager of Special Services".

In the latter, CTA's operation could either remain at its present

level or be pared back. Contract operators could be brought in to

supplement the CTA's own services. There are numerous possible

configurations for dividing up the service. Five generic options are

presented below:

Riders not requiring a lift-equipped vehicle -

Approximately one-half of the current special services

passengers use a wheelchair or electric cart and require
a lift to access the vehicle. The remainder, though

they too may choose to use the lift, rely on other

mobility aids such as canes, crutches and walkers. This

group could travel comfortably in most any vehicle.

They could be transported in another carrier's sedans or

station wagons since they do not require the special

equipment on CTA's buses.

Riders travelling during specified time periods - Given
the scheduling preference for subscription trips and the

midday breaks scheduled in for drivers, it is not

surprising that the current special services program

exhibits the traditional peaking characteristics of

CTA's other services. In this scenario, service would

be divided among carriers according to operating time —
CTA might continue to operate peak hour service; private

providers might operate the service middays, evenings,

and/or weekends.
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Non-subscription riders - The current vehicle tours are
built around the prescheduled subscription trips which
comprise approximately one-half of the daily trips.
These tours, however, are adjusted daily to try to add
in other requests for service. In this scenario, all
recurring trips would be scheduled together into the
most efficient tours possible by CTA's experienced
scheduling personnel. Adjustments would be made only on
an as needed basis. All other trip requests for

non-subscription service would be handled by a private
carrier who would schedule and operate on an immediate
response or advance-request basis.

Immediate-Response Return Trips - Similar to the above
scenario, this option involves that subset of riders who
are uncertain as to when they will be ready for their
return trip pick-up. In this scenario, this type of
trip would be handled by a private carrier(s) who could
handle immediate-response trips. Thus, a CTA vehicle
would take the person to their destination but a private
carrier would pick them up for the return trip.

Bnergency Back-up Service - There are occasions when
traffic, weather, passenger delays, or vehicle
breakdowns result in a special services vehicle falling
far off schedule. In this option, the CTA would be able
to call a private carrier which would dispatch a

vehicle(s) immediately to "rescue" the people on-board a

disabled vehicle as well as pick-up other passengers
still waiting for the late vehicle. This availability
of contingency service could lessen the extreme delays

escperienced by passengers.

The last option calls for the least amount of private sector

involvement. It could be viewed as a stepping stone to other

alternatives. It also could be combined with the other options -- e.g.,

operate all evening and weekend service and be able to support the CTA's

own service should the need arise.
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3) The Scheduling Function is a Candidate for Contracting

The scheduling function is often the "Achilles heel" of a public

transit system's paratransit program. It relies on relatively new

software operated by individuals unaccustomed to demand-responsive

transportation. Conversely, the taxi industry has been dispatching

immediate-response trips for decades, relying on manual techniques and

skilled individuals. Only recently have the larger conpanies introduced

cortputer-assisted techniques. The vast majority of taxi cortpanies still

rely on manual dispatching.

Given the private sector's proven expertise with the scheduling and

dispatching of demand-responsive transportation (coupled with the CTA's

previously-described shortcomings), it is appropriate to consider this

function as a contracting option. This could occur in two distinct

methods:

one contractor performs scheduling and dispatching for
all operators in the system; or

each contractor is responsible for the scheduling of its

own vehicles.

The first method could be performed in conjunction with a contract

manager. In this regard, the contractor can be considered a "broker",

matching requests for trips (demand) with available carriers (supply) in

the most efficient manner. The central dispatch center would develop

the vehicle tours for each carriers' vehicles. It also could have the

capability to shift passengers during the operating day in the event of

an emergency.

In this second arrangement, each carrier accepts requests for

service directly from the users and is responsible for dispatching the

service so as to meet these requests. The type of scheduling should be
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pre-defined according to the carriers capabilities (e.g.,

immediate-response, advance reservation, or subscription) and known to

the user. In this arrangement, there would be limited opportunity for

carriers to back-up one another. Specific contract clauses and the

professionalism of the carrier would provide the incentive for efficient

and responsive performance.

4) The Certification of Eligible Users Could Be Performed Outside the

CTA

The current process of eligibility certification is primarily the

administrative processing of required forms. Handicapped individuals

submit a doctor's certification of their mobility limitation. If all

procedures are followed properly, the individual is deemed eligible and

enters the client roster.

Though only a small part of the CTA's program, certification

nonetheless can be considered a candidate for contracting. Several

other transit systems rely on social service agencies who interact

regularly with the handicapped community to perform this function.

Examples include a city human services department where the caseworkers

establish a person's eligibility; a United Way coordiating agency which

includes this as part of its overall information and referral service;

and a local Easter Seals chapter which provides a staff physical

therapist who assesses the individual's extent of mobility limitation.

Where a private non-profit corporation performs this service, the

transit system reimburses the agency for its administrative costs.

Where another public agency is involved, sometimes an interagency

agreement can be enacted resulting in no transfer of public funds.
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5 ) Options Extend to Vehicle Ownership

The CTA presently maintains a fleet of 42 vehicles for its special

services program. In the event that it chooses to contract out all of

part of the service, options regarding the use of these vehicles need to

be evaluated.

First, CTA could remain the provider of vehicles. With proper

legal authorization, vehicles could be leased to the contractor for

their use in a CTA-sponsored service. This option could extend beyond

the present 42-vehicle fleet and include replacement vehicles and

possible fleet additions. The advantages of CTA taking the lead in

vehicle procurement include:

. standardization - assurance that only suitable vehicles
with necessary features are utilized in the service;

visibility - continued physical evidence of the CTA's
sponsorship of the program; and

financial support - continued reliance on federal

capital funds for most of the purchase price.

This arrangement would parallel that of the RTA in its purchase and

leasing of paratransit vehicles to the suburban communities.

Second, the contractors could supply their own vehicles according

to CTA standards. Few of the private carriers in the Chicago area have

sufficient idle vehicles to immediately place into service for the CTA's

program and would have to acquire additional vehicles. As the sponsor

of the service, it would not be inappropriate for the CTA to stipulate

specifications for the vehicles used by the contractor, particularly

with respect to age, size, safety and accessibility features.

Compliance audits of these vehicles would be made prior to service

initiation as well as periodically on an unannounced schedule.
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Third, the final option is to permit the contractor( s ) to use any

vehicles, provided they are properly licensed and suitable for the

passengers needs (e.g., able to accommodate a user of an electric

wheelchair). The actual vehicles to be used would be described in the

proposal to perform as a contractor and could be used as one factor in

choosing among bidders.

4. THE CTA'S ROLE WOULD BE DIFFERENT IN ANY CONTRACTI^XS SCENARIO

In the event that the CTA assumes the role of special services sponsor

in addition to or instead of special services operator, it would need to

assume responsibilities appropriate for its new role. This section

describes three of these key activities — setting performance requirements,

monitoring service delivery, and responding to user complaints.

1 ) Threshold Performance Levels Must Be Defined

One of the primary activities to be acconplished by the CTA in its

role as service sponsor is the definition of minimum acceptable

performance requirements for the system — what the CTA expects its

contractors to do. These requirements should be viewed as absolute.

They can cover tangible aspects of the service (e.g., type of vehicle

and number of phone lines) as well as on-street performance

e>q3ectations. These would coincide with other tasks of this study and

establish the minimum and target values for performance indicators such

as:

productivity - passengers per hour
cost per passenger trip
response time (if immediate response)
on-time performance
in-vehicle ride time
percent of requests scheduled
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These values should be established by the CTA and defined so that

prospective bidders are aware of the quality of service which they are

esqjected to maintain. Potential penalties for performance falling below

the minimum threshold as well as incentives for exceeding the target

values should be considered and defined at the same time. As these are

innovative terras which some bidders may be unfamiliar with, care must be

exercised to see that they are defined clearly and that respondents

understand them explictly. Providing sample contract clauses

stipulating these requirements would enhance this.

2 ) Active Performance Monitoring Must Take Place

With the possible operation of special services activities outside

the aegis of the CTA, the need for a more formal performance monitoring

program will be more apparent. In its expanded role of service monitor,

the CTA should establish rigid requirements for the contractors' monthly

reporting procedures. Operating reports, at a minimum, should stipulate

the following statistics and resulting indicators:

passengers transported - total and by subgroup
miles operated
hours operated
revenue collected
costs incurred
requests received
requests scheduled
trips cancelled

Qualitative information also should be provided on breakdowns or other

in-service disruptions; complaints, commendations and suggestions

received; and improvements planned or implemented. Notable trends could

be highlighted, also.
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The contractors should follow a reporting format developed by the

CTA to assure consistency and thoroughness across all monitoring

activities. To support this objective, standard instructions and

definitions should be provided for the contractors to follow (defining

what is included in a platform hour, for example). CTA staff should

assure each carrier's understanding of the requirements as part of a

pre-service "shake-down".

The CTA staff should develop a summary report monthly, tracking the

performance of individual contractors as well as the program as a

whole. In addition to actual month totals, it should show trends and

comparisons with prior reporting periods (i.e., same month last year).

Conparisons of expenditure to budget should be a key element, also.

Finally, to support its role as service monitor, the CTA should

assure that appropriate information trails exist. Periodic review of a

contractor's internal records should take place to assure consistency

and accuracy of the reported results.

3) Formal Complaints Procedures Must Be Adopted

Conplaints, commendations and suggestions from the users of CTA's

own special services typically are handled on an informal, individual

basis by Washington Garage personnel. There is no known documentation

required nor standard follow-up procedures. With the possible reliance

on multiple participants and "outside" participants, the CTA's role will

become more of an ombudsman and overseer of service. To support this

potential shift in responsibility, the CTA should establish formal

procedures for receiving and responding to complaints (as well as

commendations and suggestions).
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One way of tracking the on-street performance of each contractor is

through the comments received by the users of the service. They most

likely will report infractions of the operating procedures stipulated in

the contracts. These complaints should be recorded and investigated by

the CTA to assure the consistency of service delivery among

contractors. Formal procedures should be made known to the program's

users as a demonstration of the CTA's commitment to a continued high

quality of service.

5. THE TRANSITION TO A CONTRACTED SERVICE IS COMPRISED OF BOTH PARALLEL AND
SEQUENTIAL STEPS

The previous discussion has identified the extent to which the CTA's

role will change if it becomes the sponsor and monitor of all special

services programs rather than the direct operator. This section provides a

brief overview of the key activities involved in the transition and

implementation of a new operating scheme.

The phase-in of contracted service means a phase-out of CTA operation.

Hence, parallel efforts must be undertaken to reassign the impacted

personnel (e.g., operators, superintendents, clerks and schedulers);

redeploy dedicated equipment; and transfer all current files.

1 ) Resolve Any Outstanding Collective Bargaining Provisions '^

The CTA's general attorney has been requested to provide a review

of appropriate agreements relevant to special services. This will serve

to identify any possible constraints to contracting out any and all

parts of the service as well as the possible leasing of CTA-owned

special service vehicles to the contractors. Resolution of these

uncertainties must be accomplished before the other activities can take
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place. Therefore, this review should be expedited and necessary actions

initiated as soon as the decision to pursue the contracting option is

made.

2) Select the Preferred Contracting Option

Contracting out special services is not a single solution. It is

conprised of numerous contracting options ranging from the reliance on a

private contract manager to the involvement of other entities in

supporting subfunctions. This chapter has described these options in

general terms in order to illustrate the multiplicity of contracting

options. A decision now much be reached on how much of the service will

be contracted. If all, will the contract manager also handle all

service requests and serve as a "broker" of services? Will individual

carriers be involved or only a single carrier? Will the CTA's operating

unit exist as a "subcontractor" to the contractor and still continue to

provide some direct service? If parts of the program are to be

contracted out, which parts? Where will the division of

responsibilities be drawn?

The definition of the extent of contracting is the key decision

point in the transition process. It impacts the type of activities that

will follow and the magnitude of change that the existing program and

procedures will undergo. This decision will enable the CTA to define

the full scope of its transition activities and develop a detailed

schedule for phasing-in the contractors and phasing-out the direct

operation.
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3 ) Initiate the Procurement Process •
'

The procurement of contractor services will begin with the staff

establishing the parameters for the contract:

Define performance expectations - This identifies what
activities a contractor will be required to perform and
at what level performance will be deemed satisfactory.
Input to the design of these paramters could be sought
from the current users of the service under the aegis of
CTA's Advisory Committee on Services for the Disabled.

Draft contract terms - Translating these expectations
and requirements into binding provisions requires the
drafting of legal terms to be incorporated into the
contract. A key consideration is the style of payment
for a private operator. Two distinct unit costs
typically are utilized.

Cost per trip is preferred by operators for its
ease of calculation. It is to the contractor's
direct financial benefit if productivity improves
since actual costs are reduced but revenue from the
sponsor remains constant. However, a contract term
of this type also is somewhat open-ended as the
total number of trips is unknown at the budget
year's outset. A high success rate, measured as
greater than projected ridership, may exhaust
resources well ahead of the budget year.

- Cost per hour is preferred by several transit
systems. It is more exacting for budgetary
purposes as it is easier to project annual service
hours than annual ridership. However, it reduces a
contractor's incentive to schedule trips more
efficiently. Further, it involves more detailed
record keeping by the contractor of a statistic
that may not be maintained for other operations.

The disadvantages of either arrangement can be balanced
with appropriate contract clauses requiring a certain
threshold level of performance (e.g., a minimum
productivity of 2.0 passengers per hour). Similarly,
rates can be developed on a sliding scale basis wherein
they are adjusted slightly downward if performance drops
below a particular threshold or raised if it exceeds a

target value.
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other related procurement activities coincide with these efforts.

First, the staff should develop a list of eligible bidders. Second,

screening and selection procedures should be finalized. Third, the

procurement documents (request for qualifications and request for

proposals) should be prepared, incorporating the parameters defined for

the selected contractors performance. Other activities follow from this

the review of qualifications statements, the review of bids,

selection of contractors, and negotiation of agreements.

4 ) Sanction the In-House Responsibility for Special Services Monitoring

The new responsibilities for monitoring contractor performance and

managing the entire special services program should be vested in one

individual or a group of individuals. This staff person be designated

at the same time the contracting option is selected and serve as the

point of contact during the procurement process.

A prompt designation will establish this individual as the "manager

of special services" in the eyes of the bidders and future contractors.

It also will enable the procurement activities to proceed concurrent

with any necessary organization and staffing changes.

Once the monitoring authority is in place and organizational

changes are inplemented, the designated staff can begin to design the

actual reporting procedures to be followed. These should be finalized

and presented to the selected contractors prior to contract signing as

they will be needed as attachments to the legal document.
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5 ) Prepare User Information

Working with the appropriate units within the CTA, a new brochure

for users of the service should be prepared to apprise them of the

imminent change and its anticipated impact. A preliminary letter to all

registrants could proceed or accortpany the brochure and explain that

this change is a reflection of the CTA's commitment to a higher level

and consistent quality of service. The brochure should be a "How-to"

guide describing all operating procedures from registering, to

requesting service, and riding the contractor's vehicles. The CTA's

commitment to monitoring contractor performance would be enhanced by

including instructions on how to contact the CTA with any comments on

the service consistent with a formalized conplaint procedure.

6 ) Conduct Shake-Down Activities

Prior to the full use of contractor services, the CTA should hold a

shake-down exercise to assure that all procedures have been implemented

properly. Two key features to check include:

vehicles and related equipment - assure that any newly

acquired equipment has been delivered, undergone

acceptance testing and is ready for service; and

data collection and reporting - assure that all

reporting requirements are understood and that

appropriate procedures exist for capturing the necessary

information.

Once satisfied, the contractor should be permitted to transport

passengers on a limited basis. Volunteers can be sought to use the new

service first. Their reactions and those of the contractors enployees

will suggest any other modifications that might be required before full

operation commences.
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SECTION 5

ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE

The objective of this task is to analyze the current organizational struc-

ture of Special Services. This relates to the inner functions of the program

as well as its relationship to the overall organizational structure of the CTA.

1. EVERY DIVISION IN THE CTA IS INVOLVED IN THE PROVISION OF SPECIAL SERVICES

Though the level of involvement varies, the special services program draws

support from the Executive Director/Board level as well as the different divi-

sions of the organization. These division-specific responsibilities are sum-

marized in E>:hibit 5-1 and discussed below.

1 ) The Operations And Maintenance Divisions Are Involved Through The
Proceedings At Washington Garage

Washington Garage is the operations base of the special services pro-

gram. The 42 vehicles used for the service are stored and maintained

there. Maintenance personnel report to a unit superintendent. Their

activities have been excluded from this evaluation. The operations staff

of 53 people are under the auspices of the garage superintendent. These

individuals perform a full range of functions, including supervision, dis-

patching, scheduling, and instruction. In this respect, the operations

department constitutes the largest segment of the special services program.

In addition to the operations and maintenance of the special services

vehicles, Washington Garage is used for automotive maintenance and is con-

sidered a support facility. Given its proximity to downtown, it also is

used for midday storage of buses used for peak hour express service.
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2) The Other Key Actors Are Within The Planning/Development And Finance
Divisions

The Operations Planning Department has been responsible for all of

the CTA's analyses of special needs transportation, including compliance

with the current federal regulations. This department prepared the

initial plan stating the need for the special services program and the

service parameters. However, the department had little involvement in

implementing the plan. Nor has it been directed to actively monitor

day-to-day delivery of service. The department's current responsibilities

include the preparation of the annual budget for the program, sponsorship

and liaison with the CTA's Advisory Committee on Services for the Dis-

abled, coordination with other agencies, preparation of driver schedules,

and long-range planning for vehicles and facilities.

Another division within the CTA's organizational structure which

plays a role in special services is Finance. The certification function

is now housed within the Treasury; specifically, within the Group Sales

Department. This section also certifies handicapped individuals for re-

duced fares on the fixed-route system as part of the RTA's program. The

certification function has been moved throughout the organization during

the life of the program. It is virtually selfcontained now, relying on

only one individual.

3) Other Divisions Are Involved Less Frequently, On An As-Needed Basis

The remaining divisions within the CTA perform a supporting role to

the special services program, providing their specialized skills when the

need arises. Exanples of the nature of this assistance are as follows:

Human Resources - personnel recruiting and assignment,
maintenance of records;

General Attorney - labor relations, claims, workers compen-
sation;
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. Administration - assistance in early computer-related
issues (though no subsequent involvement occurred), manage-
ment of contracts; and

Budget - monitoring of actual expenditures.

Finally, overall direction is provided by the Board and Executive Direc-

tor. They are kept informed of service developments in order to interact

effectively with the "stakeholders" of the service.

2. IN EACH OF THESE DIVISIONS, SPECIAL SERVICES PLAYS A SECONDARY ROLE

Special services has a low profile within the organization on a day-to-day

basis. In part, this is because the CTA's primary mission is the delivery of

fixed-route and rapid transit services for the general public. The orienta-

tion, therefore, of system management understandably is to this objective.

Special services is an adjunct to the traditional mission and activities of

the CTA.

Organizationally, special services is an adjunct to each of the divi-

sions. In the planning division, for example, as Eichibit 5-2 illustrates, the

responsibility for special services is assigned to a principal planner within

Route and System Planning. This is a part-time commitment shared with the

other service planning activities of the department. Other planning depart-

ment staff serve in a supervisory capacity. As special issues arise, each

person becomes more involved in special services, trading-off these activities

with other planning efforts. The department head also has the responsibility

to finalize the annual special services program budget.

This adjunctive relationship exists within the transportation function,

also. Though Washington Garage is used exclusively for special services, its

place within the overall operations division is remote, as Exhibit 5-3 demon-

strates. Under the organization in effect at the time of this analysis,

Washington Garage is one of five garages reporting to the Near South Area
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Superintendent . Three other Area Superintendents oversee the 15 other

garages and terminals. Therefore, Washington Garage is not in the division's

mainstream where the concentration is overwhelmingly on the fixed-route and

rapid system.

3. THE ROLE OF SPECIAL SERVICES WITHIN THE ORGANIZATION HAS NOT BEEN DEFINED
TO THE PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS

Frequent comments from various levels of the organization expressed a con-

cern over not knowing what the CTA's policy towards special services was.

Like many a small program within a large organization, there were feelings of

being a "forgotten step-child." Some of the specific concerns raised include:

Where is this program heading?
Who is setting the direction for it?

Who is executing the policy?
What type of commitment do we have from top management?

In this environment, the Washington Garage personnel have taken their direc-

tion from the handicapped community. Their greatest level of accountability,

therefore, has developed with the users of the service. At times, this pro-

duces a situation where the special services staff at the garage allies itself

with the community (or vice versa), viewing the headquarters personnel as

external.

(^) This analysis was conducted in the Spring of 1984 and describes condi-
tions in effect at that time. It should be noted, however, that an
internal reorganization of the Operations Division took place in June
1984. Its irtpact on Special Services was a promotion of the Washington
Garage Superintendent to Director of Special Services and the assign-
ment of a new Superintendent from within Transportation Personnel. The
Director of Special Services reports directly to the Manager, Transpor-
tation Personnel.
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4. THE AUTHORITY OF ACTIVELY OVERSEEING THE PROVISION OF SPECIAL SERVICES HAS

NOT BEEN GRANTED

The major participants in the special services program are the principal

planner and the garage superintendent. Neither are considered as "senior"

managers within the organization and do not have the authority for decision-

making. This results in a situation where operations planning staff can sug-

gest policies for the service but cannot guarantee that a policy will be

implemented.

Senior managers within the two major divisions enter the process only when

major issues materialize. However, at all other times, the program is left to

run itself.

5. COMMUNICATIONS AMONG PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS FOLLOW THE EXISTING HIERARCHY

The two primary participants in the program have almost a lateral rela-

tionship within the organization, as Exhibit 5-4 illustrates. However, any

formal communications among the planner and the operator of special services

must be passed through the existing chain-of-command. This process of going

"up, over, and down" inhibits the availability of timely information. It also

may be serving to impede interaction. Given the relative weight of special

services in the overall organization, the processing of requests may get less

than a high priority during the channeling and get "lost in the shuffle."

6. THOUGH OPERATIONS PLANNING PERFORMS SERVICE MONITORING OF FIXED-ROUTE SER-

VICES, MONITORING OF SPECIAL SERVICES IS MINIMAL

Monthly information is supplied by the Washington Garage staff on passen-

gers carried and hours operated. This is provided in memo form from the

Superintendent to the Manager of Transportation. These reports do not always

refer to previous month, prior year, nor year-to-date performance. Nor do

they provide percentage distributions.
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Ridership and scheduling data are provided in one memo aggre-
gated by weekday, Saturday, and Sunday. The information con-
sists of:

- Scheduling data

. . total requests for rides

. . total rides scheduled
total request for rides unable to be scheduled

Ridership data

• . total rides
.. rides by wheelchair users.

Copies of this memo also are forwarded to the executive office, operations

planning, and the area superintendent.

A second monthly memo reiterates the ridership information and establishes

a running total for the year. In text form, it also states the service hours

operated on weekdays, Saturdays, and Sundays as well as the spread time.

Copies of this report also are sent to the executive office and area superin-

tendent (but not to operations planning).

Other ridership and service level information is made available by special

request (e.g., reviews of on-time performance or tracking of "unables").

Also, the planning staff periodically calculates productivity by dividing

rides by platform hour. The latter data item is available since the planning

staff prepares the operator schedules for special services. The only other

routine report made is the monthly report of certifications and applications.

This report provides an up-to-date total in each category, a comparison from

the previous month, and a geographic distribution of the total.

The on-line information maintained by the clerks and schedulers at Wash-

ington Garage with their computer system produces operating statistic sum-

maries. The results from the daily trip history posting exercise are used to

produce 12 columns of information aggregated by each run:
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Miles
Service Hours
Passenger Total
Mobility Aids
Other
Lift

No-show
Cancels
Lift Cancels
Sent Back
Stop
Trips

With this information, the following performance measures can be calculated

daily by run:

• Passengers per mile

• Passengers per hour

. On-time performance

- Percent early - 10, 20, 30 and 60 minutes
- Percent late - 10, 20, 30 and 60 minutes

The accuracy of this information is dependent on the quality of data supplied

by the operators. As the operations analysis has already identified, these

data suffer from inconsistencies, particularly in the reporting of on-time

performance. Nonetheless, this body of ridership information is readily

available. However, neither these reports nor others that could be developed

from this input data are generated and forwarded to the planning staff nor

executive office.

Sample copies of all of the reports described are appended to the report.

A review of these documents will show that they all focus on the effectiveness

of the service. No cost-related information is maintained by the program par-

ticipants. Hence, there is no routine tracking of expenditures nor monitoring

of the program's cost efficiency.

A more structured performance monitoring program is being developed in a

related task of this study. It is a logical extension of current planning

activities that these monitoring efforts are being assumed by the Planning
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Division, in particular the Operations Planning Department. Participation in

these expanded monitoring activities as well as oversight for implementing the

recommendations of this study will bring the involvement of the planning staff

up to a full-time commitment.

With this expanded set of activities, the need for a related realignment

of the headquarters staff involved in special services becomes apparent. To

this end, two specific recommendations regarding the organization structure

are made. *

7. CREATE A DISTINCT SPECIAL SERVICES FUNCTION

The management of the $4 million special services program should receive

the undivided attention of at least one management person at CTA's head-

quarters supported by a paraprofessional to provide clerical assistance (e.g.,

taking minutes, typing, filing, etc.). It is recommended that the function of

"Special Services Coordination" be established and delegated the authority to

assure that stated policies are implemented and that operating performance is

satisfactory.

There are several organizational options available for the location of

this new function. Other transit systems show no uniformity in where they

have assigned this responsibility. Though planning and operations divisions

are common "homes" (e.g., Baltimore, Cleveland, Dallas and Portland), other

systems ' special service functions exist in separate units reporting directly

to the Executive Director in others (e.g., Boston, Miami and Pittsburgh). The

options suggested for the CTA are:

. within the Route & System Planning section, as it now is; or

. as a separate operations planning section (on a par with route
and system planning, for example) ; or

. as a separate department.
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The first option is recommended. As shown in Exhibit 5-5, the new func-

tion "Special Services Coordination" should be established at the superin-

tendent level. A conparison with the existing organization within the plan-

ning division (Exhibit 5-2) will show this to be an advancement of one level.

This alternative offers an appropriate degree of recognition for the special

services program within the perspective of the CTA's overall mission of trans-

porting both the able-bodied and mobility-impaired residents of Chicago. The

primary responsibility of this section would be to:

implement a service monitoring program for the operating unit to
follow;

prepare a monthly report highlighting service trends and accom-
plishments for the executive director and board; and

track the status of recommendations from this study regarding
improvements to the existing program.

Establishing a central focus within the CTA for special services should

lead to a central point for coordinating all services for the disabled.

Hence, the unit also should become involved in other programs, in particular

those efforts now underway to make the mainline service accessible by the con-

struction of lifts and other features at rapid rail stations. This is parti-

cularly conpatible with the current organization of Route & System Planning,

where the work unit "Facilities & Ejquijxnent Planning" is located. Facilities

& Hjuipment Planning is responsible for preliminary station planning and

equipment, i.e., accessible car and bus planning. On equal levels in the same

work unit, coordination will be enhanced. Finally, this single point of con-

tact not only can assure that the various programs are coordinated, it also

can better document and publicize the CTA's accomplishments in serving the

disabled community.

The primary responsibilities of this unit will be service monitoring and

coordination. In the event that the CTA decides to change the method in which

it operates service and involve private contractors, its primary responsibili-

ties will remain as service monitoring and coordination. Though the magnitude
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of monitoring may exceed the time available of one person, the function itself

and its organizational alignment would remain unchanged. In this respect,

this recommendation is appropriate for any operating scenario and should be

implemented as one of the first responses to this study.

8. REASSIGN THE CERTIFICATION FUNCTION TO THE SCHEDULING SECTION

The certification process is hindered by its lack of automated client

files; the scheduling/dispatching process does not have immediate access to

registration files in order to verify eligibility. Both constraints could be

alleviated by physically moving the certifier to the Washington Garage and

providing him access to the corrputer system. This would streamline the certi-

fication process and its extensive though somewhat duplicative client files.

It also could expedite the process by shortening the time between approval of

the application and ability to begin requesting service. Coordinating these

procedures also would enable the CTA to establish certification checks on

users and verify continued eligibility as all information would be in one

place.
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;hicago Transit Authority^ •' FEB. 1, IPS'*

yj^AGEV. TR-^NSPORTATION

SUPT. W.A^HINGTON CAJLVZL

TOZAL P^QL-EST FOR RIDES IN J.^'rj.i_<Y( 19 8A)

TOTM. RIDES SCHEDLrLED

TOT.AL REQITST FOR RJDES WE COULD NOT SCHEDULE (IT^ABLES

)

SCHEDLTING DATA FOR JAJTJARY 19 34

S'L.7.D.Ai'S , .TOTAL REQUEST 5 77

UN.-^LES 3i

SCHEDULED 496

SAT"J?DAYS TOTAL REOl^EST 313

U^'ABLES 45

SCHEDULED * 2 73

-TEKDAYS TOTAL REQUEST 4, 373

LTJA^LES 699

SCHEDULED 3,6 74

TOTA.L PIDERSHI? FOR THE MONTH OF J.AVU.ARY

SUNDAYS TOTAL RIDES 1,5 76

SATURD.i^S _ TOTAL RIDES 316

U^EKDAYS TOTAX RIDES L-l'I^

TOI.AL 11,:.9S

w/ c

w / c

w / c

w ' c

49 3

227

4 -,51

cc: ME. J.R. BL-

0?E?_\IICNS NNINC
NEAR SOUTH .- £A SLTT.

IS>_^C S . 5E.AL

SITE RIN TEN DENT
SPECIAi- SERVI'JZS

WAS ~. 1 NGT DN 'SA.-^iGE
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.Chicago Transit Authcrity

To: VAN AGE?, IRAN'S FOR Tax I ON

F'om; SUPT. WASnlN-^TON G.AP.AGE

f^e: SERVlirE HQ-JRS .A.ND A\T?.^GE jr.-MBER OF

P.ASSESGEP3 I?.--r:S?OPriD PER MONTH

J.ANU.ARY 1, 19 Si thru J.AfJU.AilY 31, 1984

t:L::> .

During this period we transported a total of 11,493 passengers; 4,451 were wheelcha:
bound. Ve were available for service 1,3G9.5 hours per week(WeeV:d2ys ) , 2bl.9 hours
per week, day, 112,0 hours on Saturdays and 112.0 hours on Sundavs and Holidays.

Our spread tinie was 9.9 hours per weekday and none on Saturdays, S^rdays and Holida\

Total pu-ber of ra? se-.iiers carried per -nonth to date ^-'

, an.^ar'.' 198'^ 11,498 passengers ' 4,^51

>r -rr-

w-.ee i cnairs

-^^Z^^^ioW^
li.AAC S. 3E.AL

SUPERINTENDENT
5REGI.U 5E?;v'I,:eS

« AS n 1N G TC N 'GA?.A 'GE

cc: MR. J.R. 5LAA
NEAR SO'JTK AJIEA S'JPT,
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Chicago Transit Authonty

''o: HA5.AGER 7?.A.\SP0RIAT

From: s'JPT. W.^HINGTON G.-J'.AGE

J.A.N. 3,

SERVICE H0"3S .^Z A'-TRAGE NL73ER OF
PASSENGERS TR.A,SS?CRTED PER MONTH

DE'IZ^SER 1, 1983 thru DECEMBER 31, 1983

Dijring this period we transported a total of 11,398 passengers; ^,60
bo-ind. We were available for ser-vi ce 1 , 309 .5 hours per week (Wee'-' days )

per weekday, 112. G hours on Saturdays and 112.0 ho'-rs on Susdays and

C'-r spread ti^e was 9.9 ho^rs per weekday and none on Saturdays

1 we re wh

, 261.9 h

Hcli davs

ee icr.air

ours

jr-3-.s and Holidavs

T-^r,: -•-'-^' rs carried '>e r ncnth to date for 1983:

Jan v.ar.-



Chicago Transit Authority February 22, i984

To: Glenn J. Schofield

From: Earl V. Boyd *?..
, D .

Re: Access Transportation

As of February 22, 1984, a total of 6,591 applications have been received:

5,454 (83%) have been certified, 1,073 (16%) are pending and will be certified

upon receipt of missing information and 64 (1%) are ineligible based on the

eligibility criteria. To date, 31 Spanish language applicants have been

received and are included in the total of 5,454 certified applicants, 44% are

in wheel chairs and 56% are ambulatory.

The following table shows the geographic distribution, by percentage, of the

applications requested as compared to those certified.

ESTIMATED PERCENTAGE
OF APPLICATIONS

PERCENTAGE OF

CERTIFICATIONS

Geographic Area
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SECTION 6

VEHICLES AND FACILITIES

This section contains two analyses of Special Services' vehicle re-

quirements and the potential for remote vehicle placement. The first

subsection examines the size and physical characteristics needed by

Special Services to provide its services and estimates the number of

vehicles needed to meet projected present and future levels of transit

demand, which were determined within Section 3 of this report. The second

subsection addresses the stategy of operating some portion of the Special

Services fleet from other than Washington Garage in order to reduce dead-

head travel and non-productive operator hours.

DAVE CONSULTING. INC.
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A. VEHICLE ANALYSIS

OVERVIEW

Two separate tasks within this analysis of Special Services address

the vehicle requirements of the program: Task. 3.5 examines the size of

the vehicles used by CTA and identifies the factors leading to vehicle

selection by the CTA, and Task 6. 1 estimates the replacement needs of

CTA based on projected useful life of the current fleet and expanded

fleet needs in accordance with demand projections made in Section 3 of

this report.

CURRENT CTA SPECIAL SERVICES FLEET

Special Services presently operates a total fleet of 42 vehicles,

as detailed in Exhibit 6-1. Of these vehicles, only about 30 are in

service at the system's peak period, leaving about 12 vehicles either

standing by or involved in regular and periodic maintenance. This con-

stitutes a spare ratio of about 40%, which is higher than typically found

in special transportation systems. A spare ratio of about 20% would be

adequate.

The fleet is entirely diesel-powered, which was a major criteria in

their selection by CTA. With the exception of road supervision cars, all

CTA rubber-tired vehicles are diesel, thereby somewhat simplifying fueling

and maintenance practices. In general, too, diesel engines have a lower

maintenance cost and longer life.

Due to the high proportion of handicapped citizens using wheelchairs

in the Special Services program (almost 50% of all passengers), the

present fleet has a high number of wheelchair spaces in each vehicle:

Vehicle Type Capacity

Superior 3 wheelchairs plus 9 seated or 15 seated

Carpenter 5 wheelchairs plus 20 seated

Flxible 7 wheelchairs plus 13 seated or

5 wheelchairs plus 17 seated.

DAVE CONSULTING, INC.
DCI:98/17
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Carpenter (Special Services)

EXHIBIT 6-1

Superior (Special Services)
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Given the present average productivity of 1.8 passengers per vehicle ser-

vice hour, the existing fleet has more than enough wheelchair capacity

except for occasional group trips and "Fast-Link" services.

SELECTION CRITERIA

According to the knowledge of staff and our observations, CTA's

current Special Services fleet was apparently selected on the basis of

several criteria:

• diesel power;

• wheelchair and seated capacity;

• expected road-worthiness when operating on Chicago's street

network; and

• flexibility to handle unknown demand levels and service

modifications.

Although almost all specialized transportation systems in the U.S.

utilize vehicles of the size of CTA's Superiors or smaller, van-type

vehicles, the industry's experience with vehicle life and reliability has

been poor. Under conditions of daily operation and bad roads, van-type

vehicles usually experience rising maintenance costs after their 3rd year

of use and are essentially worn out after 5 years. At this point, it is

not normally economically practical to rehabilitate a van-type vehicle

since they are usually built on a standard truck chassis, which is itself

worn out after 5 years service.

CTA's preference for a diesel-powered vehicle dictated in 1980 and

1981 that a mid-size or larger vehicle be procured. Until the 1983 model

year, diesel vans were not commonly available from which to build small

transit vehicles.

Finally, the inherent need for a vehicle which would be flexible to

accommodate relatively unknown levels of demand and peak loads as the

Special Services program developed and which could be used effectively in

a variety of service configurations argued for a somewhat larger vehicle

than is used in most special transportation programs. The capacity to

carry 5 wheelchairs in each of the Carpenter buses, for example, would

DAVE CONSULTING, INC. 6-4



allow those vehicles to very effectively provide not only regular demand-

responsive service, but also group trips and shuttle service (like the

"Fast-Link" ).

In discussing vehicle selection, the factors of capital and operating

cost are repeatedly raised in favor of small van-type vehicles as opposed

to transit-type buses. From simply the standpoint of long-term capital

cost, the $106,000 Carpenter bus can be expected to serve a useful life

of about 12 years; the Superior buses at a cost of $75,000 each may

operate for about 6 years; and a van-type vehicle, at about $30,000 to

$35,000 will last an average of A years under Chicago conditions. If the

Carpenter buses last their expected 12 years, there would have been little

or no cost savings in a van purchase.

In terms of ongoing operating expense, diesel vehicles generally have

a longer engine life and lower maintenance costs than gasoline-powered

vehicles, all other conditions being equal. Increases in the cost of

diesel fuel over the past few years have essentially equalized the price

of diesel and gasoline, eliminating one major part of the operating

economy of diesel vehicles.

FUTURE VEHICLE REQUIREMENTS

Under the present Special Services configuration, replacement ve-

hicles will eventually be required for its fleet of 42 buses. Addition-

ally, demand estimates made within Section 3 of this report have projected

future demand for special transportation under several varied conditions

which would necessitate an expanded vehicle fleet. This section projects

Special Service vehicle requirements in these cases.

The projected vehicle requirements assume a spare ratio of only

20 percent and in-service use of each vehicle for 10 hours on an average

weekday. In addition, the projections assume a productivity of 2.5 pas-

sengers per vehicle service hour under current eligibility policies and a

higher productivity of 3.5 passengers per vehicle service hour if the

service is opened for use by less severely mobility limited residents.

DAVE CONSULTING, INC. 6-5



Vehicle Replacement Requirements

As noted early in this section, Special Services' fleet included

20 Superior buses received in mid-1981, 20 Carpenter buses received in

the Fall of 1982, and 2 Flxible buses rebuilt by CTA for Special Service

use. For capital planning purposes, it is necessary to project the re-

placement of these vehicles on the basis of their probable useful lives.

For the Superior buses, a useful life of 6 years is expected,

beginning approximately September 1981 — on this basis, the Superior

buses should be programmed for replacement in late 1987. The Carpenter

buses, a larger transit type bus, are expected to have a useful life of

12 years, and began service late in 1982. Their replacement should be

programmed for late 1994. The two rebuilt Flxible coaches are used by

Special Services only occasionally for groups and special purposes and

not for regular service. Their reliability and use should be monitored

and replacement planned only if their greater capacity is needed with

reasonable frequency.

It should be made clear that these estimated useful lives and

projected replacement dates are only planning estimates to allow capital

budgeting. Actual vehicle maintenance costs and reliability must be

monitored to more closely determine when each vehicle type should be

replaced.

Future Vehicle Requirements: Status Quo Eligibility

The Special Services program currently serves only those handi-

capped residents of Chicago who cannot use the regular transit services

due to physical handicap. Within Section 3 of this report, we have

estimated the demand for service from this group in the current year,

1988, and 1992. If the Special Service program were directed to accom-

modate this projected level of demand, it would currently require a total

fleet of 74 vehicles, as shown in Table 6-1. Because of an expected

decline in Chicago population, the fleet requirements in 1988 and 1992

would be slightly less.

DAVE CONSULTING, INC. ^-6



It should be noted that if CTA were to add these vehicles, addi-

tional demand would be generated simply by the availability of added

service so that demand would not fully satisfied at any point. Demand

for transportation is a "moving target" which will actually increase as

efforts are made to satisfy existing perceived levels.

Future Vehicle Requirements: Expanded Eligibility

If Special Service's eligibility policy were revised to allow use

of the service by those residents who today can utilize regular transit

services but only with great difficulty, we have projected that the

typical weekday demand for service could increase to 3,567 one-way trips

per day (Section 3). To accommodate this level of demand would require

about 101 vehicles in service plus 20 reserve vehicles for a total fleet

of about 121 vehicles, as shown in Table 6-1.

DAVE CONSULTING. INC. 6-7
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• B. REMOTE VEHICLE PLACEMENT

OVERVIEW

All Special Services veliicles are currently operated out of CTA's

Washington Garage, located at Washington Blvd. and Racine Avenue. All

vehicle servicing and maintenance are conducted here and there is suffi-

cient indoor storage for all Special Services vehicles. This facility

also houses the program's administrative, scheduling and dispatch office,

and staff. At the present time, the Washington Garage is also used for

maintenance of CTA automobiles and for some midday storage of fixed-route

tripper vehicles.

Although the Washington Garage is centrally located within the City

of Chicago, the trips served by the Special Services program are spread

throughout the city, necessitating nonproductive or "deadhead" trips from

the garage to a vehicle's first pickup each day and from the last dropoff

back, to the garage.

One strategy to minimize this deadhead travel would be to locate

some portion of the Special Services fleet in other CTA bus operating

facilities in outlying areas of the city, placing them closer to their

first pickup each day and last dropoff each night. This strategy of

remote vehicle placement is examined within this section, particularly

from the standpoint of its impact on operations and procedures.

PRESENT OPERATIONS

Beginning at Washington Garage, the Special Services vehicles dis-

perse throughout the city to begin their daily tours. Figure 6-1 shows

the locations of all first pickups and last drop-offs on a sample day

(February 7, 1984). As can be seen from this display, the initial pickups

and final deliveries are fairly equally distributed on a north/south

basis from Washington Garage.

The need to deadhead a vehicle to and from the garage location

necessitates nonproductive vehicle time as well as higher direct opera-

ting costs in terms of mileage and vehicle use. An analysis of the time

DAVE CONSULTING. INC.
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Figure 6-1
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spent in deadheading to the first pickup on all tours on February 14,

1984, found that a total of 26.2 vehicle hours were spent between the

"Start Run" time and the actual time of first pickup — or an average

deadhead of 28.6 minutes for each vehicle. Our observation of the system

leads us to believe that this figure significantly overstates the actual

time spent traveling from Washington Garage to that day's first pickups.

Instead, this statistic includes deadhead plus an inordinant amount of

time allowed for operator report time and preparation. It may also re-

flect an inherent absence of flexibility in operator start times to ad-

just to actual travel demand patterns.

The inability of Special Services management to adjust operator work

hours to fit travel demand patterns was especially evident in the "dead-

head" figure which could be tabulated for the return from the last de-

livery to the garage, which was well beyond a reasonable figure, and,

consequently, has not been used for analysis.

ANALYSIS

On simply the basis of non-productive mileage and operator time,

there would appear to be a strong case for locating a limited number of

Special Services vehicles at CTA fixed-route garages in the northern and

southern parts of the City of Chicago. Doing so would enable CTA to

reschedule some operator shifts to eliminate early starts simply to reach

the vehicle's first pickup.

On the other hand, remote placement of vehicles in other CTA garages

raises other administrative and operational issues which could negatively

impact service quality and management control. These issues are, briefly:

• Inability of dispatch procedures to accommodate remote placement .

Under a remote placement arrangement, a limited number of opera-

tors would work out of CTA garages in outlying areas, and come

into V/ashington Garage possibly on a daily or occasional basis.

The current dispatch system would require that hardcopy Driver

Trip Sheets be transported or otherwise transmitted to each re-

mote location each evening for the next day's service. This

DAVE CONSULTING. INC.
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would require either a new distribution service (perhaps more

costly than the deadhead which was eliminated) or a change in

dispatch procedures.

• Elimination or lessening of daily operator-management contact .

Daily contact between the operators and their direct management

serves many purposes, among these: transmission of formal and

informal communications; reinforcement of system mission and

service objectives; assurance of CTA dress and appearance stand-

ards; and feedback on services, clients, and area conditions to

management. The lack of daily unplanned and unstructured contact

between operators and management has resulted in other systems in

a deterioration of service quality and a distinctly uncoordinated

and divided organization.

• Increased difficulty in upholding vehicle maintenance standards .

Washington Garage is presently the only CTA facility equipped and

trained to maintain the Superior and Carpenter buses. Under a

remote basing program, vehicles can be rotated into Washington

Garage for regular and preventive maintenance, yet unexpected

problems may have to be addressed by the remote facilities'

maintenance staffs, who may not be trained or equipped for working

on these vehicles. Again, the absence of informal contact bet-

ween operators and the Washington Garage maintenance staff would

eliminate feedback on vehicle operations and probably result in

some minor problems going unnoticed.

Generally, it is our finding that the Special Services program pre-

sently incurs an excessive amount of non-productive time at the start and

end of each vehicle tour. This non-productive time includes deadhead

travel time to the first pickup and from the last drop-off back to Wash-

ington Garage, but also includes excess time allowed for reporting and

for turn in at the end of a run as well as simply unused operator time.
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Although a strategy of remote vehicle placement could potentially reduce

the total non-productive miles and operator hours in the system, we

believe the strategy is currently outweighed by its potential negative

impacts on service quality and management control. As a further point,

the present uncertainties regarding the future operator and organization

of the Special Services program argue strongly for no action with regard

to remote vehicle placement at this time.

DAVE CONSULTING. INC.
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SECTION 7

INTEGRATION WITH ACCESSIBLE RAIL TRANSIT

The development of the Special Services program and delivery of

CTA's regular transit services have been predicated on the availability

of a high quality, alternative accessible service to those unable to use

the fixed-route and rail service. As fully accessible rail segments are

constructed and completed, it becomes necessary to examine the feasibi-

lity of integrating the Special Services program with these accessible

rail segments.

It should be noted at the outset that a fully-accessible rail seg-

ment is not necessarily a feasible transit alternative for all members

of the severely mobility limited population (SML). Although physical

and operational transit barriers may be resolved, it is possible that

several significant barriers remain. Such travel barriers can exist

within an individual transit mode, such as an accessible rail system,

or they can exist between transit modes, such as an interface between a

paratransit service and a fixed-route system.

Modal Interface

As accessible rail segments are completed in Chicago, the Special

Services program has the potential of serving as an accessible feeder

system. If terminals and transit stops are not easily accessible, the

majority of the transportation handicapped will not utilize the system.

Two such fully accessible systems, the Washington, D.C. Metro and BART

in San Francisco, show very poor handicapped ridership.^ This, in part,

is due to the lack of an adequately accessible feeder service.

While a feeder service operated by Chicago's Special Services

would remove the travel barrier of difficulty in getting to a rail

station, other problems may arise which would continue to prevent the

'^rain and Associates, Transportation Problems of the Transportation
Handicapped — Vol. 2 — The Rules of Government and the Private Sector
in the Revision of Mobility Systems for the Transportation Handicapped
(California: 8/76), p. 14.
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handicapped from using the accessible rail system as much as they would

like to.

2

The barriers associated with an accessible feeder-distribution

service are:

• lengthy trip time due to transfers and/or long waiting periods;

• difficulty with baggage handling;

• poor coordination of demand-responsive vehicles and fixed-route

service; or

• the lack of demand-responsive service at points of origin/des-

tination; and

• inadequate destination and route signs to direct and inform

3passengers. -"

In addition to these problematic barriers, psychological barriers re-

main.

Psychological barriers are quite significant when examining the

travel choice behavior of the transportation handicapped. Changes to

the physical environment increasing system accessibility may not alle-

viate the psychological barriers which confront the handicapped and

elderly. Psychological fears alone can completely deter use of a

fully-accessible transportation facility by this group. The most

common of these factors are:

fear of falling

fear of embarrassment

fear of impatience of others

fear of crowds/strangers

fear of getting lost

fear of physical assault

fear of asking for help^

^Grey Advertising, Inc., Technical Report of the National Survey of

Transportation Handicapped People , (New York: 11/78), p. 157.

-'Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG), Transit Barriers
California: 9/76), pp. 25-27.

'^SCAG., p. 7.
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Although many of these fears exist among the non-transportation handi-

capped, they appear to have a greater effect on the transportation

handicapped.

The best non-discriminatory services to some members of the handi-

capped population are not necessarily those services which interface

with fully-accessible mass transit. To members of the SML handicapped

population, the most appealing mode is a door-to-door bus service with

a lift or ramp (68.1%).-'

The point of this brief discussion has been neither to argue for

nor against the development of fully-accessible transit systems, but to

point out that even fully-accessible systems will not meet the travel

needs and capabilities of some portion of the handicapped population.

This segment of the population, the SML, will not necessarily benefit

from an upgraded system. Experience has shown that certain handicapped

citizens cannot utilize fully-accessible public transit regardless of

their convenience.

The implications of these remarks with regard to CTA's Special

Services program are to highlight the importance of planning a feeder

service to the accessible rail in coordination with a complete demand-

responsive transit service.

Role of Special Services in Service Integration

As previously mentioned, Chicago Special Services is in a position

to offer a coordinated and integrated fixed-rail and demand-responsive

transportation package to the transportation handicapped. In order to

provide the most efficient and effective service, some preliminary

measures can be taken by CTA.

The first necessary step concerns proper certification of new

applicants and determining the transferability of present clients.

This process must identify which handicapped candidates are eligible

-'Chicago Transit AuthorTty, General Operations Division, Transition
Plan to Meet Federal Section 504 Regulations (Chicago: 10/80), Section
C, p. 2.
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for exclusive demand-responsive transit and those who are transferable

to the accessible rail system. With regard to present clients, there

are three alternatives available to CTA to ensure proper service is

provided to each candidate. The existing certification documents could

be reviewed and transferability thus determined. Another option would

require the re-certification of each client through a mailing out of

the new questionnaires designed to indicate the client's transferabi-

lity. The third alternative assumes all clients and new applicants are

transferable unless otherwise specified by the candidate's physician.

Certification forms would be available upon request of each individual.

A questionnaire should be devised which not only identifies the type

and the severity of the applicant's handicap, but also includes ques-

tions pertaining to the applicant's ability to transfer between and

within modes (from DAR to FR and between subway stations). For new

applicants, this questionnaire should be completed by a certified

physician. Some members of the SML population will continue to be

unable to utilize a fully accessible rail system, especially if lengthy

and exhausting transfers are required. All applicants meeting Special

Services criteria should be issued an identification card and number.

There will always be a segment of the handicapped population

requiring a curb-to-curb service (a portion of the SML). The question

becomes: Which members of the SML handicapped populations requiring

transportation will be able to take advantage of the accessible rail

system? When reservations are made with Special Services, it will

become the responsibility of the scheduler to determine how each trip

will be completed. Basically, there are three transit options avail-

able to CTA: an option based on travel time; a zoned option; and a

mixed alternative, combining the most efficient aspects of the first

two options.

First, the scheduler will need to determine the capabilities of

each rider. By issuing identification numbers and enabling the sched-

uler access to corresponding computer files, client status could easily

be displayed as one element of each client's identification data.

DAVE CONSULTING, INC.
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The next step in the first option available to Special Services is

a quick analysis of travel time. In this analysis, it will be neces-

sary for the scheduler to have a "rail time matrix" available for the

entire system. The matrix should give the normal travel time from one

accessible rail station to another, measured from the time the client

deboards the Special Services vehicle at a station until they are ready

for pickup at the other station. The matrix also needs to allow for

the transfer time, if any, incurred by a handicapped passenger between

rail lines to get from origin of trip to desired destination.

Using the rail time matrix, the scheduler will be able to estimate

the client's total trip time making a transfer trip on the accessible

rail system versus the entire trip on the paratransit system. If the

rail trip is less than maybe 1.25 times the length of time needed for a

bus-only trip, for example, the scheduler would set up the trip as a

transfer to the rail system. Establishing the time differential de-

termining a transfer versus bus-only trip is a local policy decision.

In the next option, trips are classified according to zones estab-

lished by the transit authority. Short trips within one or two adjacent

zones will be served exclusively by demand-responsive transportation.

Trips of greater length must be completed by a transfer to accessible

rail if accessible stations are available in both the origin and des-

tination zones. If the passenger cannot transfer to the accessible

system, transfers between demand-responsive vehicles are scheduled to

accommodate zone changes. (This practice is currently being used in

Detroit.) In addition, the fare aboard the demand-responsive vehicle

will increase as zones are crossed and transfers completed. This is an

added incentive for the handicapped to use the rail system for longer

trips. Escorts are always free, thereby enabling those passengers who

would have difficulty using the accessible rail to take advantage of it

with greater ease.

The third option attempts to combine the previous two and eliminate

a fare penalty for longer trips. In this option, the scheduler will

have a much greater level of responsibility in the planning of each trip.

DAVE CONSULTING, INC.
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After all reservations are taken (24 hour advance) and the scheduler has

determined the degree of each rider's handicap, trip planning may begin.

Naturally, similar trips will be coordinated to increase productivity.

In addition, trips to be scheduled for those SML passengers eligible to

use accessible rail that coincide with a non-eligible SML planned trip

will be scheduled together rather than institute a transfer to acces-

sible rail. This will promote the increased efficiency and effective-

ness of the Special Services operation.

Although this system is a more flexible option, it involves good

judgment on the part of the scheduler to ensure timely arrivals at

each client's destination. Confirmation of reservations for this

option should include pick-up time and information pertaining to the

mode or modes a passenger should expect to use to reach his ultimate

destination.

A few additional elements should be examined at this point. The

first deals with inherent limitations associated with the design of

certain Chicago station platforms. Because of the platform curvature

found in a few of Chicago's subway stations, accessibility for wheel-

chair users may be limited. This curvature helps to create a gap

between the train and platform. In some cases, the gap might be over-

come with the help of an escort; regardless, these stations are not

truly accessible to wheelchair users. This factor should be considered

by the scheduler when planning a trip for a wheelchair user until the

problem is architecturally resolved.

Vehicle productivity which reflects a successfully run operation

will depend heavily on the cooperation and coordination of all personnel

involved in Special Services: drivers, dispatchers, schedulers, super-

visors, and maintenance personnel. Service scheduling will become a

very important and perhaps a more complex part of the operation. It will

be important to minimize vehicle dwell time waiting for passengers as

well as deliver the passengers from origin to destination in a safe and

timely fashion. Good scheduling will only be effective, however, if

the other members of the team respond in a speedy, efficient manner.
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Good team work will become a necessary factor In a successfully run

feeder/distribution service.

Eligible riders also play an integral role in vehicle productivity

since they are potential users. CTA can take a very positive step

here. As plans are finalized for the type of feeder service to be

implemented, marketing of that new service must begin. The handicapped

community must be made aware of the service offered to them. Probably

the most difficult task, yet the most important, will be getting people

to try the new service. Service promotions would certainly help this

effort.

In addition to a visible and active service promotion, travel

training may serve to increase ridership through passenger education

and familiarization with the system. For the SML passengers facing a

possible trip via accessible rail, travel training may help alleviate

the psychological fears associated with the use of mass transit. Many

handicapped persons are not familiar with public transportation. A

travel training experience may serve as an educational tool as well as

an instrument for building self-confidence. Travel training should

include elevator use, transfer procedures, boarding and deboarding

trains, securing oneself on the subway, and what to do in the event

something goes wrong (elevator is broken, subway is too crowded to

secure oneself, etc.). In addition, the assertiveness and confidence

necessary to deal with large crowds should be focused on.

As a note, it might be considered that wheelchair users having to

travel on high density routes during rush hour be given special consi-

deration. It may not be desirable to schedule transfers for wheelchair

users during these periods. It will be very difficult for these pas-

sengers to enter and secure themselves properly in a subway car under

such conditions. This could create a very dangerous and uncomfortable

situation for such travelers.

Conclusion

Accessible mass transit is certainly an advancement for handicapped

travelers. In addition, the provision of an accessible feeder/distri-
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butor service can be described as a progressive step toward greater

mobility of handicapped persons. As more and more rail stations become

accessible to the handicapped in Chicago, Special Services can increase

its opportunity to become one of only a few other urban paratransit

systems in America to provide a much needed coordinated transportation

service. Other elements such as travel training are additional positive

program enhancements. '

,
;

A good marketing program aimed at informing and educating Chicago's

SML population will help to make CTA's feeder service an attractive

travel alternative whether the travel-time option, zoned option, or

mixed alternative feeder system is implemented. In order for the

program to be successful, eligible handicapped travelers must be aware

of the new system and the benefits associated with its use. Addition-

ally, it may be stressed that the service to be implemented is a res-

ponse to the needs and demands of the public. In order to justify the

continued provision of service to the handicapped, it must be utilized.

Above all, cooperation between CTA and those passengers eligible for

Special Services transportation will be the true key to a successful

operation when service is first implemented.
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